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CHAPTER I 
BEGINNINGS OF THE NEW E~GLAND TEXTILE INDUSTRY 
Until the early decades of the ninete enth century, 
most Americans bought imported cloth when they ne eded 
cottons. In 1807-8, for example, "there vias imported to the 
United States from Calcutta 53,000,000 yards, chiefly of 
coarse cotton goods •.• worth over $12 ,000,000 ••• 11 1-rhile in 
1810 American cotton mills produced only "735,319 yards 
cotton cloth. nl 
Domestic cottons were for the most part produced 
by individuals at home . In 1810 the amom1t of cloth pro-
duced by household manufactures \vas tw·enty times the out-
put of the new cotton mills, but still equaled only about 
a fourth of the imports of 1806-1807. 2 On the whole, the 
state of cotton manufacture in America was not unlike that 
of England two generations previously. 
In 1755, English cotton manufacture h~d be en ranked 
11 runongst the humblest of the domestic arts 11 , and its products 
were almost entirely for home consumption. But the enormous 
lBoston Journal, August 6, 1859. 
2Rolla Milton Tryon, Household Manufactures in the 
United States 1640-1860 A Stud of Industrial Societ 
Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1917 , lo9-175 . 
3Adam Seybert, Statistical Annals of the United 
States of America (Philadelphia : Dobson, 1818), 92 . 
1 
market for the type of cotton cloth made in India could not 
be filled by the Indians' backwexd methods of production, 
and the resulting demand encouraged the British industry 
to expand. 4 During the latter half of the eighteenth cen-
tury, a series of inventions and developments gradually 
transformed the production of cottons from a manual industry 
to a mechanical one, so that by 1797 textiles led all the 
manufactures of Great Britain. 5 
This transition began as early as 1738, when 
John Kay invented the flying shuttle. Kay's shuttle passed 
back and forth by strings attached to it, and allowed one 
man to operate a broadcloth loom vThere t wo had been necessary 
before, and to make t wice as much cloth in the seme time . 6 
This so increased the speed of wee.ving tha t hand spin11ing 
't·rheels could not keep pace until James Hargreaves invented 
the spinning jenny in 1764. The jenny was in effect a 
spinning wheel designed to t urn eight or more spindles at 
once, combined with a simple device for stretching the 
threads. It speeded the spinning process greatly, but the 
thread it produced was only strong enough to be used for weft . 
This difficulty was overcome when, in 1769, Richard 
4 
Edwexd Baines, History of the Cotton Manufacture in 
Great Britain (London: H. Fisher, R. Fisher, and P. Jackson, 
1835), 138. 
5
seybert, Qn • cit . , 92. 
6 ~ Baines, .212• _g_ll., llo . 
2 
Arkwright patented the wa ter-frame. 
The water-frame spun a hard and firm thread, cal-
culated for lvarps; and from t his time the waros 
of linen yarn ivere abandoned, and goods were for 
the first time in • • • d}reat Britain~ woven wholly 
of cotton.? 
The jenny continued to be used for spinning weft. 
Arkvtright 1 s next inventions were to influence not 
only the textile inCJ.ustry, but the \.,hole of British manu-
facturing. On Decemb er 16, 1775, he took out a natent 
covering a set of machines for carding, drawing and roving, 
claiming to be t heir "first and sole inventor . 118 Although 
they belonged "in great part to other and much less fortunate 
men, 11 9 Arkr.rright is "to be credited vlith an unrivalled 
sagacity in estimating 11 t he ir true value and in perfecting 
them," as well a s in using them in "constructing the 
factory system. nlO 
Because the water - frame, carding engine and roving 
machine required more space a..r1d po ·Je r than were available 
in the ordinary English household, Arkwright placed them 
in a mill in Cromford, Derbyshire, and powered t hem with 
a lvater'tvheel. This 'tvas the beginning of the Engl ish 
factory system. 
7 
Ibid. , 163-164. 
9 Ibid. , 194. 
8 
1.1?1.9.. ' 18 2 • 
10 
Ibid. , 147. 
The spinning machines of Har greaves and Arkrl!'ight 
1vere milestones in the progress of co t ton manufacture, but 
more i mportant refinement s were still to come. In 1779, 
Samuel Crompton's mule, or mule jenny, combined the prin-
ciples of \"lat er-frame and jenny to produce finer yarns than 
ever before. Six yee~s later, Edmund Oartv~ight invented 
t he first power loom. 
Dr. C a~twright, a clergyman and poet, 
stirred up by the talk of anchest er men at Mattock 
about the over-suppl y of yarn that would follow the 
lap se of Arkrl!'ight 1 s patent had set hi mself to invent 
a 'weaving mill ' 11 
4 
Oart~vright had never seen a loom in operation, and constructed 
a machine whose motions were too powerful. In describing 
it aft ervlard, he said that 
the 'tvar p we.s n l aced per pendiculcrly, the reed fell 
vri th the we i ght of at lee.s t hn.lf a hundred 't•veight, 
and t he spring which t hr ew the shut t le was strong 
enough to have thro"tm a Congreve rocket .12 
He worked on smoothing the operation of the~om, and took out 
his final patent August 1, 178). 
This l ast machine 11 s eems to h ve com-or t sed all t he 
novements and ajustments necessar y for weaving by powernl3 
11 
George Unwin, ~amuel Old..lcnovr and the Ark't'rr i ghts 
(Menchestor: Longmans, Gr een and Company , 1924), 98. 
12 George W. Daniels, The Early English Cotton Industry 
With Some Unnubl i shed Let ters of Sanuel Cro ~n t on (London: 
Longmans, Gr een and Company, 1920), 8 . 
13 
William R. Bagnell, "Sketches of Ianufacturing Es-
tablishments in New York City, and Textile Establishments in 
t he Eastern States" (Fo ur t ypewritt en volume s on fil e in t he 
Baker Library, Harvard University, 1908), III, 1968. 
and in 1788 C artv~ight set up a f actory at Doncaster 
14 
containing twenty of t he new power looms. 
The continuous history of po'tver ·w·eaving dates 
from t h is applic~t ion of Cartwright's loom, but for many 
years "this i nvent ion wa s not sufficiently perfec t to 
displace hand looms, and it was still i n process of 
15 
modification to adapt it to factory requirements ••• " in 
1814 , when it \'la s i ntroduced to the United States. Thus 
it was that by the end of the American Revolution England 
posses s ed all the basic inventions necessary to the cotton 
indust ry, and was prepared to expand manufacture as rapidly 
as the supply of r aw· materials 1rmuld allO'\i• 
America 't-Tas still a consumer, r ather than a 
producer of cottons, for several reasons . The most 
i mportant of these were lack of machinery, of men with 
mechanical t raining , of consumer demand, and of cap ital. 
Nei t her p l en s nor models of sp inni ng and weaving 
machinery wer e available in this country. Information on 
the sub ject was "for a long time conf ined to vague and 
14 Unwin,~·~., 99. 
15
victor s. Clark, His tory of Manuf ac tures in t he 
United States 1607-1860 (Washington: Carnegie Institute, 
1916), 428. 
5 
uncerta in rumor.u16 America 1 s uncertainty 11'a.s due not t o 
lack of interest, but to English l aw: the successful ap-
plication of Ark~Tight 1 s sninning machinery and the con-
test over the validity of his patent made the English 
Parliament av1are of t he immense significance of these in-
ventions, and it acted to ke ep the processes the exclusive 
possess ions of England. 
In 1774 Parli~.ment passed an act " •• • to prevent the 
exportation to f oreign ports of utensils made use of in 
t he co tton , linen , 1·1oolen, and silk manufactures in this 
k ingdom. nl7 Its express pur pose was to prevent exportation 
of anything 1hich might enable forei gners "to work up 
such manufactures, and greatly diminish the exportation fr om 
this kingdom. nl8 The penalty for violation \'las "for-
feiture of such tools, &h , and fine of L200. 1119 
By 1781, Parliament evidently had come to feel 
t hat the st e.tute of 1774 "VTas not sufficiently stringent, 
for in that ye~x it prohibited the exportat ion of 
l6Sa.muel Batchelc.er, Introduction and Earl, Pro ,ress 
of the Cotton Manufacture in the United Stat es Bosto n : 
Little, Brovm a.no. Company , 1863), 13. 
17 
John L. Ha.yes , American Textile Machiner;y 
(Cambridge : University Press , John Wil son and Son, 1879), 7. 
18 
Ibid. , 6. 
19 Ibid. , 8 . 
6 
any machine, engine, tool, pre s s , paper, 
utensil, or i nplement 1 he tever, i'lhich no1v is, 
or may c t any time be, used in or roper for 
t he prepa~ing , working , pres sing , finishing , 
or completing of t he linen, cot t on, v.rool, or 
silk manufactures of this kingdom, or any 
other goods '"'herein '>~ool, cotton, or silk is 
used, or any part of such machine, &c., or 
any model or Dlc:>..n of any such machine . 20 
To the penalties for violation of the 1781 statute was 
aaded " •.• i mprisonment for the space of t~elve months.n21 
Not only was the exportation of machinery and 
plans outlaued, bu.t lrmrkers skilled in the construction 
and pperation of cotton manufacturing machinery were 
prohibited from leaving England. Parliament 
imposed a fine of L500 upon anyone who should 
attemp t to entice out of Gre at Britain a work-
man acquainted with novel processes in the 
manufacture of linen and cotton goods.22 
Tench Coxe \vas one American 1vho vras frustr e.ted 
in attempts to circumvent the se le.ws. He vms 11 the first 
enthusiastic advoc e.te of cotton culture in the United 
States", 23 and "bece.ne acquainted 11i th the f act that 
20 
Ibid. 
21Ibid 
- · 22 
Henry Stedman Nourse, The Power Loom. Its Genesi s 
in \'lorcestei' Count_y Olorcester: Worcester Historical 
Society, 1898), 9 . 
23 
Harold Hutcheson, Tench Coxe A Study of American 
Economic Develonment {Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins Press, 
1938), 143. 
7 
the labor-saving spinning machinery of Great Britain was 
considerable in 1786".24 As Assistant Secretary of the 
Treasury, Coxe used all his influence to introduce cotton 
manufacturing to the United States . In 1787 he 
entered into a bond with a person Hho engaged to 
send him, from London, complete brass models of 
Arbrright 1 s patents ; the machinery vras completed 
and packed, but was detected by the examining 
officer, and forfeited, according to the exist-
il~ laws of Great Britain, to prevent the expor-
tation of machinery . 25 
The identity of the person Coxe entered into the bond 
~ori th is not known . 26 Not until 1845 1vas machinery for 
textile manufacture omitted from the list of prohibited 
exports . 27 Rigid enforcement of these laws also prevent-
ed the escape of any workman who could successfully repro-
duce Arb~ight machinery until Samuel Slater's emigration 
to America in 1789 . 
Slater's coming was extremely important to Amer-
ican manufacturing . Before that, the "trade and name of 
machinist vTere unknown . "28 The metal v10rk of spinning 
jennies made in this country before 1789 had been made by 
coppersmiths and clock-makers, and the spindles had been 
24rbid., 9 . 
25George s . \mite, Memoir of Samuel Slater 
(Philadelphia : w. Day, 1836), 71 . 
26Hutcheson, QE• cit . , 152. 
27Hayes, 2£• cit . , 8 . 
28rbid. , 13 . 
8 
wrought in the blacksmith ' s forge . 29 There was an enormous 
need for men with mechanical training. 
Lack of such men was felt keenly at the Beverly ex-
periment in Massachusetts . The Legislature of that State 
had begun to take an interest in the promotion of cotton 
manufacturing soon after the Revolution, and on February 
21, 1786, had appointed a committee and instructed its 
members 11 to consider measures for the encouragement of the 
manufacture of linens & cottons 11 . 30 On October 25, 1786, 
the I1assachusetts House of Representatives ordered that 
Mr . Clarke and ~~ . Bowdoin with such as the Hon . 
Senate may join be a committee to vie-vr any new 
invented machines that are mru{ing within this 
Connnon-vreal th for the purpose of manufacturing 
Sheep 1 s Wool and Cotton Hool and report what 
measures are proper for the Legislature to take 
to encourage the same . 31 
In 1785 a group of Boston merchants had convinced 
Thomas Somers, a midshipman in the British Navy, that he 
should revisit England and try to obtain whatever models 
or plans he could of EP~lish textile machinery . 32 Somers 
returned to America in 1786 and petitioned the Massachusetts 
Legislat ure for financial assistance . On November 16, 1786, 
the House Connni ttee v.rhich con sidered his petition "reported 
29Ibid . 
30senate Journal, Massachusetts, May 1785 t,e 11arch 
1786, VI, p . 263. 
31House Journal, Massachusetts, May 1786 to May 1787, 
VII, p . 290 . 
32Robert s . Rantoul, The Firs t Cotton Mill in 
America (Salem : The Salem Press, 1897), 8- 9 . 
9 
a resolve for granting t vlenty pounds for his encourage-
ment . n33 Somers t hen went ahead and tried to reproduce 
the machinery (he had been unable to bring any out of 
Engl and) from memory. 
The following year, the Cabots of Salem, Israel 
Thorndike, Joshua Fisher , and others used t his machinery 
in starting a cotton factory in Beverly, Massachusetts , 
and invited Somer s and a machini st named Leonard ( another 
emiffrant from England) to join them as chief mechanics . 34 
In June, 1788 , t h e Beverly comuany netitioned t he Massac-
husetts Legislature for an act of incor poration. The 
petitioners i'rrote t hat 
••• t he Commonwealth has re ached a point in popul-
ation and agr;l..culture at Hhich it becomes necessary 
to establish manufactures . The_t no k1nd of manu-
f acture appear s more precti cable at present or more 
useful than thc.t of cotton. The principal pe.rt of 
t he l abor is perfor med by machinery . !any of the 
m!:l.chines ere applicable to the manuf actur e of s ilk , 
hemp, fl ax and v.rool . It 1-vill afford eiil)loyment to a 
great number of women and children, many of whom will 
otherwi se be useless if not a burden to society. In-
duced by some of t hese considerations they have en-
deavored to B.s certain by actual experiment on a small 
scale t he probability of success in attempting t his 
manufacture . They find it in their power to fabricate 
any kin~ of cotton or linen goods equal in quality 
to anv made in Eurone and much suuerior to t hose 
usually i mported. Cot ton may b e nrocured here as 
cheap as or cheaper t han in Europe . Linen yarn, 
machinery and l abor in general will be on an average 
33 House Journal , Massachusetts , Mal 1786-May 1787 
VII, p . 468 . 
34 
Rantoul , .QE · ill· , lS . 
10 
about fifty per cent higher . They are of the op~n~on 
that although the balance cannot be greatly in favor 
of the business yet it will afford such profit as to 
support itself, excepting the extraordinary expense 
attending its introduction. This expense they con-
ceive to be really lost by the first undertakers, and, 
if the art be valuable, gained by the community . They 
therefore conceive that it is necessary to the estab-
lishment of such a manufacture that the legislature 
should grant some peculiar favors to the adventurers, 
otherwise to them even success will be attended with 
a considerable loss, a sacrifice which, they presume, 
the community cannot reasonably expect . They pray 
the Court to take the premises into their consider-
ation, and to grant them a charter vTi th such immun-
ities and favors as they in their wisdom shall think 
necessary to counter balance the disadvantages and 
expenses peculiar to the introduction of this manu-
facture . "35 
The petition was granted, and on February 3, 1789, the 
Beverly Cotton Manufactory was incorporated. On the same 
day, the Legislature indirectly aided the new company by 
passing a bill "laying on Excise duties on all Cotton & 
Cotton & Linen piece goods which may be imported into this 
Comrn. th not manufactured in the United States. 11 36 
Furthermore, on February 17, 1789 , the General 
Court granted the proprietors "five hundred pounds, lawful 
money, in specie, to be paid in eastern lands the property 
of this Commonwealth. rr37 The legislators subsidized the 
3'5House Journal, Hassachusetts, May 1788 to May 
1789, VIII, p . 300 . 
36Batchelder, 2E• cit . , 26. 
37Rantoul, 2£• cit . , 29 . 
11 
Beverly company because they felt it was 
essential to the true interest of the Commonwealth, 
to encourage within the same, the introduct i on and 
establishment of such manufactures as will give the 
most extensive and profitable employment to its citi-
zens, and thereby, instead of those emigrations which 
are so ruinous to the State , increase the number of 
manufacturers, 1-1ho by consuming the p~gductions of 
the soil will add to the value of it . J 
As the grant of land by the Legislature in February 
1789 had not 11in any degree answered the purpose of it 11 ,39 
the Beverly proprietors petitioned the General Court again 
in June 1790 . They wrote that their undertaking had 11proved 
more arduous and expensive than was at first conceived 11 . 40 
They again gave reasons for subsidizing domestic manufac-
tures . The practice of importing cotton goods, they said, 
was 11 draining our Country of a circulating medium to con-
tribute to the v1eal th and populousness of Great Britain. 1141 
Doing away wi th "this destructive Traffic • •• cwas.l • • • not 
the only public advantage to be derived from the manufac-
ture of cotton as undertaken by the said Proprietors . u42 
38Ibid . 
39House Journal , Has s achusetts, May 1790 to May 
1791, IX, p . 42 . 
4°rbid . 
41rbid. 
42Ibid. 
12 
13 
For, 
raw material is procured in exchange for fish the 
most valuable Export in the possession of the State, 
and at this time in great need of encouragement. It 
must be evident that the Codfishery will be essen-
tially encouraged, by extending the demand for the 
Imports to be obtained by it. This Manufacture finds 
employment and support for a great number of persons, 
and among others for infirm women and children, who 
for want of employ are often burdensome to the Public.43 
The proprietors pointed out that they had incurred 
a variety of expenses and losses which succeeding entrepre-
neurs would not encounter . Among them Here 
The extraordinary price of machines , unknown to 
our Mechanics , intricate and difficult in the i r con-
struction, wi thout any model in the country, and only 
to be effected by repeated Trials, and long attention, 
one instance among many of this kind, is a Carding 
machine, which cost the Proprietors, eleven hundred 
dollars, and 1-1hich can now be purchased for t1.vo hun-
dred dollars. 
The extraordinary loss of materials in the in-
struction of their servants and 1-rorkmen, vrhile so 
many are new, and the additional losses sustained 
by the desertion of these Hhen partly informed, and 
by the increase of :iages to prevent it, in conse-
quence of the Competition of rival manufactories .44 
On March 4, 1791, the Legislature, in response to the peti-
tion of the Beverly company, granted 
four hundred tickets of the present State Lottery, 
called the Semi-annual Lottery; and also three hun-
dred tickets more to be received from the next lot-
tery or class, which shall be undertaken by the 
43Ibid. 
4lf-Ibid. 
managers of the State Lottery, of the same price . ..• 45 
Meanwhile, the Beverly manufactory had be come so 
important that President Washington paid it a visit. He 
wrote in his diary October 30 , 1789 
After passing Beverly, 2 miles, i.Je come to the Cotton 
Manufactory, which seems to be carrying on with spirit 
by the Mr . Cabbots (principally). In this Manufac-
tory they have the new Invented Carding and Spinning 
machines; one of the first supplies the Hork; and 
four of the latter; one of which spins 84 threads at 
a time by one person. The Cotton is prepared for 
these machines by being first (lightly) drawn to a 
thrd, on the common wheel; there is also another 
machine for doubling and twisting the threads for 
particular cloths; this also does many at a time . 
For winding the Cotton from the Spindles, and pre-
paring it for the warp, there is a Reel, l·Thich ex-
pedites the v-rork greatly. A number of Looms (15 or 
16) were at work with spring shuttles, Hhich do more 
than d 'ble work . In short , the whole seemed perfect, 
and the Cotton stuffs w'ch they turn out, excellent 
of their6kind; warp and filling both are now of Cotton. 4 
On March 16, 1790, the proprietors of the Beverly 
Cotton Manufactory sent another petition, this time to their 
representative in Congress, Benjamin Goodhue . In an accom-
panying letter, George Cabot asked Goodhue to present the 
petition "as soon as a suitable opportunity offers"47 and 
asked him for 11 such particular support and personal atten-
tion to the business as ••• rheJ••• shall think it merits . 1148 
45Ibid . , 390 . 
46Rantoul, 2£• cit., 31 . 
47Rantoul, ££• cit., 37 . 
48Ibid ., 38 . 
14 
The proprietors petitioned in the hope 
that Congress may, by a lottery, allow them to take 
a voluntary tax from persons in different parts of 
the Union to the amount of their extra expense, and 
thus divide among a greater numper the cost of a 
benefit which is common to all.49 
Cabot explained to Goodhue some of the difficult i es they 
had encountered. He v-1rote that a cotton company in Vlorces-
ter 
had got their machinery made by a man v.rhom we had 
taught at great expense, and that their carding en-
gine did not consequently cost an eighth part as 
much as ours; they also took away the second spinner 
v.re had instructed. 
This vroman, after having destroyed our materials 
and enjoyed our support in learning to spin, was 
bribed to disert us as soon as she could be useful 
to us. The Rhode Island undertakers have, to a de-
gree , treated us in the same man~er, and we have not 
yet been able to stop this evil \oThich has cost us 
so much money . We have now 40 people employed, all 
of whom, except one, are our own country people . 
Their contracts will expire in succession, and they 
will diffuse their knm·Tledge and skill through all 
the States in the Union v.rhere manufactories can be 
carried on. All these things are against us; but 
are they not beneficial to the
5
Eublic in proportion 
as they are prejudicial to us? 
Nothing came of the proprietors' appeal to Congress, 
hoVJever, and the company struggled on. In a letter to Alex-
ander Hamilton, September 6, 1791, George Cabot was more 
optimistic. He 't-Trote that 
A want of skill in constructing the machinery and of 
49Ibid. 
5oibid., 38. 
1.5 
dexterity in using it, added to our want of a general 
knowledge of the business we had undertaken, have 
proved the principal impediments to its success. 
Destitute of the necessary information ourselves, 
we were subject to be misled by every pretender to 
knovTledge . A number of Europeans, chiefly Irish, have 
been successfully employed by us; but as no one of 
them was master of any branch of the business, and 
most of them proved deficient in some quality essen-
tial to usefulness, one only has remained in our ser-
vice .••• Satisfied from experience that we must at 
last depend on the people of the country alone for 
a solid and permanent establishment, we have for a 
long time directed our efforts to their instruction, 
so that , of the forty persons no·H employed in our 51 workshop, thirty-nine are natives of the vicinity . 
Although $5000 had been "sunk in waste of materials, ex-
traordinary cost of first machines, in maintaining learners 
and compensating teachers, &c . 1152 Cabot hoped for the future . 
He wrote, of the company's prospects, 
They are less discouraging than they have been. We 
have subdued the greatest difficulties and i.Ve shall 
not be exposed again to many extravagant charges 
which heretofore nave swallowed up our funds without 
any reproduction. 53 
But this was an overly optimistic prediction. The losses 
sustained by the company mounted 1..ri th ea ch year until the 
firm failed in 1807, leaving the Cabots disillusioned. 
The significance of the Beverly Cotton Manufactory 
51Arthur H. Cole, ed . Industrial and Commercial 
Correspondence of Alexander Hamilton (Chicago: A. W. Shaw 
Company , 1928), 62. 
52Ibid. 
53Ibid. 
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has been a matter of dispute among local historians for a 
long time . There is little doubt, hoi..Jever, that it was the 
first cotton mill in America. When Samuel Slater, coming 
from England with memorized plru~s for Arkwright-type ma-
chinery, nfirst set foot in Pawtucket, the shopkeepers of 
Salem and Beverly were retailing over their counters the 
finished products"54 of the Beverly mill . The machinist 
Samuel Batchelder, one of the leading authorities on the 
early cotton industry, has stated that the Beverly mill 
"was the earliest enterprise undertaken and carried into 
execution in this country for manufacturing cotton. "55 
There is also a statement by Moses Brovm of the Almy and 
Brown firm that Beverly had the first cotton mill in Amer-
lea . Moses Brown wrote to his namesake, one of the Bev-
erly proprietors, 
I have for some time thought of addressing the Bev-
erly manufacturers on the subject of an application 
to Congress for some encouragement to the cotton 
manufactures, by an additional duty on the cotton 
goods imported and applying such duty as a bounty, 
partly for raising and saving cotton in the Southern 
States , of a quality and cleanness suitable to be 
wrought by machines , and partly as a bounty on cot-
ton goods of the kind manufactured in the United 
States, and it is the desire of those concerned this 
way that you, being the first and largest, would 
take the lead and devise such plans as may be most 
eligible . 56 
54Rantoul, ~· cit., 10 . 
55Batchelder, ~· cit ., 30 . 
56Rantoul, ~· cit ., 20. 
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There is, moreover , little doubt that the Beverly 
Cotton Manufactory was the first mill in America to com-
bine all the processes of cotton cloth production in one 
factory, the first mill in this country which ntook in raw 
cotton, converted it under one roof into a salable product 
made wholly of cotton, not a single fabric, but a consider-
able variety of fabrics . u57 All this was done '\·lith the 
simplest kind of machinery . 
~1illia.m Bentley wrote in his diary after visiting 
the factory on September 24, 1790 
Two Jennies were at Hork below vrhich carried about 
70 spindles each. Several looms Here at work, & 
the remarkable circumstance to us was the moving the 
shuttle by Springs, which gives a great velocity, & 
allows the greatest number of strokes . Above all 
the carding machine was most curious as it was dif-
ferent from all our observations . Two large cylin-
ders of two feet diameter move in contact, & upon 
them other cylinders of diffe~~nt diameters, & these 
are covered with fine cards . / 
Thomas Somers, the machinist employed by the pro-
prietors, had been able to build only cylinder carding ma-
chines, spinning jennies, and hand weaving looms with fly-
lng shuttles . He had not brought to America plans of Ark-
v~ight spinning machinery . 
57A. M. Goodale, The Early History of the Power 
Loom (Boston: New England Cotton Manufacturers' Association, 
1898"), 16 . 
58Willlam Bentley, The Diary of William Bentley 
(Salem : The Essex Institute, 1905), I, p . 200 . 
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Shortly after Somers had been sent to England on 
his quest, Colonel Hugh Orr, already famous for the manu-
facture of fire - arms, i nvited tH·o machinists and ·v.reavers 
from his native country, Scotland, to come to America . 
Robert and Alexander Barr were familiar 1rTith the neH English 
textile machinery, and upon t h e i r arrival in f-1assachusetts 
in 1786 began construction of such machinery for Orr's pro-
posed cotton manufactory . By the fall, the Barrs had near-
ly completed several carding and spinning machines, and 
invited the Legislature to examine them. A committee ap -
pointed for this purpose vie1rred them, and recommended that 
the Barrs be subsidized. On November 16, 1786, the General 
Court granted 1200 to the t wo men 
to enable them to compleat three machines and also a 
roping machine, and to construct such other machines 
(connected Hith those already exhibited) as are ne-
cessary for the pur pos e of carding, roping and ~in­
ning of sheep ' s Hool as well as of cotton Hool.59 
On March 8, 1787, a committee was appointed to in-
spect the completed mach i nes of the Barrs , and to determine 
what recompense should be allowed the ti·TO machinists 11 as a 
reward for their i ngenui ty , and as an inducement to other 
ingenious Artists and Manufacturers to bring their arts 
also i nto this Commonwealth. 11 60 
59House Journal, Massachuset ts , May 1786 to May 
1787, VII, p . 274. 
6°Ibid . , 470 . 
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On I'1ay 2, 1787, the House of Representatives approved a 
motion granting Robert and Alexander Barr "six t ickets in 
the State Land Lottery . u61 Hugh Orr evidently changed his 
mind about using the machines in a cotton factory , and in-
stead put them on exhibit at his hou se in Bridgewater, 
Mass a chusetts . 62 Poss i bly he Has disappointed in their 
practicability , for there is no record of his ever having 
put t h em to use . 63 
According to a most competent aut hority, Samuel 
Batchelder, the Barrs 1 machines ·Her e similar to Arkwright 1 s 
famous roller- sp inning machine, but not close enough copies 
so that they could be run succes sfully . 64 The importance 
of the Barrs' sp inning frame lies in the fact that it en-
courag ed other experimenters . 
About 1788, a sp inning-frame made from drawings 
of the one at Bridgewater was constructed at Providence 
and purchased by Almy and Brown. It operated only imper-
fectly, producing an uneven yarn, and coul d not be put to 
any profitable use . Not until the English machinist Samuel 
Slater came to America in 1789, and built from memory an 
6lrbid . , 5o1 . 
62Batchelder, Q.E. • ci t . , 1.3 . 
63Nourse, ££• cit., 11 . 
64rbid . , 48 . 
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Arkwright water- fr ame for Almy and Brown, was a roller-
spinni ng 1vater- poHered machine operated successfully here . 
Slater had learned the operation and repair of 
spinning machinery as an apprentice of Jedediah Strutt, 
"'vho, together with Richard Arkwright, had established a 
spinning factory at Nottingham in 1771 . Attracted to Amer-
ica by advertisements offering re-vmrds for improved cotton 
machinery, Slater arrived in November, 1789 . 65 
After spending a short time -vli th the New York !-'Ian-
ufacturing Company, he became an employee of Almy and Brown 
of Providence . He examined the company 's spinning machinery 
that had been copied from the Bridgewater models, but 11 de-
clined doing anything with them and proposed making a new 
one using such parts of the old as 1-muld a.11.swer . n66 Early 
in 1791, Slater ' s new spinni ng frames, tended by nine chil -
dren, began turning out their first satisfactory yarn . 67 
To Slater then 11 justly belongs the credit of the successful 
introduction of the ArkHright machinery in this country . u68 
In the years bet1veen the arrival of' Slater in 1789 
65White, ££• cit . , 72 . 
66Moses Brown to John Dexter , July 22, 1791, in 
Cole, 2£• cit . , 73 . 
67Ibid . 
68Ibid . 
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and the passage of the Embargo Act in December, 1807, the 
factory of Almy and Brown served as the archetype of over 
three hundred small spinning mills set up in Rhode Island, 
Connecticut and southern Massachusetts.69 Many of these 
mills, in fact, were started by former Slater and Almy and 
Brown employees . 7° Most of them adopted, as Almy and Brovm 
had, Engl i sh Arla1right-type machinery, and imitated the 
English nfamilyn labor system. 
These early mills had difficulty in marketing 
their products,71 since nearly every storekeeper habitually 
ordered large stocks of English cottons . 72 Only when sup-
plies of i mported fabrics were cut off by the embargo and 
the "'{ar of 1812 did there develop in America suff icient de-
mand for domestic cottons to encourage an extensive and 
healthy development of the textile industry. 
The war also advanced the cotton industry enor-
mously, if indirectly, by diverting capital from commerce 
to manufacturing. Before the Revolution and directly after 
69George Sweet Gibb, The Saco -Lowell Shops 
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 19L~6), 7 . 
70caroline Ware, The Earl land Cotton Manu-
A Stud of Indust~r~i~al~~B~e~~~~~F.B~o~s~t~o-n~:~H=o~u~g~h~t~o~n 
Company, 19.31 , passim. 
7lware, ££• cit., 30 . 
72Harvey A. \.J'ooster, "A Forgotten Factor in Amer-
ican Industrial History,n American Economic Review, XVI 
(1926) 1.5-16 . 
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it, however, there was an obvious dearth of capital in this 
country . The unfavorable balance of trade \vi th Engl and 
left us short of sufficient specie . Americans 1ere forced 
to do bus iness by barter . One of the main reasons that 
some of the new s t ate sovernments had encouraged manufac-
tures in the 1780 1 s ivD s the need to este.blish in America 
facilities for producing goods then purchased from Engl and 
with scarce s ecie . 73 
The l ack of capital as l a te as the ea.rly 1800's 
is evident in t he methods of financing the cotton mills 
e.round Pmitucket . The original capital outlay of Almy and 
Brown, for examnle, vms exceedingly small. He.ny of the 
materials for building their f irst factory were borrowed 
fro m their store and l ater naid for out of urofits. 74 Em-
:ployees l'>iere _aid 11i th stock on hand a t the store, and the 
s tore -vms continually restocked 1·1i th goods received from 
country storekeepers in exchange for Almy and Bro\vn cloth. 
Hand weavers 1·1ho i·iove the yarn Almy and Brown put out were 
pai d in yarn, and often master weavers bought yarn from 
them and paid for it in nroduce 75 . . Slater built his first 
mill from the ten years of profits eo.rned as a partner of 
73senate Journal , ·as sachusetts , Max ~785 to March 
1786, VI, p . 263 . 
7~lare, .91?. · cit., 124. 
7 5rbid., 42 . 
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Almy and Brown,76 
•fany other R'flode Island manufacturers started 1vi th 
suprisingly little capital . Farmers invested in these mills 
by :;ivin - land and v"ic.ter riBhts instead of money . 77 En-
trepreneurs often paid themselves no wages for the first 
feu years ana_ used their O';ffl children as employees . 
This was at best an um·iieldy system. Fe11 of the 
many undercapitalized sme.ll mills founded in Rhoc_e Island 
r'.nd southern ~assachusetts after the Revolution -uere able 
to expo.nd in size, and they continued to o erate i"li th lit-
tle or no part of their capit <:. l free . 78 During hard times, 
their mortality rate uas high. 
Textile proc"uction 1·1as not established on a sound 
financial basis in this country until the Boston merchants, 
unable to invest in commerce because of the 1•!ar of 1812, 
sousht ne~·l uses for their mercantile fortunes, which he.d been 
accumulated in large ~n.rt durin"' the period 1804-7, "the 
eyday of Boston as a neutral :lc.ri time center . u79 
Island 
197 . 
76vlhi te, .2.12 · cit . , 70, 71. 
770liver P . Fuller , The History of Harwick, Rhode 
(Providence : Ang ell, Burlinge~e and Company, 1875), 
78Bagnall, ~ · ~. , I, p . 9-12, 16 . 
79John D. Forb es, "Europea n •lers and Boston Trade, 
1783-1815, 11 Nev; EnP:land Querterly, X (1938), 719 . 
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Moreover, overexpansion of the spinning industry 
in New England had unbalanced textile production as it had 
in England earlier . The spinning mills "put out" their 
yarn to be vwven in homes, or sold it wholesale to master 
weavers and storekeepers . In either case, it was woven on 
handlooms until 1813 . Yarn from the multitude of spinning 
mills began piling up at the feet of hand-loom weavers . 
~fuat the newborn American textile industry needed most at 
this juncture was a power- loom such as the British had . 
There had been factories using power looms when Slater 
emigrated in 1789, but he had had no experience with them, 
and made no attempt which has been recorded to build one, 
either at Almy and Br01m or for his own factory, until af-
ter 1823 . 80 
It was Francis c. Lowell, a successful Boston mer-
chant Hith no machinist ' s training, who performed an even 
greater mental feat than Samuel Slater's, by bringing to 
America in 1812 accurately memorized plans for a power-loom. 
8°ware, ££• cit . , 74-75. 
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CHAPTER II 
THE SHIFT OF CAPITAL FROM COl.fiviERCE TO HANUFACTURING 
America ' s first cotton mi l ls were established a s 
early as 1787, but these early factories did not flourish . 
During good times they enjoyed a modest prosper ity , but the 
depression following the Revolutionary War doomed almost e~l 
of them. By 1807 there were only fift e en cotton mills still 
opera.ting , 1· ith an aggregate of eight thousand spindles . A 
ma jor reason for their failure a s underc~ pitalization. All 
fifte en survivors together represented a capital investment 
of about half a million dollars, and at that , they ~rere more 
highly capitalized than those vrhich had failed . l 
But if undercapitalization and the depression 
following an American war h ad doomed early cot t on manufacture, 
an abundance of capital and the prosperity which resulted 
from a European war was indirectly to give the industry a 
new birth. During the early 1800's, American shipping profit-
ed hugely by its neutrality during the commercial vrars betv-1een 
England and France . As France h8d been hemmed in by British 
seapower, she had thro~m open her colonial commerce to 
lHenry Adams; History of the United States of 
America Durin the Second Administration of James Hadison 
Boston : Charles Scribner's Sons, 1891 , V, p. 1 • 
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neutrals, and American vessels, operating either in-
dependently or under British license, took advante~e of 
Napoleon's blockade to replace the British in trading 
with the continent. Moreover, the famine resulting from 
the blockade and lack of organization 1"li thin t he t-varring 
countries made a mexket in which Americans could sell 
provisions at heretofore unheard-of prices . 2 
It was a time of great financial opportunity, 
and many of the Boston merchants who took advantage of 
it would lat er use the capital it brought t hem to help 
finance t he new cotton mills. Among t hese men were 
Patrick Tracy Jackson, Francis Cabot Lowell, Nathan 
Appleton, Uriah Catting , and James Lloyd. 
Jackson had been born in Newburyport in 1780. 
He attended Dummer Academy , but instead of going on 
to Harvard as had hi s brothers Charles and Je~es,3 he 
was prompted 
to t~~e up a merchant 's life, and at that period 
the best opening for such an occupation was rather 
through the counting room or the depk of a merchant-
man than thru the halls of Harvard.li· 
2
samuel Eliot Morison, The Maritime History of 
Massachusetts, 1783-1860 (Boston: Houghton Miff lin Company, 
1913), 175. 
3James became a f amous doctor; Charle~ a Judge of 
t he Supreme Judicial Court of Massachusetts; both were 
proprietors of the Boston Manufacturing Company. 
4 J ame s Jackson Putnam, A Memoir of Dr. James 
Jaclcson {Bos ton: Houghton Mifflin Company , 190.5), 128. 
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So at fifteen he was apprenticed to William Bartlett, 
a shrewd Newburyport merchant . Five years later, his 
master entrusted J ackson l'Ti t h the safe conveyance of a 
valuable c rrgo to St . Thomas Island, 11with authority from 
Mr . Bartlett to take c e~ond of the vessel at any time 
his judgement warrented such procedure . "5 
In 1801, his brother, Captain Henry Jackson, 
signed him on as cap tain 1 s clerk, and taught him 
navigation and seamanship on a long voyage to India. 6 
When they returned, the younger J ackson took out his 
own mast Pr 1 s papers, and then put to sea again as 
supercargo on the Hannah boUnd for Calcutta. From 1802 
to 1807, he made three tr ips to the Far Eas t to buy 
Calcutta and East India goods for himself and a large 
group of Boston merchants , including Francis C. Lowell, 
t he Cabots and the Lees.? He returned to Boston in 
1807 and occupied himself in the next fe'"' years vTi th 
disposing of the goods shipped to the United States by 
him at various times during his absence . 
Francis Cabot Lowell was born in Newburyport , 
Massachusetts, on April 7, 1775. He was graduated from 
5Ba.gnall, 
.2.:2 . £1!., III, p . 2356 • 
6 Morison, op . cit ., 112- 113. 
7 Kenneth W. Porter, The Jacksons and the Lees 
(Cambridge : Harvard Unive r sity Press, 1937) I, p . 596, 610 . 
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Harvard in 1793 wi t h highest honors in mathematics . 
He then turned to t he study of law, but did not practice. 
Instead, he beca~e a merchant in Boston, and by 1806 
had accumul ated enough capital f rom the profit able im-
portation of India goods to begin investing in the 
public improvement projects of his friend Uriah Oetting. 
Oetting 11 w·a s the guiding spirit in nearly every enter-
prise involving the development of t he town for business 
during the first tl"lenty years •.. 118of t he nineteenth 
century. The very smallness of the area of Boston and its 
inaccessibility served to open a field for financial 
activity and specul ation . Wharf property was more 
remunerative tha.n almost any other kind of real estate. 
In 1806, Lowell, Oetting and Nathan Appleton 
o~ganized the Broad Street Aasociation. 9 The purpose 
of this organization l"las to build dock s and buildings 
in a l arge district previously covered with dilapidated 
structures . The next yea:r Lowell and Cotting together 
with James Lloyd (merchant and later United States 
Senator) formed a company to develo~ the land at 
8 Justin Winsor, 
Boston includin Suffolk 
Boston: James R. Osgood 
9 Francis C. Lowell I, MSS, 111806. 0 
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Wheeler's Point similarly. This involved building Sea 
Street (now Federal Street) out to the end of their land• 
The follo ring year Lowell bought three quarters of India 
Wharf, an earlier project of Cotting's, and the two 
further improved its facilities.ll 
Nathan Appleton had been born in New Hampshire in 
17? 9. He engaged in trade from the age of t hi r t een, when 
he became a clerk in the store of his elder brother 
Samuel, an importer. Four years later, Nathan was left 
in charge of the business when his brother went to 
England to establish more contacts. In 1800, the two 
brothers ·beca~e partners in an association which lasted 
until 1809, when Samuel dissolved it to set up a business 
in Liverpool, England. Then Nathan formed a 11 joint and 
equal copartnershi·9 for the purpose of carr ying on the 
business of merchandise at Boston" with his younger 
brother Ebenezer and David Parker, to create the firm of 
Parker and Appleton.12 After 1806, Nathan and Samuel 
had invested in some of the new cotton factories. 13 
10Ibid. , 11 1807." 
11 n 8 8 n Ibid. , 1 0 • 
I2 ~ Nathan Appleton MSS, 11 2, 1808-1825." 
13 ill_£.. , 111, 1804-1829 • II 
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The years from 1804 to 1307 were extremely 
prosperous for all the Boston merchants . But their 
good fortune was to receive a temporary setback in 
the next few years as a result of the commercial 
restrict ions of France, England and the United Stat es. 
In November, 1807, Great Britain issued Orders in 
Council 
forbidding direct neutral commerce with any 
of the powers in Napoleon's Continentel 
System ••• although a ••• restricted trade would 
be permitted under British license and through 
British portf4 but only as perscribed by British law. 
In December, Napoleon replied to this 
action by proclaiming the Milan Decree which declared 
11 all vessels obeying the British order or even sub-
mitting to examination by a British vessel ••• liable 
to seizure and condemnation. 1115 Later in the se~e 
month , the United States government declared an 
Emb argo, and two years later, a Non- importation 
Act. In the spring of the same year, 1809, the 
British government declared a vigorous blockade of 
all ports under the governments of France and 
Holland from the River Ems southw~rd, and all ports 
14 
Forbes, £2• £11., 722-723. 
15 ~., 723. 
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of Northern Italy.26 These restrictions gre atly hampered 
Jack son and Lowell and the other East India merchants 
who had been accustomed to ship a l arge part of their 
cargoes to various por t s in the now forbidden area. 
They adjusted to the situation as b est they could, by 
enlarging their trade with the West Indies.17 
Some Boston merchants, however, wer e unable to 
s hift their lines of trade successful l y, and were forced 
into bankruptcy. In March, 1811, the large mercantile 
firm of Joseph Lee Jr. and Henry Lee failed. Jackson 
had been closely connected with the Lees (financially, 
as well as by marriage--Henry was his brother-in-law), 
but he was not economically affected by their failure 
at this time, although he was pressed by many of his cred-
itors for payment . He wrote to Francie Lowell, March 24, 
1811, "I have been a little shocked at the misfortune of 
my most intimate mercantile connection. I am not mater-
oally a sufferer. 1118 However, he proceeded with great-
er caution in business activities, and, in April, began 
to withdraw part of his capital from commerce by selling 
three of his ships, the Boston, Charon and the Vancouver. 19 
16 I 6 Porter, on.£!!., , p . 35. 
l7P. T. Jackson MSS, 11Letter Book A, 11 130. 
18Francis c. Lowell I MSS, 111811. 11 
l9Porter, Qn . cit., I, p . 746. 
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Early in 1813, the only ship that Jackson still had 
an interest in was wrecked. 20 
In a similar period of depression just after 
the Revolution the fe't·T American merchants who had made 
fortunes from privateering, {such as the Cabots and 
Israel Thorndike,) had r emoved their money from 
commerce and turned to manufacturing . After their Beverly 
experience, the Cabots had become greatly disillusioned 
\vith the possibility of est blishing manufactures in 
this country, and had turned to politics . Thorndike, 
however, turned his interests b~ck to commerce and 
1'laited for more favorable times to experiment with 
industry again. MeanvThile, he moved to Boston, vrhere 
he increased his wealth by judicious investments in 
real estate , and soon became one of the richest men 
in the city. 21 
In the spring of 1810, Nathan Appleton ' s wife 
was in poor health and he took her to England for a 
vacation. During their stay there, from June, 1810 
to J.1ay, 1811, A~1eton acted as a factor for the firm of 
Parker and Appleton. 22 Through the efforts of Appleton 
Little, 
20I. ~., 
21 Claude 
Brown and 
747 . 
Moore Fuess , Daniel Webster (Boston: 
Company, 1930), I, p . 206 . 
22 ( Hannah Joseuhson, The Golden Threads New 
York : Duell , Sloan and Peerce, 1949), 121. 
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the firm laid in an enormous stock of imported goods be-
fore the Presidental Decree of February 2, 1811, cut off 
all intercourse with Great Britain. \ihen war came and 
interrupted foreign commerce, the value of this stock in-
creased tremendously. Their house made spectacular prof-
its at first, but after the exhaustion of the stockpile, 
the business became unprofitable. Appleton wrote to his 
brother Samuel on February 6, 1813, 11 Mr Parker and myself 
have concluded to dissolve our present partnership as 
'\-re have nothing to do and our affairs are so snug that it 
'\vill be a v-10rk of no difficulty. n23 Appleton estimated 
his fortune at this time at $200,000, and was thinking of 
investing it and living On its profits if he could find a 
worthwhile prospect. 
Appleton had earned this money in the same way 
generally that Lowell, Jackson and Cotting had earned 
theirs . He had invested his surplus capital in a greater 
variety of enterprises, however . As mentioned earlier, 
he had invested in the Broad Street Association in 1806 . 
From 1806 to 1813, he invested heavily in the purchase of 
23Nathan Appleton MSS, 111, 1804-1829. 11 
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ships and ship insurance with occasional support of small 
cotton factories and ne'tv state banks. He also bought and 
24 built houses on Beacon Hill and in Cambridge . 
Appleton's fortunes along with those of Jackson, 
Cotting, Thorndike and Lo 'tvell w·ere affected by the commer-
cial restrictions. By March, 1812, car goes of ship s in 
which Appleton had interests were selling for " ••. barely 
cost and charges •••• n2.5 By March of the next year the 
Appletons' insurance a ccount was 11 •• • very unfortunate ••• " 
due to the fact tha t five of the ves sels they h d insured 
26 had run into difficulties. In July of the same year, 
Appleton wa s complaining to his brother t hat he was hav-
ing great difficulty in renting their real estate. 27 
In the f all, he wrote to hi s brother that real estB.te 
28 inve stments then brought only 4 t o 6 per cent. profit. 
Appleton had invested in the Hillsborough Bank of 
Hillsborough , New· Hampshire early in 1812, but 't-J"hen the 
institution showed signs of being unsound , he had got out. 
vThen the bank failed shortly thereaft er, he wrote his 
24Ibid. 
25Ibid. 
26Ibid. 
27Ibid. 
28Ibid. 
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brother, "I am well rid of that business. 1129 By March, 
1813, he was thoroughly discouraged '"i t h the dearth of 
any profitable fields of investment. He wrote to his 
brother 1-Iarch 8, 1813, "I kno'\v of nothing to l ay out 
30 
money in vlith any prospect of advantage . 11 
The depression in real estate values during this 
period seems to have hit Uriah Cotting fairly hard. In 
May, 1811, he wrote to his associate Francis Lowell, 
who had gone to England in June, 1810: 
You wish to knOi•l ho"tv I proceed in the Sales of 
Real Estate I can truly say I never exerted 
myself more to effect Sales--But not having been 
able to sell any thing of consequence till the 
last month is the reason of my long delay in writ-
ing you--By the enclosed statement you will observe 
that I have made a fevJ sales, which 1vill give you 
some idea of the value of Real Estate, which in 
my opinion ha s not declined in certa in parts of 
to~m, say India Street, State Street, Cornhill 
&c--not withstanding the non-intercourse laws&c 
have made business duller, if pos sible than 
r!hen you left us. 31 
Economic conditions in Boston worsened in the months 
to come. \varren Dutton, Lol·rell 1 s brother-in-law wrote 
him in July, 1811, 11 ••• rents are falling, debtors failing, 
business declining, and the prospect darkening.n32 
Cotting became greatly disillusioned 1-ri th the state of 
29Ibid. 
3°Ibid. 
31Francis C. Lo~>rell I MSS, 111811. 11 
32Ibid. 
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busines s . N. I . Bowditch, a contemporary of Cotting, 
r1rot e in the Boston Courier for viay 27, 1852, of Cotting 1 s 
activities during these years : 
••• supposing himself to be weal thy, he began 
the erection of a magnificent house on Be acon 
Street which would have been, even for our times, 
truly a palace; but non-intercourse and the embargo, 
follol·led by the war vli th England, came on. Commerce 
was prostrated; real estate declined in value; 
r ents fell off; his own health began to f ail. 
Under these circumstances Mr. Cotting not only 
ceased work on the house, but pulled down what 
he had built, and sold the land. 33 
The question arises, why didn't these merchant-
capitalists invest in banking . Some of them, a s Appleton, 
invested in the country banks, but these were decidedly 
unsafe enterprises supported only by the most foolhar dy . 
Banking in Boston was restricted to the local Branch of 
the Bank of the United States until 1811 . 34 Rival banks 
rTere established in the city after this time, but for 
several years , the largest sum any one person could 
subscribe was $lo,ooo . 35 
The merchants of Boston could have loaned l arge 
amounts of their capital to the government in 1813, but 
since most of them were Federalists, they preferred not 
33Boston Courier, May 27, 1852. 
3~obert A. East, 11Economic Development and New 
Engl and Federalism, 1803-1814, 11 New England q.uarterly, X 
( 1937) ' 443 . 
35Nathan Appleton MSS, 111, 1808-1825. 11 
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to support in any manner the Republican government which 
had brought economic deryre s sion to Ne'\'l England. The 
government bonds of 1813 "were bought by individuals and 
banks in the middle and southern States . New England 
36 tvould have none of them. 11 Such '\'laS the abundance of 
surplus capital needing investment in Boston that Apoleton 
and some of the leading Federalist merchants , including 
Harrison Gray Otis, subscribed to the loan secretly. 37 
Vhen Congress authorized a new loan in 1814, Boston 
capitalists were exceedingly anxious to overrule their 
former policy and subs cribe . 38 It was becoming more and 
more difficult to place money profitably. When the 
Phoenix Bank was set up in Hartford , Connecticut, in 1814, 
to rival the Federalist Hartford Bank, "capitalists from 
almost every qu rter of New England vri.shed to subscribe •••• n39 
A year before, in 1813, an economic revolution 
had begun in New England which would completely change 
the nature of that area ' s business activities within a 
36 Walter B. Smith , Arthur H. Cole, Fluctuations 
in American Business 1 0-1860 (Cambridge: Hal~vard 
University Press, 1935 , 38 . 
37East, .2.12 · ill· , 432; Nathan Appleton MSS, 11 2, 
1808- 1825. 11 
38samuel Eliot Morison, The Life and Letters of 
Harrison Gra Otis Federalist 1 6 - 1848 (Boston: Houghton 
n ompany, , p . 
39connecticut Courant, September 6, 1814. 
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generation. The large-scale shift of cap ital from 
commerce to manufacturing began in 1813, when Francis 
Lowell, Uriah Cotting, the Jacksons, Israel Thorndike, 
Nathan Appleton, James Lloyd, Benjamin Gorham and 
Warren Dutton formed the Boston Manufacturing Co mpany. 
It has been suggested by some writers that 
Francis Lowell went to England in the summer of 1810 
with t he idea of obtaining information to enable him to 
start a cotton manufacturing business . Ferris Greenslet 
says , for example, that when Lowell left America 11 it 
1<ras in t he b ack of his busy head to t ake a look at the 
power looms that had revolutionized the cloth-making 
industry of England •••• u40 This same author has 
suggested, with obvious i nconsistency t hat LorTell, as he 
visited f actories in England and Scotland, developed 
an interest in cotton manufacturing. As proof of this 
developing int erest , Greenslet says that at first, 
Lowell's letters to his friend P .T. Jackson 
••• deal with real-estate transactions , India 
ventures, the course of foreign excha.nge, and 
the price of co tton for export, but in 1811, we 
begin to read comments on the making of cotton 
cloth. 
40 Ferris Greenslet, The Lov-rells and Their 
Seven Worlds (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1944), 
154. 
L~1 
Ibid •• 156. 
- -
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In the large collection of Francis c. Lo~rell' s letters 
still in the hands of his de scendents , t here are no ref-
erences that support either of Greenslet 1 s assertions . 
There seem to have been several reasons for Lo\rJell 1 s trip 
to England in June, 1810. His sister wrote, on June 19, 1810 
My 2nd brother with his wife and children and a 
sister of Mrs . L. are about to embark for E-pe . 
Various motives induc e them to travel at this time--
the health of l.frs . L. v-rhh. has for some years been 
delicate; the hope of giving to their children 
some advantages i n education, s uperior to those 
in their own country, and the pleasure and i mprove-
ment they anticipate from seeing other countries, 
have all _their influence •••• 42 
Francis Lowell was in poor health, too . In letters written 
before his trip abroad, and in tho se written from England 
and Scotland, there are many references to attacks of 
illness suffered. The Lowells spent much of their time 
in Great Britain at Cheltenham 11 talting tvaters 11 for their 
health; Mr . Lowell was operated on in London by the famous 
English surgeon Astley Cooper. LO'\vell wrote home often 
to Jackson and other friends that, despite rest and 
visits to Cheltenham, his "trTif e grew· thinner every day. 
In the f all of 1811, he planned to t~~e her to France 
for t wo or three years llfor her health. 1143 
It is intere sting to speculate as to when Lovre11 
42F .R. Morse, Henry and Mary Lee: Let ters and 
Journals i-Ti th Other Family Letters 1802-1860 (Boston: 
Little, Brown and Company, 1926), 87. 
43Francis C. Lovlel1, I, MSS, 11 1810 11 , 111811. 11 
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did develop his interest in cotton manufacturing. His 
letters do not give any indication { Greenslet not'tvi th-
standing), for in none of them, written in England and 
Scotland, does he mention cotton manufacturing, or in 
any way allude to it. In only two of his letters is 
machinery or factories referred to a t all. One, dated 
December 31, 1810, tells of Lowell's visit to Caddell's 
Iron Works, 11 the most extensive in all Scotland. 11 44 
Another, dated May 3, 1811, written by Mrs . Lowell to her 
mother, mentions that, 11 \'lillia.m Smith was very good in 
showing us the tol'm manufactories ••• cof Gla.sgO"t'l_,. n45 
Possibly Lowell's specific interest in cotton 
manufacturing developed after he found it necessary to 
change his plans for going to France. That he did plan to 
go there in the fall of 1811, to remain for more than a 
year, there is no doubt . It is evident in his letters, 
and by his application to the American 0. arge d'Affaires 
for special permission to leave the country and return.~6 
In anticipation of his trip , he s ent shipments of gold 
aero ss the Channel. 47 By October 12, 1811, Loi'rell ha.d 
decided not to go to France just at tha t time, for the 
44Fre.ncis C. Lo Tell I MSS, 11 1810. 11 
45Ibid., 11 1811. " 
46Ibid. 
47Ibid. 
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British Alien Office hRd told him that if he went he 
could not return to England. Because Lowell planned to 
leave t wo of his children in Scotland to be educated, 
he found it necessary to change his plans . 48 In October, 
1811, he '\'las undecided. He wrote to Samuel P. Gardner: 
Since I last wrote you I have de termined not to 
go to France this Autumn. I have not fully deter-
mined whether I shall go early in the spring or 
i·Thether I shall return to America next year. I do 
not find our stay here is of any service for the 
purpose 4~r which I came. And it is of great 
expence. 
By October 28, 1811, however, Lowell had determined to 
return to Edinburgh during the coming winter.5° 
Nathan Appleton has v~itten that in September, 1811, he 
saw a great deal of Francis Lowell in Edinburgh and that 
they 11 had frequent conversations on the subject of the 
cotton manufacture ••• 11 and that Lowell 
had determined, before his return to America to 
visit Manchester, for the purpose of obta ining 
all pos sible inform tion on the subject, with a 
view to the introduct ion of the improved manu-
facture in the United States.51 
Appleton is mistaken about the time of his i ntervielvs 
48Ibid. 
49Ibid. 
50llli· 
51Nathan Appleton, Introduction of the Povver 
Loom) and the Origin of Lowell (Boston: B. H. Penhallow, 
1858 ' 7. 
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~:-ri th Lowell, for Lo'tvell wa s in Bristol until February 
6, 1812.52 Appleton and Lowell probably met in Edinburgh 
some time in late February, 1812.. By that time, Lowell 
was writing home that he planned to return to America 
in the spring.53 Very likely, it was between February 
and June, 1812, that he visited English and Scottish 
cotton factories. It is a.pparant from l·1rs. Lot.;ell' s letters 
to relatives in America during these months, that her 
husband had gone off to Scotland and Ireland by himself, 
leaving her and the children in Bristol~ 54 The fe~r letters 
that Lowell v~ote during the time , give no indication 
where he went, or what he saw.55 
In June, 1812, the Lowell family sailed for 
the United States, in the dame month that England and 
America declared war on each other.56 The ship on which 
they travelled was captured by an English vessel and 
taken into Halifax. They v-,rere 11 v1ell treated, 11 but their 
ship wa s not allowed to prodeed to Boston.57 To get 
home, they hired 11 a t great price, a small dirty vesse1, 11 
52Francis C. Lowell I MSS, 11 1812. 11 
53Ibid. 
54rbid. 
55rbid. 
5o~. 
57 .ill£.. 
which took ten days, running aground once off the Maine 
coast.58 They arrived in Boston in early August, Mr . 
Lowell looking as if he had recovered from his illness . 59 
Lowell returned to America with "without doubt , a better 
knowledge of the manufacturing operations of Great Britain 
than was possessed by any other person in this country, • • • u60 
58rbid. 
59Morse, £E· cit . , 193. 
60Batchelder , op. cit . , 64 . 
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CHAPTER III 
INCORPOR~TION OF THE BOSTON MANUFACTURING COHPANY 
Francis Lowell began at once to put his knowledge 
to use. He and Patrick T. Jackson had been closely 
associated in the import business since 1802, and together 
they now made plans to launch a cotton manufactory . Two 
men were invited to join them in the enterprise: Benjamin 
Gorham, Lowell's brother-in-law and the lawyer who had hand-
led his affairs during his absence in England; and Uriah 
Cotting, Lo,vell 1 s partner in public improvement schemes. 
The fact that three of these men were related by 
marriage is significant of the way in which much business 
1-vas carried on at this time. Many mercant,ile groups 'tvere 
closed corporations in vvhich relatives, however distant, 
had prior claim to job openings. Kenneth W. Porter, in his 
book The Jacksons and the Lees has suggested a reason for 
this practice: 
The large sums which must be entrusted to the 
supercargo and commission merchant in the days 
of the East India trade and the impossibility of 
immediate supervision by the o-vmers 1-Tere prob-
ably large factors in the tendency toward select-
ing as agents only, or principally, persons who 
could not be dishonest -vrithout the accompanying 
subjection to family as well as business discipline.l 
lPorter, QQ. cit., 97. 
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This nractice 1-JaS carried over into t h e manufacturing 
world by those '\vho associated in 1813 to foro the 
Boston }.1anufs.cturine; Cornuany . 
The first problem for Lowell, J ackson , Catting 
and Gorham vias to obtain permission from the state to 
establish their manufactory. They presented a ryetition 
to the Massachusetts Legislature on February 2, 1813 . 
It stated, in part : 
The subscribers beg lee.ve to re'-'resent t ._at at 
tl1is tin e 11hen nany eo::>le re deprived of their 
usual e1:1_ loyments ; 1·1hen the exports from t h is 
section of the United St qtes have greatly dimi nished, 
and fron various causes articles of forei ~n oanu-
facture hr.ve risen to an exorbi tc.nt price, it has 
a ':lpeared to your ")etitioners that t h e encoura_; ement 
of domestic manuf e.ctures , u·oon a system i>lhich i·:ould 
promise to persons engared t herein, some permanency 
to their establisr~ents and a reasonable security 
a gcinst los s, Hould in a great measure obviate oany 
of t ne evils 1·.rhich we novv exp erience . Bu t such e s-
t ablishments are necessarily a t tend ed 1·ri th con-
sidFrable risque and men of affluence are uni·;illing 
to h a zard much in ex::_Jeriment s, which hc.ve seldol!l 
proved ·reductive . Yet your petitioners believe 
th..at a gre a t ca:pi tal, al't'i'ays at t he command of a 
manufact rer, is e ssential to h is succes s , and 
1·:hen t his is raised it must occa sionally be un-
employed, and of co urse un,)roduc ti ve, in this 
country . It is \·;ell- known that in most p2rts of 
Europe, and articulnrly in Gre e.t Britain , the great 
manufacturin cor-manies conne cted v;i th private 
banks, in a manner to make their cau ital productive, 
vrhen not im.rr..e di a tely emplo ed in manufactures; but 
this advanta.e cannot be had by the manuf a cturers 
in this country, i'fher e the nri vilege of bc.n _ing is 
exclusively cnnfined to chartered compn nies . Your 
petitioners t h erefore have su'Jposed t l12.t the in-
corporation of a com~any for manu f Rctu ring ~ur­
poses, wit~ a pr ivilege of using occasionally some 
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part o f its Ca?i tal in b n~:ing, su:Jject to proper 
rest r ictions e.nd limitat i ons, uoul • secure the ' 
establisl:1ment of manufac tures upon a more permanent 
founc ation than hQS .itherto been found nracticable 
in this Common eal th, by giving our manufac turel1 S 
equ~l advanta~es vith t~ose of Euroye .•• • herefore , 
your uetitioners pray that they, with t~eir as-
sociates , may be i ncor.orat ed by the name of the 
Hassachusetts .nufacturin C o:n~Jany , Kith a ca:pi tal 
of Four Hundred Thousand Dollars , for the e s tab-
lishment of cotton manufnctures and st.ch o"'vher s 
as they may thinJ:.: ~roper , \'lith the pri ~ i l ec;e of 
usin .) some part of t 1ei r ca:Jital in barL'::ins , subject 
to such restric t i ons and _imitations as the legis-
lature may think )roper to require . 2 
The :petit ion uas referred to a t'-1ree man com-
mi ttee by t:.e General Court . When the commi ttee made its 
report on February 6, the Le~ islatt re voted that a b ill 
in conformity with the petition should be drm·m u. and 
brought in . 
The bill was read a second ti~e on February 11, 
~~ended , and referred to a second com~ittee , consieting 
of Charles Jackson (Patrick T . J acl:son 1 s bro ther , and 
Francis C. Lowell ' s broth r - i n- l Aw), J ohn Kneeland of 
Andover, anc Daniel Adams of .[edfield. J The next da y 
the bill , as a.'Tiend.ed , \'las read for the third time and 
ordered to be engro s sed. 
There uere tvto i.::.:port<mt amen ents : t.1e name 
of the company vras ch'""ng ed to the Boston ~anufacturino-
2 
Ba gnall, £_ . £1!., III, p . 1976-1978. 
3 ~. , III, p . 1981. 
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Conpany , and the banKing pri vile r-; e "t-Tas struck out . The 
latter chanfl'e 1·ms 9robably a blessing in C.in;suise, fo r 
the company investea only three- eishths of its capital 
in fixed prop~rty and might have loaned and lo s t much 
of the rest in the perilous financial ?eriod of 1811- 1820 . 4 
Part of t he secret of the company ' s sub sequent success 
was its flexibility , due to large liquid capital . 
The Act of I ncorDoration :as ap~roved on 
February 23 , 1813. By this act , Francis C. Lowell , 
Benjamin Gorh~ , Uriah Cottin~ and Patrick T. Jac~son 
He!'e made a cornoration 11 for the purDose of manufactur i ng 
cotton , vlOollen and linen (joods, a t Boston, in the County 
of Suffol k , or wi t hin fifteen miles thereof , or at any 
other place--or places , not exceeding f~ur ••• • S 
The corporation -v;as nermi tted a cap ital stock of four 
hundrec1 thousand do l lars, a degree of capital i zation 
almost unheard of i n America at t his t ime . Few com-
pani e s had started uith a ca>Jita.l over $20 , 000 . 6 Thi s 
4Boston anufacturinc Co:n:pany MSS, 11Account s 
Current , Led~er A. 11 (Hereafte r Boston l-ianufacturing 
Com-:;any \vill be abbreviat ed in foo t note s to B. H.C.) 
5
B • • c. l ss, 11 Director s !eetings , Volume 1 . II 
6 
Gibb , £2• cit . , 88 . 
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1va.s one of the many precede::.1t-setting departures of 
the Boston l\1anufacturing Com•)s..ny . From this time on, 
inctustrial establisl1_ments r.·1ere to be launchec1 on a 
grander scale than ever before in the United States . 
CHAPTER IV 
SITE OF THE BOSTON MANUFACTURING CO!.fi>ANY 
From l at e February to September, 1813, Lowell and 
Jackson, together with a man to turn a crank, worked at 
constructing a model of a power loom in the attic of 
Jackson's store on Broad Street . 1 The me chanical problems 
involved in constructing a loom that could be run by water 
pov-rel"' were highly complicated. The perfecting of a water 
loom, as it was then called, therefore took a longer time 
than ha.d the previous designing of spinning machinery. 
Spinning results from the t1vo processes of drawing 
out cotton fibers and then twisting them into a thread. 
Both these processes are performed by relatively simple 
rotary motions; therefore the spinning wheel was a much 
simpler machine than the loom. The primitive hand loom 
was little more than a wooden frame for holding the warp 
t'lhile all the processes of "YTeaving "'.vere performed by hand. 
The gre at problem for Ark1...rright, and later for LO"i>Vell and 
Jackson, was to translate the hand movements involved into 
simple rotary motions . The intricate reciprocating action of 
lAppleton, QQ . cit., 18 . 
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the machinery must O!) e rate smoothly, so as not to break 
the delicate cotton war? . For this reason 
the p erfecting of t~e ower loom, even for plain 
'llreaving, i·rcts a difficult underta...~ing ; and more 
than half a century uas to ela se after Ark~-rright 1 s 
first experiments, before a successful attemDt 
was made to we ~ve any but plain ~oo ds by p ower, 
e.nd these of a qu"li ty in ivhich the strength of the 
yarn uas sufficient to rithstand t h e clumsy adap-
tation of the motions of v-reavin~S to the operations 
of machinery. 2 
There 1-iD.S evidently little doubt, ho1-rever, in 
the minds of Jackson and Lov1ell tha t they t·rould ultinately 
succeed in proc_ucing a practical l oom, for by August of 
1813, they were planning their fut res around the still 
unbuilt factory . On Auc;u s t 17, :Mrs . Henry Lee, Jackson's 
sister , vlrote her husband, 
I most sincerely houe t h is manufactory in \'lhich he 
Jackson is en[;ag ed may pro,re lucra tive--they 
have nov·r completed t heir company anc_ are be inning 
to think of fixing upon a stream and commencing 
their establishment, and I foun d , much to my sur-
prise , they t ~_ey really int encl ed to live at the 
lace- -certainly Pat and perha:J s Iv!r . Lo1·;ell . I had 
no idea that it was a thing th~t would decide their 
future destination . 3 
By early September 1813, Jackson and Louell had 
constructed a model of e. loom ivhich 1vorked iiell enough 
encoura~e them to begin subscrip t ion of capital for their 
2 Jonathan Thayer Lincoln , "The Co t ton Textile 
Inc1ustry," Harvard Business Reviev-r, XII { 1933), 9.5 . 
3 
F . R. !--orse, on . ill· , 198 . 
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comu£>.ny . 4 The ori inal petitioners c.ecided to r c:.ise 
only one hundred thousan~ dollars capital until the 
bus _ne s s should be f iven a fair trial. tr . Lowell , his 
brother-in-law Warren Dutton, ·fr . Jac_-son a.YJ. cl hi s 
brothers James co.ncl. Ch.:'!.rles, Benjamin Gorhe.m ana. Uriah 
Catting were to gethPr 1 illinG to invest 60,000 in the 
new com_)any . Other ~1otential investors \·lere solicited. 
Jac_: son and_ Lowell 1·1ere uarticularly int erested 
in c etting their friend N~than Appleton to join in the 
unc.ertalcing . fuen they went to see him at the Boston 
Stock ExchanGe one day in the fall of 1813, they • ro-
uo sed t .. 1at he should take 10,000 of the s ub scription. 
Forty ye .rs l f"te r , Nathan A-ryuleton v-Irote of this visit, 
I told then , that t heoretically I thought the 
business out to succeed, ut all vr~1ich I had seen 
of its ""Jracti cDl o , eration lvas unfavorable; I 
ho\-rever 1·.ras 1-.rillinP" to taKe five thousco.nd dollars 
of the stock in order to see the experiment fairly 
tried e s I knew it wo uld be under the manaGement 
of Mr . Jac~~:son , an c_ I should not comulain under 
t he circuost nnces if it 
4
roved a total loss . 5 
Appleton 1 s ·)ropo s i tion 11as a~::;r ee able . Senator 
J a.rnes Lloyd also i·tas willin to venture $5,000; Israel 
Thorndike a nd his son 1-·muld - ut $20,000 into the plan. 6 
4 
B. f . C. HSS, "Directors 1· eetings, Volume 1. 11 
5 Ap1leton, £2 • cit . , 7. 
6 [orison , .22 · .£11., 119 . 
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However, the Cabots ( who had started a spinnin~ factory 
in 1787, anc_ failed) and LoHell 1 s other r ela t ives tried 
to dissuade b.im from 11what they deemed a visic>nary and 
dangerous s cheme ." They knew, 
or thou .h t t hey kn ew, the full strength of his mind , 
the a c cura cy of his calculations , his indefatigable 
pati ence e.nd pers everance , and vli thall, his ~) ower 
and influ enc e over others 1.;hose aid rlas essential to 
to his sucess . They still tho ught him mad, and did 
not recover from their error till they themselves 
had lost their own sens es, of ;·.rhi ch they evinced 
symp toms at lee.st , b shortly ~)'urchr->. s in~ t he business 
of t h is visionary schemer , at thirty~ forty, fifty , 
or even sixty per cen t advance . ? 
John Gore, the merchant , another close friend of J-ackson , 
thought t he nrospects of the eX!)eriment goo d enough to 
put $10 , 000 into it. 
The s ub scribers r.:1e t in Boston on Se~) tember 4, 
1813 , to sie;n t he Articles of Asso c iation. They read 
in part: 
•.. it is propo seo_ to m8Le ueaving e.t first, the 
principle obje ct of at t ention . From some ex-
peri ments tvhich have been made , it is believed th2.t 
t his i :JT?Ortant part of manufa.cturing can be p er-
formed wholly b. 1·n'.ter and the.t a con s iderable 
numb er of l ooms might be employed in lveaving cloths 
for other factories--connec t ed with t hi s it is 
supposed that t he suinning of cotton, and woollen 
yarn, will be found profitable . The sum of One 
hundred thousond dolle.rs , it is t hought to b e suf-
ficie nt 1-.r i t h ~<rhi ch, to commence t h e operations 
of the company , and to enab le t hem to judg e of the 
7 
Boston Daily Advertiser , March 4 , 1820, p . 8 . 
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exnedienc. of enlarging their capi tal . 
Then, if upon trial 
it s 12.11 be found the.t all or any branch of the 
manufactures can be extended to advantage , it is 
propo sect to increase t~e Ca"'}i t a l Sto ck to the 
limi ts ~;ermi tted b: the act of Incorporation and 
2.s much f ar t her a s the company may s ee fit, if 
t he Legislature , will grant per ml ssion t herefore . 8 
It had not ye t occurred to the associates to s~in all 
t heir 01-m yarn Pnd thus con centrate all the nrocesses 
of nroduct i on in one factory . Not long after t~is, 
however, they r Fached a de c ision to do t his . There is 
no indication in the com,Jany records of exactly when 
the lJr01)rietors c2.me to an agr eement on t he mat ter, but 
that such e. pl Rn hacl been adop t ed by December, 1813, is 
evident by- the l e.rge order for sn inning and carding 
machines placed Pith the Med1.,ray machine shop in that 
month.9 
On the same day that the subscribers met to 
sign the Articles of Agr eement, they also vote t hat 
Mr . LoHell , Mr . P.T. Jack son & M. Gorham be a 
committee , with author ity in behalf of the 
Corporation to agr ee for, & purchase, a mill 
stream o.ncl to engc.ge a superintendent on such 
terms and conditions a s they may judge to be 
expedient & for t he i ntere s t of the as so ciation--
and that the Same Cormi ttee be reques ted t o 
prepare a syster1 of bye lai"'S for the go vernment 
8B . '·.r . c . '1:.rss , "Dir~ c+or s 'ee~l·n~s Volume 1 " 1' v v .L u b ' -. • 
9Gibb , QQ . cit . , 24. 
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of the Corporation & to report the same at the 
first meeting thereof . lO 
Even before this meeting, Jackson had begun to 
hunt for a suitable mill site for the new company. The 
Act of I ncorporation had restricted the location of the 
Boston Manufacturing Company to Suffolk County or within 
a r adius of fifteen miles of the city. Within that 
dist ance , one of the f ew rivers falling fast enough to 
run sizable mills was the Charles . Fortunately for 
the company, John Boies, who had a paper mill at 
Waltham on the Charles had decided to sell in the spring 
of 1813, and advertised his factory in one of the Boston 
new·spapers . His notice read, in part, 
For Sale, a small, but convenient Paper Mill 
on a good stream of water--a new D'\velling House 
and several acres of Land, pleasantly situated in 
Waltham about ten miles from Boston all of which 
loJill be sold to one, t1.vo, or three young men , 
on a credit long enough to have them clee~ it, and 
the payment received in Paper if requested--Any 
person not vrishing to purchase the ~>Tholei a part 
would be sold and carried on in Company. 1 
Boies had been in business more than twenty 
years . On l-1ay 15, 1790, he had bought a house and 
sixty-seven acres of land in Ne'toJton bordering on the 
Charles River . The thirtieth of June following, he 
10 B. M. C. MSS , "Agreements , Volume 183 . 11 
11 Columbian Centinel (Boston), April 3, 1813. 
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paid Abraham Pierce L62 for about seven- ei g1t1s of an 
acre of land adjacent to the falls, the privilege of 
building a dam across the river, and a right-of-way from 
the river to the Great Country Road. 12 In order to 
establish the legal right to the mill privilege, Boies 
set up a grindstone pollered by '\'Tater . Then a fevl 
months lat er he built his mi ll and began making brown and 
white paper. 
, David Poignand, a naturalized Frenchman v-rho had 
made a fortune with a hardware store in Boston, and 
his son- in-law Samuel Plant, a factor for Leeds cloth 
manuf acturers, decided to go into the cotton manu-
facturing business in the fall of 1899. They looked 
at Boies privilege as a pos sible site for t heir factory , 
but 11 fo und its price too great for t heir capi t al •••• "13 
Instead they purchased Pre s cot t 's mill site in Lancaster 
for $150o.l4 Boies must have asked more for the mill 
site in 1809 t han in 1813, for he sold mill, h~s seven-
eighths of an acre of land near the river, right-of- way, 
12 
Waltham Historical Society, Waltham Historical 
Society Publications (Waltham: \'lal tham Free Press, 1926), 
No . 3, p . 8 . 
13 4 Nourse, on . civ . , 21 . 
14 Poignand and Plant Company MSS, "Letters," 14, 
15. (Hereaf t er Poignand and Plant Company 1vill be ab-
breviated in f ootnotes toP. and P.) 
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and the sixty-seven acres of land in Newton to Patrick 
T. Jackson on September 22, 1813, for $1000 . 15 Jackson 
conveyed his purchase to the company on January 12, 1814. 
He hR.d made a good bargain, for the Boies 
"privilege" was an excellent one . The falls dropped 
16 
some ten feet at this point, and there were no 
potential mill sites on the river above Waltham to cut 
down the water supply until Newton Lo¥er Falls, a 
distance of about six miles . Also, a few miles above 
Waltham, the river opened into a large n2.tural lake 
which served as a resevoir in the dry summer months . 
Boies land jutted out into the river just below the falls, 
providing a ready-made level location for several factories . 
The site was also close to the Great Sudbury Road, 
"then a great thoroughfe.re of traffic and communication 
and one of the main arteries of travel . ul7 Until the 
establishment of the Fitchburg Railroad in 1843, the 
15Middlesex County Court House Cambridge, 
Massachusetts, Deeds MSS, Vol . 200, p . 429, Vol . 207, 
p . 3. 
16Grenville Bathe, Jacob Perkins, His Inventions, 
His Times, and His Contemporar i es (Philadelphia: Historical 
Association of Pennsylvania, 1943), 45 . 
17 Hurd, £2· cit . , III , p . 706 . 
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Boston l~anufe.cturing Company shipped its popular 
shirtings and she etings by wagon over this famous road. 
While Jackson v1as completing his purchase of 
Boies 1 property, he was also making plans for raising 
the dam at Waltham. The land bordering the Charles 
above the dam was on the '\'Thole flat, so that raising 
the level of the river would probably flood much of 
it . Therefore , Jackson made arrangements with the 
persons who mi ght be affected beforehand. In September 
he wrote to Joshua Thomas 
I have signed i ndentures with Mr . Alpheue 
Gale by which, I e~ bound to pay him for all the 
land of his which we may flow by raising the de~, 
provided l'r"e damage it, at rates fixed by the 
appraisers . We are now ready to close the business , 
& if you can come here Monday, I think we can 
finish it . 
We shall not be willing to commence our dam 
until we have got our deeds; it will t herefore 
(on account of the season) be i mpQrtant to us to 
obtain them as soon as possible . ~8 
Although the company raised its dam only two feet at 
this time, it ~as to cost them $7,427 by August 31, 
1815. 19 
18 P.T . Jackson MSS, "Letters B, 11 167 .. 
19B. M. C. MSS, "Journal, Volume 10 . 11 
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CHAPTER V 
BYLAl:/S OF THE BOSTON HANUFACTURING COl-!PANY 
In October, the tvrelve associates turned to the 
business of organizing their company. An advertisement 
appeared in the Columbian Centinel early in the month 
notifying the proprietors to 
meet at the counting room of Mr . Cotting No 72 Broad 
Street, on Monday the 18th Instant, at 10 O'clock in 
the forenoon, for the purpose of organizing said Com-
pany, chusing Officers & doing any other business 
which they are authorized to do by their Act of In-
corporation.l 
On the day appointed they met, choosing Benjamin Gorham as 
moderator and P. T. Jackson as clerk of the meeting. Their 
first important action 'tvas to create a set of bylaws deter-
mining the functions of their officers and their relations 
to each other, and regulating subscription to stock in the 
company. These bylmvs were a combination of some of the 
original "Articles of Association,n the 11Act of Incorpor-
ation" and an 11Act defining the General powers and duties 
of :Manufacturing Corporations 11 passed by the Massachusetts 
Legislature March 3, 1809. 2 They are particularly inter-
esting for the historical process they illustrate. The 
form that American corporations v-rere to take was still 
1Columbian Centinel (Boston), October 2, 1813. 
2B . M. C. MSS, "Directors l-1eetings, Volume 1." 
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unsettled at this early period in the country's industrial 
history . Since these Here all merchants who Here organizing 
the company it was only natural that they should carry over 
mercantile practices and nomenclature into the field of in-
dustry . For example, the treasurer of the Boston Manufac-
turing Company was made the chief execut i ve officer, res-
ponsible only to the directors . 3 This Has a direct adapt-
ation from mercantile procedure . And from the time that 
Patrick T. Jackson became treasurer of the Waltham company, 
11all the companies established on the system adopted by 
that company follovred this nomenclature for their executive 
officers . 114 
NoHhere in the "Act defining the General powers 
& duties of Manufacturing Corporations" of 1809 or in the 
Boston Manufacturing Comp~~y's Bylaws of 1813 is the office 
of president described . In the former act the president 
came under the general classification of "directors, agents 
and factors, necessary and convenient for theircthe corpor-
ations11 regular government . 115 On October 20, the Directors 
of the Boston Manufacturing Company did choose James Lloyd 
3Ibid. 
4Frances 1;1. Gregory, "The Office of President in 
the American Textile Industry," Bulletin of the Business 
Historical Society, XXVI (1952), 123 . 
5B .M. C. MSS, "Directors Meetings, Volume 1 . 11 
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as president, but his duties were unspecified and he was 
never asked to post a bond or to take an oath of office . 
All that James Lloyd seems to have done vras preside at 
directors meetings . 6 Most textile firms follovred the vial-
tham company ' s precedent on this matter, and it is true 
even today that "the position of President in a textile com-
pany is generally of secondary importance . 117 
The original bylav.rs of the company also provided 
that the treasurer 11 shall give bond in the sum of ten thou-
sand dollars, with two or more securities for the faithful 
per formance of his duty . "8 The Act of 1809 had required 
such a bond but left the actual figure up to the corpor-
ations . On November 1, 1813 , the Boston Manufacturing Com-
pany increased the size of the bond required to be given by 
its treasurer to $30,000 . Once again the tvaltham company 
set a precedent: for nearly half a century "this figure 
v.ras the standard amount asked of all men holding the office 
in the northern mills . "9 
After the bylaws were adopted at the first meeting 
of the company, Mr . Jackson was chosen clerk and treasurer, 
7Gregory , ££• cit ., 122 . 
8B . M. O. MSS, "Directors Meetings, Volume l . n 
9Gregory, S?.E.• cit . , 124. 
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and Francis Lowell, James Lloyd, Nathan Appleton and Israel 
Thorndike Sr . were chosen directors. The duties of the 
directors v-rere 
to lay assessments & declare dividends, to purchase 
lands & mills, to direct from time to time the kind 
and extent of any manufacture to be carried on •••• 
They shall advise the Treasurer in any part of his 
duty, v-1hen requested.10 
By October 18, 1813, the Boston Manufacturing Com-
pany was formally organized, its officers elected and their 
duties outlined. But the company Has far from being a pro-
ductive unit . It was to be more than a year from the date 
of organization that the first machinery was put into op-
eration to produce the first piece of cloth. 
lOB. M.C. MSS, "Directors Meet ings, Volume 1 . 11 
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CHAPTER VI 
MACHINERY AND MACHINISTS 
The big problem faced by Francis Lol·rell and Patric.k 
Jackson in the fall of 1813 was to find a skilled mechanic 
vTho could perfect the model of the power loom they had built, 
and could then build them a number of l ooms . Jackson and 
Lowell offered the position of superintendent of their manu-
factory to Jacob Perkins, 11 \vho se reputation, as a skillful 
and ingenious mechanic and expert in all matters pertaining 
to machinery, 't-ras at that time greater than that of any other 
in America. nl Perkins promised to set up their water i·Thee~, 
but refused their offer of a permanent position because he 
had other commitments. He then di d the company an inestimable 
service by recommending that they hire Paul Moody of Amesbury 
as master mechanic . 
Paul Moody had been born into a large Newburyport 
family in 1779 . At the age of sixteen, he had entered the 
uool factory of the Scholfield brothers in Newbury to 
learn the craft of hand weaving . Jacob Perkins had invented 
a machine for cutting and heading nails and tacks in one 
operation in 1790, and set up such a machine in the Schol-
fields 1 factory . Moody shorred an interest in it, and was 
lBagnall, .QJ2 . cit . , I, 8 . 
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soon Per_cins 1 apprentice . 1lhen Per __ in s built a nail fac-
tory in Amesbury in 1801, ~!oody bec ame his partner. 2 From 
1801 to 1812 little is kno"Vm of :Moody 1 s p l a c e of \;JOrk, but 
in the latter year he 't·ras em loyed by Kendrick a nd Worthen 
of Amesbury, manufa cturer s of carding machinery. He s e t 
up Kendrick and i'lorthen carding machines in sev er a l ~Jarts 
of laine and New Hampshire.3 
At the end of 1812 he was associa ted with Ezra 
Viorthen, Thomas Boardman and Sc>..muel \..Y i gglesworth in setting 
ury a f a ctory to menuf~cture s at inet s , a popular mixture of 
wool and cotton . Their es t ab lishment 1vas incoruora.ted e.s 
the Amesbury \Afoo l and Cotton I· anufa.cturing Company on 
February 16, 1813. 
In 1813, Paul Moody agreed to go to '\vork a t 
t'lal tham. On October 12, Lo1· ell v;rote him, "We have adver-
ti sed for mach ine maker s to apply by the 1~ of No~ We 
shall wi sh you to come up here a t that time . 114 A 1·reek 
l a ter : the d irectors of t h e company voted t o engage Moody 
11 as a Superintendent of the ,.,orks of the company, a nd as 
an Ag ent therefore, at t h e rate of Fift een hundred Dollars 
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2Edwin P . Conklin, i ddlesex County and Its People 
( Nevr York : Le'ti i s Historical Publishing Co mpany , Inc . , 1927), 636. 
3J . D. Van Slyck, Reuresent a tives of Ne1·1 England 
!anuf e~cturers (Bo s ton : Van SlycK and Co mpany , 1 879), 338-340 . 
~rancis C. Lo vell I MSS, 11 1813 . 11 
per annum from the first of November next ensuing. n5 
On November 1, 1813 , Moody reported for work 
as requested, and signed an indenture which outlined his 
duties . He ~ras 
to oversee the building of the Dam, Mills, Houses 
&c, and the making of all the Utensils, machinery 
& wh · tever else the company shall see fit to 
direct to compl ete their establishment--and also 
when established, he is to take chPrge of the 
conduct of the workmen, & of ev~ry part of the 
business of the manuf actory •••• 6 
For the next fe1·r years the success or failure of the 
Boston Manufa.cturing Company l ay lese with its :oromote:ss 
and directors than in the hands of this ingenious machinest. 
In late November, actual w·ork was begun on the 
mill in Waltham. On November JO, Jackson hired 
Richard Farrell, blacksmith, at l0s . 6d. a day; 
Edward P. Hunt, whitesmith and finisher, 10s.6d. ; 
Jabez Upham, assistant blacksmith $1 . 00; six 
carpenters at vario~s wages ; William Boardman, 
Wheelwright, $2 . 00 . 1 
Following the usual pattern of that period, when it 't'll'as 
necessary for a mill to build mos~ of its own machinery, 
e. machine shop was set up at \'lal tham as soon as the 
5 B.M. C. MSS, .,Directors Me etings, Volume 2" . 
6 
B. M.C. MSS, "Agreements, Volume 187 11 • 
7 A. M. Goodale, "Some Points in the History of 
the Boston Manuf'g Co.," Papers Read Before the Citizens' 
Club of Waltham Season 18 1- 2 (Waltham: Waltham Citizens' 
Club, 1892 , 31 . Six shillings v1ere equal to one dollar 
at this time, so 1110s . 6d." was equivalent to$1 . 76.) 
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basement of the mill v1as conpleted. In the middle of 
Janu2.ry, 1814, Paul .foody -personally order eeL from Colonel 
Shepard Leach's foundry t E~on, Massachusetts, the 
11 Ir-on uork of a Lathe, a Roller engine, e..nd Cutt ing & 
Flutting engine . 118 The iron wor of t hese three basic 
machine shop engines was to be delivered to Mr . Luther 
Metcalf and Sons of l-ied1vay, ·uho l'lere to make the enf_; ines . 
By February 7, 1814, however, Jac_~son hao_ found a machine 
shop bet~er able to handle his orders, for he wrote to 
Samuel Murdock in Framin .hem : 
I he_; e a lett er from <fr. Metce,lf saying that 
he has not yet begun to meke our Engines . We 
have t herefore determined to take yours provided 
you i'lill t _ e the Iron mrk if Col . Leach has 
ce.st it for us . 9 
Jackson v~ote the seme day to the 1etcalf Machine Shop 
informing them of the cancellation of the order. 10 He 
also 't'irote to Colonel Leach ' s foundry, requesting that 
they speed u.n the ce.stin _, for the Waltham shop had the 
lathe bull t and \·Jere 11wc:ti ting only for t he Iron 'l.vork to 
be finished . ull 
The machine shop en~ines were delivered sometime 
8 P.T . J ackson MSS, 11Lett er Book A 11 , 149. 
9 ~., 157. 
10 
I b id., 156. 
11Ibid 
-· 
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before June 1814, for in that month the company settled 
its bill vrith the Leach foundry . From this dete on, the 
company had an indeuendent m&chine shop at Waltham. 
In the meantime, Jackson had been looking for 
machinists to staff the shop . He wrote to Caleb Stark 
of Pembroke, Ne'\·r Hampshire, on October 31, 1813 
\•Then I s2.vJ you here you had the goodness to 
mention to me some Machine Nakers , Hhom you 1..rere 
emplo ying & 1vould soon relee.se . Will you p lease 
to inform me when you can release them & if they 
care no t;, en"'aged any 'here else, how many of them 
the re are 1·rho muld :probably be i'lilling to come 
to mrk for us , & in vlhat br nches? We shall be 
ready for them in 20 or 30 days & if any of them 
are \•T illing to engP. e and ;you Hill g ive us liberty, 
I should like to send our Foreman up to see the work 
t h ey hale done for you & engag e them if the terms 
suited. 2 
Stark replied on November 8, anc J ackson wrote again on 
November 13 
Please to accep t my thank s for t he information. 
\'1111 you ascertain c er~ inly, 1·Jhether your Master 
Worl:L11an , vrill engrr;e 1·:-ith us & ;hn.t his terms "''ill 
be--If they suit us, 1ve sh2ll send liLr . Moody to 
see him--w·e may :probably like to engage your joiner--
I don 1 t know tha t vie can employ Mr . Thomp son this 
u i nter if he is only a millwright, but of t hat Mr . 
Moody can judge ,--If the terms offered by the others 
are such as to induce him to visit ou . l3 
The same day that Jackson replied to Stark, he also 
anS1·rered an inqu iry as to openings for machinists from 
12 ~-' 136. 
13Ibid., 140. 
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John Borden of the Tro s_ inning f a ctory in Fall River 
We want some machine makers, ~-.rho understand the 
business to 1·mrk for us b the day or month at 
Waltham. Ot~ accommodations are so small, that we 
shall not be able to employ m2..11y this "~Hinter. If 
you will inform me a t 1·1he.t r ate you l"lill engage & 
I l"lill send somebody to see your \·:ork if the terms 
suit me . You had best state explicitly how· much 
you vlill ask for yoursel f & hovr much for such men 
as you can engage with you.l4 
Jackson v1rote to Borc.en age.in on March 7, 1814 
I have engaged a me.ster 1-:orkman a t machinery & 
shant probably 1vant any more until the Fall as my 
building won 1 t be up till then.l5 
In this s ame letter Jackson mentions an incident which 
illustra.tes severa l thin ·s: his c c:.reful select ion of 
employees , the wage rates offered by the company , and the 
large number of machinists 1vho applied for 1·mrk t here. 
He wrote t hat 
Nathan Buffington & Lemuel Cha se, called on me 
some time in Novr le.st, & offered to me.ke machinery 
by the Job for a Cot ton Factory--! answered that I 
w·anted 1-fachine Ne.kers to I'JOrk by t he day, after 
much Conversat ion Chase said thet Derha s he would 
engage a t tvm a.ollars a de.y--I replied, I will en-
quire about . ou, & if you axe well recommended as 
a master vmrkman, I \·Till write you an answ·er . I 
t hink about three weeks .ft er this, but before I 
had seen t he man , of 1hom I meant to enquire about 
Chase, he c e.lled again at my s tore ,--He then offered 
to wark, aft er much Conversa tion, for (I think 
10/6 a day, if I v-10uld find him a hor se to ride 
14 
Ibid., 139. 
15 ~., 160. 
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home occasionally--! told h i m I could afford to g ive 
only 9 shillings, he to find himself . 'Vlhile he 1·ras 
considering this you c :?.me in, he soon afterwards 
'vent out & called me dov-m sta i rs , -v;rhere he offered 
to come to ~ ork for my Price, desirecl me to wri te 
h i m, whether I should -vran t h im, which I p romised to 
do . My I mpression is, thB_t !1e told me he had 1·ror _ed 
wi th you one year--Mr . Moody vas ·)resent during the 
las t conversation I had 1vi th h im. He is no1v out of 
T01m--In consequence of vrhat you told me about Che_se, 
I heve:r have Vll"i tt en him, nor have I heard f rom him 
since. I have h d so many applicants for em. loymt , 
tha t I ca n 1 t remember all th t passes bet1-reen me & 
them, but I t h ink t he abovl6co ntains t h e material fac t s :res~ecting the Case. 
Th ese lett er s conc er ning the re cruitmen t for the 
1valtham machine sho give some idea of w·here t he men em-
ployed t here may have co:ne from, anc1 i'lhat t heir training 
\.vas . \'lilliam Burz.e of the Louell Machine Shop i nformed 
John L. Hayes t hat all the mach ini sts in these early 
shop s 111·rere na tive Americans taken from tre.des and f arms, 
often men vri th f ·amilies , Hho ceme into the sho s wholly 
unskilled in the S")ecial t rade of machinis ts .nl7 Th e 
above letters and t he h i gh rates paid_ machinist s a t 1·/altham 
·would seem to ino.icat e t hnt many of these men v1ere w·ell-
trained and highly skilled workers. 
vlhile J a ckson \vas look in after t he hir i ng of 
vvorkmen and the construction of the mill, he also vmr ked 
1 P.T. J a c son MSS ,"Letter Book A 11 
' 
149. 
17 
Hayes, ..QJ2. ill· , 29. 
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1vith Paul :Ioody t o ~ erfect the po1·rer loom. By early 
J anuary t hey had made c;ood progre ss , for on J c-.nu a ry 7, 
Jack son vrrote LOio.Jell 
I have got our Loom u & yesterday wove several 
yards by Water--The Loom is excellent, t ho 1 still 
suscep tible of i m rovement, Our shuttle caught in 
t Hice, rlhich 't·Jas owing to our not fixing the stop 
motion properly, partly, & to the inequal motion 
of the ivheel, 't•ihich, ou ing to t he ice, or so me 
othe r c ause performs one ?art of its revolution 
about t vTice a.s fast a s the other-- Moody b egan to 
be quite afraid of its success--I o f fered to ~eave 
for him gr c>.tis i f he i·rould fi nd ya rn & hazard ••• 
the loss which mu st necessarily oc cur in making 
experiments, he says he ~>muld gl adly take me up if 
h e was not afr aid t h" t his ttention would b e too 
much t a~en off fro m hi s ~atterns whi ch he begins 
next iveek--I have some _ rosuect of en~aging my 
Bricks to be delivered in ••• J une •••• l 
In the s~er of 1814 , Jacob Perkins installed 
an improved type of w-1ater wheel , ivh ich he had jus t 
patented, at Waltham. I n designing i t, he had tried to 
so l ve the problem of hovl to - revent backvlater from 
accumula ting under the wheel in ti e of flood, thereby 
slowing down the wheel. Perkin s 1 great i mprove:nent was 
a separate water chute ivhich passed the excess water under 
the wheel and tailrace . Th e r e ivas an opening dm·m into 
t h e chute just under t he bottom of the wheel . iater 
passing t hrouGh t l1.e chut e at ~reat velocity drei'r the 
dead \'lat er from under t h e w •• eel and into the chut e . 
Perkins, writing in t he NewburY?ort Herald in 1815, said 
18 
Francis C. Lowell I, 11SS , 11 1814". 
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that my method of removing the back wa.ter ari sing 
from freshets has been t ried dur i ng the whole of 
the winter on a l ar ge scale , at t he new and ex-
tensive Cotton Fact ory in Waltham, near Boston. 
It is fully proved that the water wheel ma y be 
placed as low as the lo"Vrest l evel in the driest 
time, and that any freshet t hat occasions back 
wat Pr, i'Till also furnish much more t han a suf-
ficient supply of wat er to remove the back wat er. 
At the above factory, the fall is about ten feet, 
and t he back l'Tater has oft en for a long time ex-
ceeded three feet, which has with ease been 
removed b y t hi s method. The current of lvater 
which drives off t he b~ck water doe s no t come in 
contact ,.,ith the wheel; of course it will have the 
same power as when no wat er exists. The obje ct 
is to produc e an equable power, and more full, 
which is fully obtained. l9 · 
The Society of Arts in London later awarded Perkins t he 
Vulcan Gold Medal for his ingenious idea. 
In the sprin~ of 1814, Jackson made plans to 
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lay in a suppl y of co tton at f avorable prices for the new 
mill . On April 21, he wrote James Schott, his New York agent, 
I have seen sales of Upland Cotton in your city 
quoted at 21 1/2 cts . At what would you buy me a 
good lot say 3 to 400 bales , & what would be the 
expence per month of storing it?20 
Jackson wrote to Scho t t agai n on May 2, 1814 
The l as t a ccounts f rom England have alter ed my 
opinion a little r especting Cotton it has fallen 
t her e v ery much Still I should like to buy about 
140 to 1)0 thousand pounds, if you coul d get me 
prime upland for Sixt een Cents •••• 21 
19 Bathe, op. cit . , 4) . 
20P.T . Jack son MSS, "Letters B," 162. 
21 Ibid. , 170. 
Schott was unable to buy cotton at this price, however . By 
May fourteenth , cotton hed risen to twenty-five cents in 
Boston ancl had also gone u_ in New York "from the effect 
of the Blockade 11 • 22 Jackson ' s first purchase of cotton on 
December 1, 1814, cost him twenty- seven cents. 23 By August 
of t~e next year , however, he was paying only nineteen cents 
per pound.24 
Tl1e mill was completed , except for the installation 
of machinery, by November 14 , 1814 . The first buildin , 
of brick , 't·Tas forty- five by ninety feet, stood four stories 
above the basement~58nd had a double pitch patJ-ern roof . 26 
The basement of the mill contained Perkins ' uater w·hee1 
and the machine shop; t he first floor was to be for 
carding , the second for spinning , and the t hird ana_ fourth 
for 'veaving . Thi s was o-pposite to t he arran[Ser:ent in 
English mi1ls . 27 
22 
I bid. , 173. 
23B. M. C. !'ISS , 11 Journal, Volume 10 11 • 
24 .. ~. 
25Ripley, 2£ • cit . , 265 . 
26 Hurd , £2 • ill· , 5. 
27 J:ames Montgomery, A Practical Detail of the 
Cotton Hanuf e..cture of the United Sta tes of America (Glasgoiv! 
John Niven, 1840 }, 2. 
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CHAPTER VII 
THE lvALTHAM LOOM 
Nathan Appleton ha s said, in his account of the 
introduction of · po~r;er weaving into this country, tha.t it ivas 
not until late in 1814 that he first saw the new loom at 
Waltha~ in operation. He 1vrote 
Mr. Lowell said to me that he did not wish me to see it 
cthe power loom1 until it was complete, of which he 
-vmuld give me notice. At length the time arrived. He 
invited me to go out vJ'i th him and see the lo om operate. 
I vrel l recollect the state of admiration and satisfaction 
with which we sat by the hour, watching the beautiful 
movement of this new and wonderful machine, destined 
a s it evidently was to change the character of all tex-
tile industry. This was in the Autumn of 1814.1 
Little is knohrn of the me.rvelous machine "tvhich 
Appleton sa'l.v that day, and which Lowell and Jackson patented 
on February 23, 1815.2 But if exact knowledge is lack ing, 
there is no doubt that it was "the first power loom to be 
successfully operated under f actory conditions" in this count-
ry.3 Nathan Appleton, in his pamphlet, Introduction of the 
Pov:er Loom, and Origin of Lowell, gives an account of the 
Lowell-Jackson loom. Nearly all descriptions of the macnine are 
b ased on this a ccount, written in 1858, some forty-five years 
lAppleton, £2• cit., 8 . 
2van Slyck, £E. cit., II, p . 33. 
3Jonathan Thayer Lincoln, "Origin of Piece vlork 
Revealed in Early Loom Building ", Textile :Vorld, LXXXI 
( 1932) ' 21. 
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after the event . Nathan Ap~leton describes the loom 
Mr . Lowell ' s loom v-ras different in se~reral 
particulars from the English loom, '\·rhi ch vras 
afterwa.rds made pu"': lic . The nrinciule movement 
'\vas by a cam, revolving '\'Ji th an eccentric motion, 
which has since · iven 4 1Pce to the era~~ mo tion, 
nov·J" universally used ; some other minor i oprove-
ments have since· been i ntroduced, mostly tending 
to give it i ncreased sueea.. 4 
Jona t han Thayer Lincol n , a co::Ipetent technical historian, 
1·1rote in 1933, concerning Ap"Jle ton 1 s descriu tion, "Thi s 
techni cally naive statement is surely an i nadequate des-
cription of so i mportant an innovation as the first 
American p ower loom. n.5 A letter vlri tten by Se1nuel 
Be.tchelder , one of the most slcilled technicians of early 
cotton manufacturing history throi'I"S a dditional light on 
the uanner of invent ion . He wrote , 
The introduction of spinning machinery by Slate r 
is sufficiently well knovm, and Mr . Apnleton has 
g iven a very interesting account of the introQuction 
of the p o1·rer loom at fal t ham in 1814 . 1-fy ovm con-
nection with the business began almost half a dozen 
yee,.rs before t hat date \·.'hen , ivi th ti·lO a ssociates , 
we built at New Ipswi ch t~e second cotton mill in 
Nevi Ham.pshire, 11hich i'Tent into o_)er at i on in 1808 . 
Soon after that time t he r estriction s upon i mpo r -
t a tions from Great Britain , by vrhich 1ve had b een 
S'.lppl i ed in this co untry v;i th most articl es of cot-
ton manufacture , produced such a scarcit ~ as to drive 
us into the nece ssity of attempting t o manufacture 
for ourselves •••• We could not i mport English 
machinery , as such \·;ere t heir restrictions that we 
could obtain neither models nor drawine s . ~~ . 
F .C . Lovrell had visited the cotton mills in England and 
Scotland and studied t he construc tion and operation 
of t he ir mach ines, a s u ell as co uld be done 1·ithout 
pen or penci l , a nd 1·1hen he and his associ P. tes under-
Appl eton , 22 · cit . , 8. 
5 J onathe.n Th2-yer Lincoln , 11 Ne1.v Light on the 
Qumen t of Early American Pov-;er Loom ", Text ile World , 
l l933) , 46 . 
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took to build a mill for· U01"ler 11eavinP~ it vJas 
only the ictea the t vJhat h~,d b een done '""' could be 
c.one ae;ain , and ·1r . Paul 1oody 't'/Cl.S empl oyed to do 
it . So entirely unacqu~inted ~ere t h ey with the 
details of l·lhat they proposed to do that {r . P.T. 
Jac~son told me their first step was to get the 
model of a loom made of maho .p.ny, in order to 
learn the process of i'leaving . o 
It seems odd that Paul Moo dy , i·rho had spent some time as 
~.:pprentice to a 1-veaver, an<1 1-:ho obviously vras both in-
terested and knOi'lledg eable 1·:here an machinery 1..;as con-
cerned, should have been "entirely unacquainted " i"ith 
c1etails and should need to learn the 11process of ueaving . 11 
But uerhaps t he model vras built to acqu~.int the others 
''rith that process, and to allOI'l 1-ioody to experiment ivith 
various ways and mean s of converting such a loom to run 
by poi-Ter. 
Patent specifications of the Lo"t-;ell-Jackson loom 
have not come to light desnite re Leated searc~es by 
technical hi storians.? But from descriptions of contem-
porexy looms in Great Britain, from the Batchelder letter 
and other fragments of information that have been preserved, 
some sort of description and background for the ecxly Wal-
tham loom can be compiled. 
The evolut ion of the water or power loom from 
6 
~-' 46-47. 
7 ~., 47 . 
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Cartwright's machine of 1785 had followed two distinct 
paths . The first development was the so-called Wiper 
loom. A rot ating cam pushed the lay forward to beat up 
the '\'left . The lay 'l'ras then pulled back by leather straps 
attached to strong springs, which were in turn connected 
with the front of the loom. This was the principle soon 
adopted by Lo v1ell and described by Appleton as the 
"principal movementll of his loom. Springs were not at 
first used on the Waltham loom. Samuel Batchelder said 
on this point 
In the first power-looms t hat were first put 
in operation both at Waltham and Lowell , the 
motion of the lay, which beats up the weft, was 
given by weights . After a time, many ob jections 
were found to the use of weights, ana. it was t hought 
expedient to give the motgon directly from the 
revolving shaft by a cam. 
Like the Wiper loom, the l·lal tham "\•las me.de almost 
entirely of wood. Duke Bernard, of Saxe Weimer, who 
visited l•lal the.m in 1825, and v-Tho knev-r something of -vreaving, 
wrote, "The weaving machines are mostly of wood, which 
is very cheap , though I believe that our iron ones are 
better. 119 A drawing of the Waltham loom as it appeared 
8 
Batchelder, £!?. • cit., 67 . 
9 Samuel Adams Drake, History of Middlesex County, 
Massachusetts (Boston: Estes and Lauriat, Publishers, 
1880) , I, p . 185. 
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in 1827, printed in Textile \orld, confirms t his . It 
p ictures the i'ial tham loom as having an e.ll wnoden frame 
like Jack son's and Lowell's mahogany model.lO 
The vlal t ham machine vias similar to the W'iper 
lo om in other respects . It s p icker motion, which ~ 
pel led the shuttle through the warp, He.s similar to the 
fly-shuttle typ e p icker motion of the Wi~er loom. Th e 
harness motion, whi ch lov.rered and raised the 'l.var p threads 
1-ras identice.l i n t he t wo mach ines. The loom 1r1hich Francis 
LO'I'iell hB.d se en in England, and on vlhich he later patterned 
his ovm , 'l.'le.s , then , one of the i'liper -vrooden f rame type . 
Parallel to the evolution of the Wiper lo om, a 
second, end much more successful , line developed from 
Cartvl!'ight 1 s machlne , and Has l ater t o change and i mprove 
the Waltham model . It started in 1803, vJ"he n Will i am 
Horro cks of Stockport, England , rec eived a pe.ten t for 
hi s power lo om. 11 He took patents for f urther improve-
ments on h is loom in 1805 and 1813. Horro cks ' loom 
of 1813 differed from all p revious power looms in that 
1 t \ias constructed almo s t ir;Tholly of iron. l.fo tion was 
i mparted to the lay by bars attached to t i<JO cr.anks . Since 
10 
J.T. Lincoln, "New Light on the Development of 
Early Americe.n Po1.-rer Loom11 , Text ile ~orld , LXXXIII (1932), 
46. 
11 
Batchelder , op . £1!., 62. 
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it was compact and simple in construction, it could be run 
at higher speeds than the earlier lo oms, with their wooden 
frames and parts, and clumsy lay motion . It w< s the type 
finally adopted for general use in Great Britain . 
The twelve looms built by the Englishman \•lilliam 
Gilmore in 1817 for the Lyman Mill in North Providence were 
Horrocks type •12 David vlilliamson and other machinists 
a.lso copied the Horrocks type loom, and introduced it into 
the Rhode Island area. 
1-ieanwhile , . the \val tham loom was being introduced 
in all factories north of Boston i'J'hich follm;red the Waltham 
system. But from the first, the superiority of the Horrocks 
loom was apparent, and e.s the Waltham loom l>J"as improved, it 
took on more and more of Horrocks' features. By 1827, the 
W"al tham machine still had a w·ooden frame, but the original cam 
and spring system for activating the lay had been replaced by 
Horrocks' crank motion . l3 By 1851 a revolutionary change had 
taken pla ce . Instead of wood, the frame of the Waltham loom 
was being made of iron, as was the frame of the Horrocks 
machine . 14 By 1851, the Waltham machine had also copied the 
picking motion, with picker sticks operated by pick cams. 15 
12Ibid., 67. 
13J. T. Lincoln, 11 New Light on the Development of 
Early American Power Loom", Textile World, LXXXIII (1932), 46 . 
14Ibid. 
l5Ibid. 
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The modern American loom evolved from tvro dis-
tinct sources: the Waltham loom and Horrocks' loom, but 
there is little do1.b t uhich loom h d the greater in-
fluence on that development . Nathan Appleton's charac-
terization of changes made in the ·Tal tha.m loom b et\·reen 
1813 and 1859 as "minor i~rovements ••• mostly tencing to 
give it increased speednl6 seems les s then accurate. 
The po1.·1er loom that Francis Lov--1ell and P. T. 
Jac __ son natent ed on February 23, 1814, lvas the "tvork of 
several men . It i ·s definitely known that Lowell, J ac ~ son 
and Moody worked on the loom. It is robable that Jacob 
Perkins did also, or at least gave acl~ ice more than once, 
for Lovvell and Jac.~rson paid_ him 5,974 for the 11 aid and 
assistance of his talents aDQ knowled~ e in sub jects con-
nected 1·1ith the undertaking. ul7 It is not :Jossible to 
say if one of thes e men more than another did most to 
perfect the loom. It does seem rather unfair, thou ~h, 
~hat Pe.ul Moody should not have been included as one of 
the patentees, considering the time he gave to its 
perfection. 
Nei thel'' is it knmm exactly \-That motions or 
improvenents of t he loom 1· ere "reinvented" by these men 
16 
Aunleton, £2· £11., 8. 
17 
B. M.C. MSS , "Directors Meetings, Volume 2 11 • 
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and which motions they cou ied from the loons of other 
Ameri can i nv entors. Even v.'hen ·fo ody and J a c_ non were 
still experi menting 1·;ith the loom in J anuary , 1814, it 
had a stop- motion mechanism which stopped the mach ine 
'tvhenever a thread broke . 18 Lo-vrell migh t have seen this 
c_evi ce in Gre r..t Britain, but t hi s is doubt ful , since it 
did not come into general use t here until after this 
period~9 The use of the stop- mot ion i mprovement was the 
first step in making the l'fal tham loom automat ic . 
In March , 1814, the Boston Manufacturing Com'Jany 
bou .;ht a l oom from E. Stoi,Tell for $100, and in December 
of t he se.me year , another from J ames Stimpson for $200. 20 
\vhat fe at ure s ~·er e CO 'Jied from these looms is not· known, 
but there is evidence to sugt; est Hhere some of the fe a t ure s 
may have originated. On April 14, 1817, J. Stimpson 
assigned his i mpro vement s in loom temples to the Boston 
Manufacturing Company. I t is auparent from the agreement 
\vhat the function of tern_ les 1-1as. It read, i n -part, 
\llhereas I J ames Stimnson of Dorchester in the 
Co unty of Norfolk h ave agr eed " i th P Cltrick T. J a ck-
son a r:.: ent for the Bo ston ~innufact ring Co!J.pany fo r 
& in conside r ation of the Sum of one hundred Dollars 
paid me by said Jac_ son as a p.ent for said Company , 
18 
Franci s C. Lowell I, "1814 11 • 
19 Montgomery, QQ. cit., 78 . 
20 
B. l·f . C. HSS, 11Agreements, Volume 10". 
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to sell and assi~n to Said Comnany the free use of 
a mo.chine invented by me & Cttlled perpetual Temples 
bein r machine of use to stretch the cloth 1vhen 
woven & which Said tem·91es are so made as to keep 
the cloth o.lv·rays pro ~rly stretched vJi thout alter-
ation or attendance . 2l 
Stimpson further agreed 
that any i m·'J rovement I I!lay rna_ e in Said temples 
shall b e communi cPted to Said company & that they 
shall hl?.ve full ri ~ ht to all the sane as \vell as 
t he original invention. 22 
The ado 1tion of Stimuson temnles \'las the sec 'Jnd ste in 
me..l::ing t he \·Tal tham loom self-acting . Looms with self-
acting ten les required much less attention than before , 
e.nd with the inven "':; ion of the dressing machine by Paul 
Moody on Je.nuary 17, 1817, it beca..me possible for one 
operative to watch more than one loom. 
Certain motions of the ival the..m loom ma.y have 
come fron another loom of James St i rn son ' s uerfected by 
1817 . When Francis Lo1·rell 1.·.ras trr>veling throun;h the 
South in 181.5 , P . T. Jac1 son urote February 14, asking him 
to "Look at the P . Office for anything new , see if Stimpson 
has got a patent for his loom . 11 23 Evidently Stimuson had 
not , for on November 13, 1820 , he wrote Jackson , 
Sir, I would wish to cal l your attention to two 
motions used in yoar Looms, which I think I have 
21 
B • • • c. ·SS, 11Asreement s , Volume 10 11 • 
22 
lli.9:· 
23P . T. Jac~son SS, "Letters B" , 17.5. 
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ample means of provin~ belon[ s to ne .--I have 
delayed it a short t i ne, since it came to my know-
lede:e t hat t hey 'ivere applyd in your Looms , with a 
vie\"l to ascertain if the same motions or applic-
ations had been used in England , the United State s 
or elseuhere , befor e I i nvented t h em , but have not 
been abl e to di scoYer t hat they 't·Tere ; I am there-
fore, persuaded t~ey belong exclusively to me .--I 
am not desirous to a"')Deal to the lavr until I have 
made kno~m my sentinen~ s to you on t~i s subject, 
and exhausted 1-1hat I cons ider all proper means to 
obtain my right . All I wish is to be compensat ed; 
and I am willing to abide by the opinion of any 
com~etent judge whrt I ought to have, and rather 
t han incur the trouble and expense of a suit at 
lavl , I rrould be s ati sfied 'ivi th less than "t·rhat I 
consider myself unquestionably entitled to .-I am 
able to esta'bli sh the da.te of my inventions , and 
1·rhen and by what mean s they \vere introduced into 
your establi s[l..::nent . I arn vlill i ng to submit the 
subject to some respectable person or ersons to 
be agreed on, to the end tncot we may be satisfied 
who is the oldes t i nventor, on the condition that 
he who proves to be such shall h~ve the inventions , 
or if you \lil l allo'>-J me a reasonable compensation , 
I am 'i•lilling to relinquish them to you.--
The motions I claim are the feed, or what is 
generally called the feed motion, and the a-oplica-
t ion of the arms, or one leg of' t v.ro joints to one 
shc.ft for the lay motion , '!:lith one tapit or Cam 
U')O n the main Shaft , vlhereby both enc:. s of the lay 
is noved by one t aui t or Cam , havina the advantage 
of t he Strength of Said armed shaft to steady the 
lay while t he shuttle is passin , &c . 
The much lamen t ed Hr . F .C. Low·ell, Mr . Moody and 
nyself, had some conversation on the Sub ject at t he 
tine they came to my hous e to s e e the Temples , 
\'Jhich \'Tas be f ore you adopted the last mentioned im-
provement , for t he pe..rticul·..,.rs of which I refer you 
to Ir . ·io ody. 
It cannot be SU'!Y)Osect for a moment t hat t he res-
pectable proprietors of the Waltham establishment 
1-muld Hish to mru:e use of e.ny of my rights without 
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allo11ing a compensation; and what they may deem a 
mere trifle as a company, is, or might be of great 
advantage to me . -! feel as every individual in the 
Community ought, for the great light and example 
you have afforded for emulation to others, and this 
makes me hope more confidently that you will not be 
disposed to gain any advantage & promote your 011n 
interest at the expense of others, but r e.ther Coop-
erate with them by mutual favours . 24 
There is no record on the books of the corporation concern-
ing further negotiations with Stimpson, but neither is there 
"' any me~ ion of a lalvsui t . 
In the fall of 1813, Lowell had made arrangements 
to obtain more technical information fro m Englend. He had 
vvritten Paul ~1oody on October t "tvelfth of tha t year, 
We have a very good opportunity to send to England 
to get any information vre 11ish Will you write me 
tvord, ,,rhether you wish any information, of any kind 
about the construction of ••• any of the Machinery or 
the manner in which any part of the process is performed 
.•• the gentlem~I) 1·1ill leave this ccountryJ for England 
in a few days. ) 
The men mentioned in Lowell' s letter returned to America 
in September, 1815, bringing with them Thomas Faulkner. 
This man was reimbursed for his travel expenses f rom 
Europe, and in the next fifteen months was paid $1250 
for his services as machinist and advisor. 26 Faulkner 
24 B.M.C. MSS "Agreements , Volume 192 . 11 
25Francis c. Lowell I, MSS, 11 1814. " 
26 B. M.C MSS, "Journal, Volume 10 . 11 
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must also be credited with a part in i mproving t he loom 
and other machinery of the Boston Manufa cturing Com~)any. 
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CHAPTER VIII 
1 THE BOSTON HANUFACTURING C0!-1PANY BEGINS OPERATIONS 
J ackson e.nd Lowell thought it best e.t first to buy 
rhat ready-made spinning and carding machinery they could, 
using the f acilities of their machine shop to produce power 
looms. Accordingly, they placed orders in December, 1813, 
with the Metcalf Machine Shop of Medway, Massachusetts.l 
By January 6, 1815 , Metcalf had delivered to the Boston 
Manufact uring Company five throstle frames of sixty spindles 
each, two spinning mules of 192 spindles each, ten carding 
machines, t wo rrinding blocks, four reels, one sorting sca.le, 
one emery cylinder for grinding card points and $815.37 
vmrth of card sheets. The total bill came to $7,793. 76. 2 
The throstle frames built at :t-1edway were of an en-
tirely new design. According to an article which appeared 
in one of the Boston newspapers a t this time, they were built 
••. upon a new and exceedingly improved construction, 
requiring only five persons to do the same quantity 
of i'i'Ork that requires at least tvrenty persons to do, 
and saves much of the cotton which is unavoidably 
wasted in the usual method . 
In addition to these advantages in the ne11ly 
1Gibb, ~· ~., 24. 
2B.M.C. MSS, "Journal, Volwne 10. 11 
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invented machinery , it recuires much less po1·<er, 
l ess space, c nd the cotton comes out much more 
equal . 
The ne\v and elegant establishment at Waltham 
contains 700 suindles uuon the i muroved con-
struction; and- the mostAresuectabie and satis-
factory references cRD be a~duced of tneir giv ing 
complete s a tisfac t ion.) 
\'lhen these machines 't·!ere set in motion , the rial tham f~.c-
tory bece~e a productive unit. 
There is a general mi sconception that when the mill 
began to operate, the Boston 1lanufactur1ng Company b ecame 
the first factory in America, even in the worl d , to com-
bine all the processes of production under one roof . 
Statements to this effect ap~ear i n almost every book 
whi ch touches on this period. To give only one exfunple , 
Ferris Gre enslet '\·l!'ote in T':.e Lm·;ells "no. Tneir Seven 
;·:orlcts that the com"')any perf ormed 11 for the first time any-
v1here under a single roof , all the processes of carding, 
spinning , and \veavi ng--converting pounds of co tton i nto 
yards of cloth. 114 Yet t b.i s assertion is not true , for 
t here were severnl f &ctories in operat i on b efore the 
Boston Me.nufacturing Company w·i t hin -v;hose walls all the 
main operations were perf ormed. A notable example is 
the Beverl y Cotton Co mpany , C.e scribed earlier , \~rhi ch 
3Boston Gazette (Extra), March 20, 1815. 
4 
Gre enslet, Q2 . £11., 156. 
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as cardin and sninning y2rn for its looms ns early a s 
1787. This factory, rather than the Walt~am, should be 
credited lvi th being the first in t h is country to ma.'ke 
cloth from raw cotton. Another predec essor was the Wal-
tham Co tton and Woolen Factory Company, set up in 1810 
half a mile beloiv the site on 1·rhich the Boston Manufacturing 
Company later built . In "A To:po~raphical and Historical 
Descrintion of Ualtham , in the County of Hidc, lesex , Jan. 1, 
181.5, 11 the Reverend Sc:unuel Ri·. ley describes this factory 
at about the same time that the Boston Manufacturing Com-
pany was beginning production . 
It contains 2,000 spindles and torks 300 lbs . of 
cotton per day. The woolen factory has 380 snindles , 
4 jennies, and 2 jacks, ahd spins 60 lbs . per day. 
The number of looms in constant operation is four-
teen . ProbRbl upon an avera~e 10,000 yards of cloth 
are made every month , under direction of the ins-
titution; though a considerable portion of the 
11eaving is done in the nei hborhood , and some of 
the diste.nt to'!ms . Hore than 200 persons are at-
tached to this manufactory , about 150 0f vihom , 
chiefl, vmmen and children are dail emoloyed in 
spinning, weaving , dying , etc • .5 · 
Almy and Brown also had set ~ looms in 1809 for a short-
lived ex:periment in vreaving tneir o1m ye.rns . 6 
5 Samuel Ri ley , "A To _ ogra:ohical and Historical 
Description of vial tham, in the County of Middlesex , Jan. 1, 
181.5 11 , 1ass . Hist • .§.££ . Coll ., Second Coll ., III, p . 264. 
6 
are, .Q2· cit . , 51 . 
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The erroneous belief that the \'la l t ham factory 
was t he fi rst to be all- inclusi ve was probably intro-
duced by the pamphlet written by Nathan Appleton in 1858 
and call ed Introduc t ion of t he Po·v:er Loom, c.nl' .. O:cii; in of 
Lowell . In it, he stated that 
Nr . Lowell adopted an entirely new arrangement , in 
order to save labor, in passing from one process to 
another ; and he is tmquestionably entitled to the 
credit of being the first person v.rho a..rranged all the 
processes for the conversion of cotton into cloth , 
within the walls of the same building. ? 
It is possible that Aupleton did not know of the 
earlier factories' arrangements, or p erhaps he refused to 
recognise them because t hey had not been succes s ful . The 
l att er is probably the case . I t is unfortunate tha t so 
much informat i on on the Boston Ms.nufac t uring Company has 
been derived from Appleton's pamphlet, since much of it 
is inaccurate . 
One historian 1.;ho made a ce.reful study of the 
introduct ion of cotton man facture into this country has 
described the unique feature of the We.l tham company 
accurately: 
It was t he first mill in thi s count ry, and prob-
ably .in the world , in which all the processes of 
the manufQcture of cotton cloth, fro~ the opening 
of the bale to the finishing of the 'fabric , were 
7 
Appleton, 2£ • £1! . , 14. 
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performed by machinery o. erated by ~ower . 8 
The fact tha t all the proces s es 11 were performe0_ by mach-
inery operated by po11er 11 is vlhat made the Boston -1anu-
fact uring Company the first mo~ern factory in America , 
not the fact that all the processes l'iere performed under 
one roof . 
By the middle of February, 181.5, the ne'\v factory 
;-;as beginning to turn out sizable quanti ties of cloth . 
Jac __ son "\'<'"rote Lolrell on February 14 , 11 7 1·1i de and 14 
narrov1 looms goine;--I houe ne t 1·ree_-t to t rn out 2000 
yards-- 119 J ackson also ex:-)P ctecl to uut more looms into 
op eration as soon as dres s in and '\.-inc_ine; machines 1·1ere 
co r.rp l eted to su·"~ply them . lO 
The first cloth produced by the Boston anu-
fact uring Co mpany uas hec-vy unbl eacheo_ sheeting , made of 
No . 14 yarn, t h irty- seven inches wi d e, forty- four p icks 
to the inch , and weighine no t quite a pound for three 
yards . 11 The first parcel of this cloth 1·Tas shipued to 
12 
Boston on ay 14, 181.5, and laced on sale in Isaac Bowers 
8 
Bagnall, £2· cit . , III, p . 1998 . 
9 
Francis C. Lov:elli, iSS, 11181.5 . 11 
10 
I b id. 
11 
Bagnall , £2• ~., III, p . 2000 . 
12 
Goodale, .£:2 · ill·, 4. 
shop on Cornhill . Bowers was then one of the leading 
dealers in domesticcloth in the city. 1 3 According to 
Nathan Appleton , the goods did not sell, and when he and 
Lowell went to see Hrs . Bo rers she told them " · .• every-
body praised the goods , and no objection v<as made to the 
price, but still they made no se.les . 1114 If this was 
true, it did not r emain so for long , for on August 15, 
the Boston Manufacturing Cor:rpany received $118 . 46 
11 
•.• of Isaa c Bowers for sales of cloth sent him to sell 
14th of 1-Iay. nlS By Sen t ember 2, Bovrers had sold another 
$179 . 38 ·worth of cloth and yarn . For his services, he 
16 
charged a commission of S per cent . 
At this time, . another dealer 1;..re.s fo und 't<Jho vras 
vv-illing to sell ~ al them cloth at only 2 1/2 per cent 
13 Nathan Appleton , in Introduct ion of the Po-v;e r 
Loom, and the Origin of Low·ell states the.t Bow·erEJ vms the 
only store in Boston where domesticcloth was sold at this 
time . Advertisements appearing in the Columbie.n Centinel, 
the Indeuendent Chronicle and the Boston Commercial Gazette 
for 1814-1815 , hov.rever, indica te thc.t several stores han-
o.led these goods , though Bowers more consistently advert-
ised lar !, e lots of them . Waltham goods vvere not e.dver-
tised by name at this time . 
14 
Ap leton, £2 · £1!., 11. 
15 Goodale, .212 · cit., 4 . 
16 
I b id. 
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commission. By September 12, 1815, Elisha Parks, at 
19 Kilby Street, had sold 309 3/4 yards of shirting at 
thirty cents a ys.rc1, 37 1/2 ye..rds of she eting at twenty-
four and a half cents, t1..renty pounds of ye.rn at four-
teen cents a nound, and t " enty ryoun ds at fifteen cents .l7 
In Au ~ust , 1815, Nathan Au~leton beceme the 
selling agent of the cor.rpany by vote of the dire ctors , 
e.nd all _ arcels of goods ·vere subsequently shi. ped to 
B. C. \'lard ' s store i n Boston. l8 Appleton, B.C. Y.Te.rd and 
t'Iilliam \'lard h .d formed a copartnership in Janu.o.ry, 1815, 
vli th Aopl eton putting uu the money and the ~.rarc1s promising 
to lo Q after the business . 1 9 They now took over the 
distribution of Waltham cloths . By Sep t emb er 30 , 1815 , 
1hen t he first entry of money received from the Wards 
i'las made , they hao. sold $600 \·mrth. 20 
At first the \'lards and Appleton che.rged a "Com-
mission of 1 p er cent for their seririces, "not as an 
17 
B . l~ . c . HSS , "Journal , Vo lume 10 . 11 ,.altham 
y2.rd-1vio.e shirting seems to he.v e sold at t h irty cents a 
ya.rd from the first . This vle.s generally the urice of cotl-
mon dome s tic cloths at this time . ( Niles itl e ekly Register 
Fe bruo.ry 24, 1816 . ) 
18 V 11 B . H . C. J-1SS, 11 Directors !•!eeting s , ol ur:1e 1. 
19 
Nathan Appleton MSS, 111808-1825 . 11 
20 
B. H.C. HSS , "Journal , Volume 10 . " 
... 1 
adequate mercantile comnission , but satisfactory under 
the circumste.n ces . n:el :1.' his rate o f commission was con-
tinued as sales picked up and the partners began to 
realize the volume of goods they 'tvould handle . In a fev: 
years it became the es t ablished r e.te of all commission 
houses handling co tton cloths . 
The col',!).:pany vlas fortunat e in beginning I·Tith a 
p roduct the.t vras well sui ted to public demand. The 
idea of the f ounders had been to i mitate the yard wide 
c oods of India and England , vlhi ch vle:re so pouul e.r in this 
coun try. Their p lan vras a good one, for almost as soon 
as their strong coarse cloths c ame to the at t ention of 
t he uublic, c u stomers began to buy . 
By October 3, 1815, B.C. Ward had sold for the 
company 2, 000 yards of 37 inch \vide cloth for $600, and 
the company itself had sold 1,590 . 5 yards for $412 . 18 . 22 
'ii t hin t wo ye ars of the first se.les of cloth , Nath an 
A0pl eton wrote his brother Samuel that his English 
sheetings 1-1ere fetching low ::~rices, ano. added, 110ur 
1'le.l tham and other Americ an "'oods have su-oersec1ed them 
entirely. n23 In December of 1817 he wrote, 110ur 
21 
Ibid., 12 . 
22 
B . l-1 . C. MSS, "Directors Meetings , Volume 2. 11 
23 
Josephson, op . cit . , 128. 
.. 2 
vial tham co t tons increase in demand . v/e have r a ised the 
price to 28 cents--and are unable to execute all our 
24 
orders." By Mr y of the following year, Waltham goods 
were selling so well that Appleton was ready to give up 
the import business . 25 
2~. 
25Ibid. The effect of t he Tariff of 1816 on Wal-
tham sales TS'd.iscussed i n Chapter 2L 
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CHAPTER IX 
EXPANSION PROGRAI-1 AND LABOR POLICIES 
Early in 1815, the Boston Manufacturing Com-
pany began to expand its facilities for production. In 
February of that year the company increased its land 
holdings in \'/al tham by about twenty acres with Jackson 1 s 
purchase of the Pierce estate lying between the river 
and the Sudbury Road and running down river from the 
company's right-of-way. The Pierce estate had been put 
up for sale under unusual circumstances . In 1810, when 
the selectmen and overseers of the poor in Waltham had 
complained that Abraham Pierce, 
does so spend, waste and lessen his estate as there-
by to expose himself and his family to want and 
suffering circumstances and does thereby also en-
danger and expose the said town of Waltham to expense 
for his and their maintenance and support,l 
a gua..rdian for Pierce vias appointed. Furthermore, the 
guardian was licensed by s. resolve of the Legislature to 
sell the estate . When the estate was put on auction on 
Februaru 20, 1815, Jackson bought it for $296 . 412 and 
conveyed it to the company . Jackson was fortunate in 
lWaltham Historical Society, £2· cit . , 9 . 
2B . l1 . C. MSS, 11 Directors 1eetings, Volume 2. 11 
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his bargaining, for the Pierce estate had been valued at 
$5,841 in 1807.3 
Realizing tha t they must have more money if they 
vie re to CD.rry out t heir expansion program, the directors 
of the Boston Manufacturing Com) any voted at the October 3, 
1815 meeting to increase the paid in capit~l by $100,000 . 
The stockholders subscribed for amo unts of new stock equal 
to their present holdin s, \·!i th the exception of J ames 
Lloyd, who m0de no acldi tlonal subscription, and Uriah 
Cotting , who took only three addi tionfl.l shares. That left 
five of the new shares unsubscribed. On October 17, the 
directors voted to allow their SU) erintendent Paul Moody 
to subscribe for t-vm of the shares , and granted him the 
same :privilee;e s as if he h d been an original subscriber. L~ 
It 1-1as now thought expedient for the directors 
to secure t!le full attention of l·fr . Jackson to the cor-
:poration 1 s concerns by contract , e.nd to determine a suit-
able salary for him. On November 8, 1815, Jackson 
:pledged 
to give his 1-rhole time &. .attention to the 
concerns of the Boston Manuf acturing Com-
pany if its prosperity & perfect management 
3
wa1tham Hist. Soc., 22· £1!., 10 . 
4 
B. M. C. l.ffiS , lfi)irectors 1-leetin.<ss , Volume 2." 
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require this much, & to enter into no 
commerc i al speculations or other business, 
that may t 8ke from the just and neces sary 
attention to the duties of his office •••• 5 
There hE'.d be en some question concernine; an ap1)ropriate 
se_lary for Mr . Jackson at first. Some of the directors 
had 
hesitated as to the amount which he deemed 
necessary. Mr . Jackson had a ~ajority of 
votes at his command , but he we.s not willine; 
to a ccept a salary 1·1hich some of the share-
holders considered lar e, while he well knew 
that he could meke more money in trade, in 
Hhich he was engaged. For a few months 
there \•Ias some embarrassment on this ground; 
but very soon he 1vas aupointed the Treasurer 
and Agent of the Co rJoration ith such 
salary as he demanded, t_e Co. being satis-
fied t hat it was for their interest to em-
ploy him.6 
On June 29, 1815, Jackson had been authorized 
to char e $1500 for his part-time services starting from 
the ,revious February first. Then, when he agreed to 
11 give his whole time and attention" to the company, he 
was voted an annual salary of 3000, to be remitted in 
QUarterly payments sts~ting January 1, 1816. By 
Je.nuary of 1819 his salary had been increased to $5000 .7 
5Ibid. 
6 
Houghton Library, Harvard University, J. Jackson 
1SS , "Not es on the Life and Ch::>racter of the Late P. T. 
Jac~son, Esq. And Some of the Corresryondence of P.T. Jack-
son, 1810-1811 11 , 6-7. 
7 B. M. C. }fSS , 11Directors Meetings, Volume 2 11 
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On Novemb er 6, 181.5, Jackson -v;as authori ;ed to 
make t he nec essary contracts to build a new mill during 
t he ensuing season. On January 4, 1816, he showed t he 
directors hi s plan . It proposed t hat t he ne'r~ mill be 
the s ame height and approximately t~e same width as t he 
first, but about sixt y feet longer, in order to accom-
modate a greater number of looms and spi ndle s . It was 
to take t he company t 1·m years to build and equip this 
second mill . 
Meam.,rhile , the first mill, vThich had been in 
production more than a year before plans were laid for 
t he second, was in full o~eration . Its daily capacity 
by February , 1816, was 912 1/2 yards of thirty-six inch 
vlide cloth and 330 1/4 yards of forty-five inch wide, 
making a tot al of 1,242 3/4 yards . 8 By August of the 
same year , the machinery of the first mill consisted of 
1084 throstle spindles (warp wa s spun on throstles), 
384 mule sp indles (filling or weft was spun on mule s), 
.54 looms, .5 bobbin-filling machines , 3 special vrarpinO' 
machines, and 3 exper i ment 1 dressing- machines to size 
the war p . 9 
8 
A. 4. Goodale, "Some Poinls in the History of t he 
Bo stan Manuf 1 c Co. , " Papers Read Befor e t he Citi zens Club 
of Waltham 1891-92. (Waltham : Citizens Club , 1892), 4. 
9 
Bagnall, .££.• cit. , 2014. 
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NoT:T the mill began to need increased housing 
facilities for its employees . On November 30, 1815, 
Jackson we.s authorized to negotiate for buildings to be 
constructed during the following year. They were to in-
~lude a house for the superintendent, plus "one Block of 
two Houses, similar to those already built for workmen, 
and eight smaller Ho uses provided it can be done as 
cheap , in his opinion as usual. nlO 
The superintendent 's or "Agent 's" house, Jackson 
had built on the Right of Way (Moody Street) about half 
\"lay betv1een the factory and the Sudbury Road. According 
to the reminiscences of Mrs . Sumner Melton of Waltham, 
who remem ered t_e house, it 
faced east tol'rards the Common 1-1i th a circular 
drive to the front door from Moody Street . It 
was surrounded, in its original location, by a huge 
lilac hedge, \Ti th flo~rer and vege t able gardens 
extending to Carter Street •••• ll 
To house new factory personnel, Jackson con-
tracted for the structure later called 11 the Long Block 11 , 
which "'v'ras "so long an eye- sore to the people 11 of \'ial-
tham. 12 11 0ne block of t1vo houses 11 (a t"tvo-story building) 
10 B . M: . C. lv!SS, "Directors Meetings, Volume 2 . " 
11 
lval tham Hi st . Soc . , .Q.:Q . ill· , 27 . 
12 
~. , 14. 
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had already been built just in back of t he factories. Now 
the second, like it, w s built parallel t o it, at the 
other end of the block. In between ~rere strung the eight 
single-story houses, all joined to~ether . This was the 
Long Block; besides the tenements provided by its con~ 
struction , the company owned three other l ar ge houses in 
which to settle its operatives. 
Special care was needed in providing housing be-
cause of the unusue~ labor force recruited by the Boston 
l•1anufacturino- Com any . The com:pany was es t abli sh d in 
an era 't·rhen the great est part of the man-po1 er suppl y 
1·1as absor'Bed in agriculture, and t here vras def inite 
prejudice agains t diverting labor from the land . In 
t h e Rhode Isl~nd area, t hi s shortage of workers had b een 
overcome by employing l ar ge famili es and ~idows with 
children. Under this system \vorkers moved to mill vil-
lages where t hey lived in single houses or tenements 
01·med by the companies . Every "member of t he family 
above the age of seven or eight worked in t he factory. 1113 
The children often barely earned t hei r keep , so that 
t heir uarents fo und it difficult to maintain t h e family, 
and often vlent into deb t to t he company. Employers 
13 
vlare) 0 "0 . ill·' 199. 
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gave long credit to operatives as a means of keeping 
t hem from moving on to other mills . l4 
The Boston Manufacturing Company found an 
entirely new solution to t he labor problem: t hey em-
ployed young girls to tend most of t heir machinery . 
There were advantages in t his, and among t he most im-
portant '\'lere t hat the g·i rls 1vere a fairly uniform 
group and t hat they could work as many hours each week 
as men, and yet be paid wage s lower t han those of common 
laborers . 
On the other hand, the emplo yment of numerous 
young v;omen made for com~Jlic e.tions . The company found 
it necessary to recruit girls from t he surrounding coun-
try, since there "Vlere not enoush 11 vi ng in the Waltham 
area. To induce t hem to l ea e their farmste ads , and 
to .ersuade t heir p2rents t o let them go, the coouany 
assumed guc.rdianship of t he girls and their morals . 
They 1vere boarded in houses erected and r un by t he f a c-
tory's owners and under t he cons t ant r egulation of the 
company . They 'ftrere 11 in chc:>.rge of ms-.trons of tried ch2.r-
s.ct er ••• andJ no bo e.rder s ••• except t he f emale o:peratives 
of t he m111 1115 were allov;ed in the houses . 
14 
11?1£. 
15 
S:nith, op . cit . , 3 36 . 
--
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Caroline Ware, in The Early New England Cotton 
Menufacture, has sugge sted that the young girls hired by 
the Boston ..fanufacturing Comoany r1ere e t first used just 
to tend looms, later tried at carding and spinning mach-
ines and finally, as they proved efficient, employed 
throughout the f :lctory. There is no 1.·1ay of proving this 
by the wage books, for those '\vhich have been preserved 
b egin in May 1817, about tw·o years aft er production 
started. At that ti~e, the 108 girls e~ployed at Wal-
101 
tham 1...ror~~ed as i<Veaver·s , spinners, CPl"'ders, pickers, sweepe r s, 
bobb in carriers, rlinders e.nd dressers . 16 The ninety-six 
men e~ployed were mostly machinists , carpenters, mill-
1·rright s, superintendents and 'irm.tchmen, v-:i th a few 
working in the c ~rd room and as mule spinners . 1 7 
The old \"lE?.ge books are historically interesting 
because they contain lithe most complete series of vra~es 
paid to cotton-mill operatives in the first quarter of 
t h e last cent ury.nl8 The earliest book, t hat of 1817, 
lists t hirty- seven girls worl:ing in t he f actory's 
ueaving room, and earning at p iece rates an aver'age of 
16 
B. M. C. MSS, 11PayRoll, Me.y 1817-April 1818, 
Volume 80 . 11 
17 
I bid. 
18 
Abbott, QE . £!!., 273 . 
$3.03 a week . Some girls earned as little as $2.1}7 a 
week, others, as high as $.3. 95. 19 Their ioTages were 
slightly more than half the amount paid to laborers __ 
at Waltham. The nineteen girls in the spinning room 
were each paid a straight wage of $2.50 a week. There 
were thirty-one women and five men employed in the 
carding room. The men averaged $,3 . 67 a vTeek, the women , 
$2 .12. Three girls vTorking as v arpers at piece rates 
earned an av erage of $,3 . 24. The highest paid girl at 
Waltham in 1817 1r1as the double speeder opera.tor, who 
earned $1.3. 68 a 't'1eek. The seven girl "tvinders, who were 
paid piece rates, averaged $,3 .60; the t hr ee girls in the 
dressing room, $4.06; and the three girls dl"'avling in and 
carrying bobbins, $2.25. Five girls in the picking room 
averaged $2.60 a week. 20 
Employees had to pay board and room out of their 
wages. This was an i mportant consideration, since few 
girl s were able to live at home, and since rates at .the 
factory's boardinghouses averaged between $.75 and $1. 25 
a week. 21 When their board and room were paid, many 
19B.M. C. 1·1SS, IIPayroll, May 1817-April 1818, 
Volume 80 . 11 
20Ibid 
-· 21 Walter Starbuck, Picturesque Features of the 
History; of \'Taltham {Waltham: \'laltham Free Press, 1917), 26. 
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girls cleared leas than $2 . 00 a week each. The cost 
of living in a boardinghouse was one reason for so few 
boys \l.rorking at vlaltham; they could.n 1 t make enough to 
keep themselves . 
The t~ro men running the mule spinners earned 
unusually high vra.ges for t his period. One averaged 
$16 . 24 a week, - the other $21 . 56 . Machinists averaged 
$7 . 72; carpenters, $7 . 85; · laborers, $5 . 83; watchmen, 
$6.40; millwrights, $8 . 87; and superintendents of 
departments, $10 . 10. 22 
During the period from May 2, 1817 to September 2, 
1820, the average weekly ~ age of weavers rose $ . 69 or 
22 7/10 per cent, and that of spinners, who were being 
paid ztt piec,e :rates in 1820 , rose by $1. 18, or 47 per 
cent . 23 
The rate of employee turnover at the Waltham 
-company during its early ye ars was high. For example, 
of the t hirty- seven weavers and nineteen spinners who 
1-rere at Waltham on l-!ay 2, 1817, onlynineteen were still 
22 
B. H. C. MSS, 11Pay Roll, lv!ay 1817- April 1818, 
Volume 8o . n 
23B. H. C. MSS, 11Pay Roll, Sept . 2, . 1820-Feb . 4, 
1821, Volume 83 . " 
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employed by September 2, 1820 . 24 
However , the labor policy was extremely 
successful . Most of the cotton textile companies 
established before the Civil War in northern Massachusetts 
(notably Lancaster, Lo1vell, La't"f!'ence and at Chicopee, in 
the western part of the state) chose to i mitate it, rather 
than the Rhode Island system. Almost all the l arge 
factories established in New Hampshire, such as those at 
Dover, Manchester, Exeter and Portsmouth, also copied 
it. The Waltham system came to have \'Tide spread cultural 
effects, also . Although the total number of girls 
employed in New England mills following this system was 
not as lar? e as the number of operatives in family-type 
establishments, 25 Waltham-type factories had a greater 
effect on early nineteenth century society. More 
workers 
passed through their employ than throu h the 
family mills because of the transient character 
of their force and they reached more parts of the 
country and more clas ses in society through the 
girls \'Tho 't.Yent back to th~~r co untry homes after 
a few years in the mills . G 
24 
lQ19.. 
25Louis McLane , Report of the Secret ary of the 
Tre asur 18 2 Documents Relative to the Manufactures of 
the United States Washington: Government Printing Office, 
1833), !, p . 217 . 
26 
Ware,-~ · £!!., 202. 
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Femal e operatives and boarding houses were the 
two most distinctive feat ures of the Waltham system, and 
visitors were usually mos t i muressed by them. One of 
the first i mportant visitors was President James Munroe . 
When he toured the factory in July, 1817, 
a feature of the occasion, and one that attracted 
the President's attention, was the 9retty appear-
ance presented by t he young women employed, who, 
in neat attire, formed a double line through which 
the chief passed on leavi ng the mills. 27 
When lat er distinguished visitors, from both Europe and 
America, recorded their i mpressions, they also stressed 
the girls arid their housing. 
Boston Stock Market . 
to Januar 1S86 
lOS 
CHAPTER X 
THE TARIFF OF 1816 
By the end of 1815, a serious situation had devel-
oped in the textile industry . During the \\far of 1812, 
supplies of cotton cloth from Great Britain and India had 
been ent irely cut off, and me~y cotton manufacturing com-
panies had been established with a vie11r to taking advantage 
of the great demand for that product . Tremendous profits 
'tvere realized during t he 111ar by factories old and ne111, es-
pecially those f irms -vrhich ha.d bought cotton before the war 
and sold it during the much higher prices of the wa~ years . l 
With the return of peace in April, 1815, and the 
rene1"1al of commerce vri th Great Britain, British cottons i'lere 
again available in America . More i mportant, great stores of 
them were dumped on the market in this country for whatever 
they would bring. Double dut ies were imposed for a year after 
the "VTar, but they served only . as temporary protection. 2 The 
price of Waltham cloth held steady because it was a superior 
fabric, but that of many other companies began to drop as 
lware, £2· cit . , 54 . 
2Edward Everett, Orations and Speeches on Various 
Occasions (Boston: Little, Bro\m and Company, 1878), 372. 
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demand fell off. 3 
A group of cotton manufacturers met in Dedham, 
Mas sachusetts, on November 20, 1815, to discuss the sit-
uation that had developed. At this meeting, a committee 
composed of Francis LO'l,,rell, Charles David, Jeremiah Smith 
Boies, James Richardson and Job.n Haguire 1as a-opointed to 
prepare a petition to Congress 11and to adopt such further 
measures, as they may judge most proper, to induce Congress 
to protect and encourage the cotton manufactures of the 
United States . "4 
On December 28, 1815, this co mmittee sent cir-
culars to leadi!'lg cotton manufacturers in New· England, 
requesting data concerning their establishments, and to 
kno'i.r vrhether or not they vmuld support the committee ' s 
activities . They also proposed to 
form a society for the promotion of American 
manufactures particularly those of cotton and 
uool , the objects of v. hich should be to collect 
books, l ans, models, &c. and to communicate 
the same, to encourage by re'tve.rds, and all 
sui table methods, the gro1·1th and improvement 
of these manufactures . ) 
In further attempts to det er mine the state of the 
cotton industry, Francis Lo1vell and Nathan Appleton 't1Tent 
3 
Bagnall, .912· .£1:!. , III, p . 2001. 
4 
P . and P. MSS, 11Letters", 98 . 
Sibid. 
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to R...1.ode Island in the spring of 1816. At Pa\-rtucket they 
visited the shop of David Wilkinson, the leading cotton 
machinery manufacturer in that area. At his factory, "All 
1·ras silent, not a vrheel in motion, not a man to be seen. 11 
fi lkinson informed them 11 that there -v:as not a sp indle 
running in Pawtucket, except a few in Slater 's old mill 
making yarns. All was deed and still.u6 
~Tilkinson also confirmed Lo\vell 1 s reasoning as to 
the cause of difficulties. In answer to L01.·1ell 1 s ques-
tions, he replied 11 t hat during the war the profits of 
manufacturing w·ere so gre t , that the inquiry never "ti"as 
made v-rhether any improvement could be made in machinery, 
but how soon it could be turned out.n7 
Lotvell and Apple ton s aw several other manu-
facturers in the area, and tried to convince them that 
t he introduction of the po-vrer loom w·ould solve many of 
the industry 1 s difficulties. According to Nathan Ap-
pleton, 11They "tvere incredulous; it mie;ht be so, but they 
v1ere not disposed to believe it. u8 The Rhode Island 
manufacturers had come to believe that amelioration of 
6 
Appleton, .QJ2 • .£.ll., 13. 
7 
~-
8 
~., 14. 
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their difficulties lay with the i mposition of a high pro~ 
tective t ariff to ke ep out British cloth. In the end, 
hovvever, many men 11ere 1·10n by Lol·Tell r s argument to adopt 
t he po1ver loom and other improvements. Those 1vho did not, 
went out of business . 
In March of 1816, Francis Lowell was in Washington 
when a tariff measure came up for discussion. The fact 
th2.t he and other manufacturers 1·rere on the spot to try 
to influence Congressmen is 't·TOrth noting , inasmuch as it 
seems to have been the "first instance of interested par-
ties going in person to Washington to promote the pas~ 
sage of particular tariff schedules . 11 9 One of Lo\•rell ' s 
first aQtions \vas to present a petition to Congre ss 
which read in p2.rt 
The articles, whose prohibition we pray for, 
are made of very inferior materials, and are 
nanufactured in a m~~ner calculated to deceive 
rather than to serve the consumer. No part of 
the produce of the United States enters into 
their composition. They are the work of for-
eign hands on a foreign material. Yet are 
they throvm into the country in such abundance 
as to threaten the enclusion of the more use-
ful and substantial manufact ures .lO 
9 Edi·rard Stam.;ood, American Tariff Contorversies 
in the Nineteenth Century (Boston: Houghton, Mifflin 
and Company, 1903), 146. 
10 
Josephson, Q2• cit., 30 . 
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Following the presentation of his petition, 
Franc.is Lovrell mRde the acquaintance of Daniel Webster, 
John C. CalhoWl, William Lom1des and other prominent mem.:.. 
bers of Congress who would have much to do 1-.ri th the for-
mation of the new tariff bill . Daniel Webster was much 
impressed by Lolvell .. He lat er \vrote, 11 In the session of 
1815 and 1816, I made the acquaintance of Mr . Francis 
C. Lowell •••• I found him full of exact, practical know-
ledr;e oil nany subjects . nll 
vebster hn.d been a represent r.tive of Nevi England 
shipping interests formerly, but his - discussions with 
Lowell at this time seem to have led him to support the 
cause of protection. During the course of the debates 
'\'Thich foll01o1ed he offered e.n amendment to the tariff 
bill, to the effect that a 
thirty per cent. duty on cotton goods 
should be operative for two years; that 
for the next t1vo years the duty should 
be tvrenty-five per cent ., and that there-
after the rate should be twenty per cent •.•• 1 2 
Although it was at first adopted by a larg e majority of 
the House of Representatives, Webster 's plan vms later 
<lropped in f avor of a louer schedule . 
11 
Ibid., 31. 
12 Stanvrood, .Q.J2. ill· , 14.5 . 
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Lowell impressed Lo~~des and Calhoun, represen-
tative- s of southern planting interests , with the idea 
that 
by the e s.t ablishment of the cotton manu-
facture in the United States, the southern 
planter '\-Jould gradually increase his ma.xket . 
He would furnish the r~w material for all 
those American fabrics l'Jhich should te.ke t he 
place of manufactures im~ orted from India, 
or pHI'tly made in En lend from IncLia cotton . 
He 1-.rould thus out of his o~m produce, be en-
abled to nay for all the sunnlies which he 
required from the north. l3 4 ~ · 
His argument evidently convinced Lo1vndes end Calhoun, 
for they support ed amenCl..ments designed to protect cot-
ton manufactures despite the fact that t he section 
t hey represented ras usually against protection of 
any kind. 14 
Most important to the future success of the 
Boston Manufacturing Company 1·ras the support Low·ndes and 
Calhoun gave the famous minimum clause proposed by 
Lowell , 1vh1 ch 
Provided, That all cotton cloths • • . the 
original cost of which at the plao ~;hence 
imported shall be less than t't·.renty- five 
cents per sque.re ye.rd, shall be taken and 
deemed to_ have cost t1 enty- five cents per 
square yard, and shall be char ged with 
duty accordingly. lS 
13 
Everett,~ · cit., 373 . 
14 
I bid. , 148-149, 153. 
lS 
I bid. , 140. 
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If included in the new t ariff act, this clause would 
effectively stop the importation of cheap cloth from 
Calcutta, the only cloth imported \·rhi ch competed -rri th 
t hat produced by the Bo s ton Me.nufe.cturing Company's 
g oods. India cottons would be rai s ed by the minimum 
clause from about nine cents to thirty-one and one quar-
t er cents , and could thus be undersold. 16 Lo~mdes and 
Calhoun sp oke e e.rnestly anc1 at length in favor of the 
minimum clause on many occas s ions when a ttempt s l"Tere 
made to strik e it out . Representatives John Randolph of 
Virginia and Timothy Pickering of Massachusetts , es-
pecially, ·Here against it, but despite their efforts, it 
1 as included in the final Act. 
The new Tariff Act, w·hich be c eJTie law April 27, 
1816, \vas not a t all satisfactory to t h e majority of tex-
tile manuf acturers. The n e\·T duty on cotton was only 
t \·.renty-five per cent, i.Yhich I<Te.s abo u t equal to the rate 
in force \·rhen so mu ch forei gn cloth had been import ed 
formerly . Thus, 
Congres s deliberately voted to tolerate 
for a year longer t he very evil i·:h ich cau s ed 
t h e distress of the cotton manufa cturers, 
and clo sed most of their mills, which was in-
deed, the chief occas ion of th~ strong p ro-
tectionist movement.l7 
16 
Niles \• eekly Register, April 6, 1816. 
17 
Stam·mod, .2.2· cit., 155. 
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Those textile manufacturers located in Rhode Is-
land, particularly, were unhap-py '\·Ii th the ne 1 tariff. 
Their crucial compe tition was vTi th t he higher priced Eng,;_ 
lish materials, especially calico, ~~·hich competed '!fli th 
their ginghams . They "failed to secure the protection they 
desired and v1ere gradually forced to abandon their manu-
facture of these cloths.ul8 
The only factory 1 hich gained apDreciably by 
the nevr tariff act "Jas the Bo stan ~1anufacturing Com any. 
Its value to the company was not i mmediate, since the 
minimum clause did not go into effect until June 1, 1817 . 
Therefore, from May 1815 (when Waltham first sent its 
cloth to be sold in Boston) to J une 1817, the company had 
to sell in competition vri th cheap India goods . That the 
company 's cloth was sold vrhen priced about fifteen cents 
more per square yard than Calcutta indicates that the 
public had found Waltham cloth satisfactory and indeed 
~onsidered it enough superior to pay almost twice as much 
for it. 
The Committee of Commerce and Manufactures of the 
House of Representatives noted the compe~ative quality of 
imported and domestic oods in their report of February 13, 
18 
Ware, .2.12• cit., 71. 
11) 
1816 . They stated that India cottons 
in point of duration and use, are likewise 
inferior to the substantial f abrics of 
American manufacture . Although the India 
cotton fabrics can be sold for a lO'tver 
price than the American, yet the difference 
in the texture is so much in favor of the 
American, that the latter may be safely 
considered as the cheauest . l~ 
During the two years that ial them cottons 1vere 
virtually un rotected, hm..rever, Boston ~1anufacturing 
Company sa.les tvere not sizable . It is only after June, 
1817, when the minimum clause be ce~e effective that state-
ments be~in to apDear in the corres_ondence of Nathan 
Ap leton and Henry Lee to the effect t hat demanoofor Wal-
tham cloth are greater than su plies, and that the fac-
tory is unable to fill a~l orders . According to Henry Lee, 
the minimum clause was largely responsible for this state 
of affairs (which wa s ruining his trade . ) He wrote to 
James Schott on October 6, 1817 
Calcutta Goods are without any demand wh~t­
ever, 't<Ihile the Domestics sell as f.s.st as 
they are received and at 15% higher than 
last year, which is an evidence t hat India 
co t tons are &one with , at least in this 
quarter • •• • 2 
Six days later, on October 12, he "tvrote to Semuel Williams 
19 
Niles ~eekly Register, February 24, 1816 . 
20 
Porter,~ · £!!., II, p . 1292. 
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\'le have ,i ven un the Calcutta trade ex-
cept for re.'t'T cotton, Hanufactures will 
not do--T.he Duty on course Cloths under 
new Tariff is from 60 to 70%, and they 
are lower than they vrere 12 Mos. ago the 
Stock on hand being very large--The Dom-
estics now undersell them and careJ ex-
tending in all directions--They are doing 
,.,ell at Wel tham, now make 8, 000 Yards a 
1veek & vlill soon get to 20,000 which they 
sell as fast as they can pack it, at 27 
cts ••• y 'd •••• 21 
The follO"i:ving year he ~r;rot e to George Miles, on May 21, 
1818, 
The trade to Calcutta is now almost con-
fined to Sugar & Cotton, and no longer 
affords those advanta~es to me which it 
would have done had not the duties on 
Piece Goods been increased, they are not 
used in this country and the de~and for 
exporta tion is limited •... 22 
----------------------- ~ . - ~ · ... ~ -
21 
~-' 1293. 
22Ibid. , 1333. 
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CHAPTER XI 
THE SALE OF \'lALTHAl-1-TYPE MACHINERY 
Sale s of \val tham cloth mounted steadily e.fter the 
passage of the tariff . In 1815, the company sold $412 worth 
of cloth; in 1816, $23 ,628; in 1817, $51,203; in 1818 , $124,748; 
in 1819, $124,029 ; and in 1820, $260,658 . 1 These figures are 
particularly impressive in view of the general business con-
ditions that prevailed during these years . The dumping of 
large quantities of British goods on the American market 
following the war not only brought stiff competition for 
cotton manufacturers but drained the country of much of its 
specie . 
Serious trouble developed 1vhen country banks printed 
enormous quantities of paper currency to finance postwar 
expansion. The United States Bank brought the crisis to a head. 
Its refusal to accept the unredeemable notes of the 
state banks brought ruin to the lat ter and bankruptcy 
to the people, who, with the aid of their paper 
curr ency, had engaged in reckless land speculation . 2 
\~Tal tham 1vas forced to cut its prices by about 35 
per cent in the gener al price slump of 1818-1819,3 but 
1Ibid., 70 . 
2John Bach McMaster, A History of the People of the 
United States, from the Revolution to the Civil War (New York : 
D. Appleton and Company, 1927), IV, p . 496. 
3B . M. C. MSS, 11Accounts Current, Volume 34. 11 
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companies not using the loom and other improvements were 
forced to cut theirs 50 per cent . 4 The enormous increase 
in sales of Waltham cloth made up for the cut in price . 
The obvious suc cess of the Waltham company during 
these depression years induced other companies to consider 
the practicability of installing power looms and improved 
machinery . The first factory to adopt the power loom after 
the Boston Manufacturing Company was Poignand and Plant of 
Lancaster, Massachusetts . 
Poignand and Plant vrere skeptical at first, as 
rlere almost all manufacturers, of the idea of new machinery . 
David Greenough, the plant's agent, had i-Tritten to its part-
ners on November 13, 1814: 
I have seen a loom which I have no doubt will go 
by Water, the person 'Hho invented the loom is desir-
ous of making a trial by \vater & will engage a wright 
As I am not a judge of machinery perhaps it might be 
well if Mr . Plant could come here on Sunday & return 
Monday if he cannot have any other time, if he can 
come give me a line 3 or 4 days before Sunday to en-
able me to acquaint the person who has the loom that 
he may be in to1~ at the time to show it . 5 
Poignand and Plant replied on November 21, 1814 
~'lith regard to the loom you mention--it would be 
4ware , ££· cit . , 68 . 
5p . and P. MSS ttLetters," 77 . This was a loom 
constructed by Stephen Steward and set in operation at 
Jonas ~velsh 1 s cotton factory at Braintree "for inspection 
••• for such gentlemen as wish to encourage the improvement 
of useful arts . 11 (Columbian Centinel, November 5, 1814). 
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attended with serious inconvenience for Plant to 
leave Lancaster at present • 
••• we think we have enough upon our hands at pre-
sent without taking hold of new machinery- - besides 
most if not all of the attempts to make looms go by 
water in this country have failed & we think with 
such present means as we possess it vmul d not be pro-
vident to embark on an undertaking of that kind till 
we have such indubitable evidence that there can be 
no doubt of its practicability . 6 
But by the summer of 1816, Poignand and Plant must 
have seen such proof . At that time they were bargaining 
-vrith the Boston Manufacturing Company for the purchase of 
looms . 7 
The Boston Manufacturing Company's sale of this 
machinery seems to have been prompted by a desire to copy 
certain technical improvements of machinery o~med by the 
Lancaster company . Concerning the sale, Francis Lov.rell 
wrote David Greenough on June 9 , 1816 
The original proposal which I made to you and to 
which you acceeded, vras that vre might see your mach-
inery and copy from it as far as we pleased provided 
we would permit you to have the use of our patent 
looms and warping machines and permit you to copy our 
dressing machine . The Quill ·Hinder I stated to you 
did not belong to us and we could sell you no rights 
about it--it having been in part copied from one of 
lvTr . Sto-vrells -vrbich would not work but Hhich we had 
patented. This bargain I consider totally distinct 
f r om the other and I refused to go to Lancaster to 
even look at your machinery till you agreed to it . 
You then proposed to me the day v-re 'tvent to lrlal tham 
that we should make for you and you for us and in this 
6Ibid . 
7Ibid . , 1 05 . 
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proposal the said bargain vras made He were to receive 
your frame at $900. and deliver you our machinery ~~0 
per loom for 8 looms a Dressing machine like the old 
one for 500 . with any addition it might cost to make 
it like the new one if that should be preferred, a 
Warping machine like our last at 250$ and one of the 
Quill winder for 175$ you paying also for Stowells 
Patent . 
I have asked Mr . Moody why his prices are so much 
higher than the prices just named. He says he still 
expects to build at their prices for our new manufac-
tory taking time and doing all parts of the work by 
the job . But that even then he would not undertake 
to build for any one else at them prices because the 
expence of putting things together the use of the 
shop & tools and files, with numberless other little 
expences not included in any contract is considerable. 
But that in making the estimate to you he considered 
that he must build the machines and in a limited time . 
And so far from considering it any profit to us to 
supply you at the prices named 't·re should much prefer 
not doing so, but to have you build you own and we 
will afford you every facility . As to your frame at 
900 dollars we should prefer hav ing it if we can re-
ceive it as soon as you named, if not should prefer 
not to take it . Hr . Moody ' s calculation for a new 
frame like yours wi th some saving on the gearing is 
600 dollars . The object in taking yours is to have 
one in the shop to copy from which we think vTill save 
us the $300 difference . It is perfectly indifferent 
to us whether you relinquish this bargain or not if 
you think our prices too high build for yourselves or 
if you think the price of your frame too low keep it . 
I wish however you will let us know what you deter-
mine on immediately . You must understand however 
that our prices do not include yarn beams either for 
the looms the dressing machine or the warping mach-
ine nor Quills, reeds, shuttles, nor harness for the 
looms. That if you take the ne't.r dressing machine the 
price of that cannot be estimated till we have fin-
ished the one we are now making . We will make the 
yarn beams for you and charge only the expence and 
we will get the Quills and shuttles made for you . 
The reeds you can get better for yours elves. As soon 
as you decide let us knovJ' and we will commence the 
·Harping machine immediately which you vJ'ill need for a 
fortnight before you have any occasion for the Dress-
ing Machine . As to covering the spring rollers and 
many other little things we do not expect on either 
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side any difficulties for such trifles, but mean on 
our part to spare no pains to get you properly under 
way and give you all proper directions for that pur-
pose & we expect the same in return. 
Yrs 
Francis c. Lowell 
It is very uncertain Hhen our ne-vr dressing machine 
will be finished probably it will be 5 or 6 weeks 
first as it is a new thing . If on seeing the new 
dressing machine you prefer the8old one you can probably have that i mmediately . 
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Besides throvling light on the methods and costs of 
machine- building at Waltham in 1816, this letter is valuable 
in setting the early date at 1--rhich the company began build-
ing machinery for others . The letter also shows that the 
company vras not anxious to make machines for others at this 
time; the machine shop was busy outfitting the second mill . 
Within a few years, machine - building became a def-
inite department of the Wal tham company's business . 
On October 2, 1816, P. T. Jackson wrote to Poig-
nand and Plant to inform them of the ~'ial tham company's pro-
gress on the eight looms, four of one kind, four of another, 
that they had ordered : "The 4 looms will be ready in five 
weeks , they are making and will be done as soon as possible . "9 
8B .M. C. MSS, "Agreements, Volume 192. " 
9p . & P. MSS , "Letters , " 105 . 
Evidently, Poignand and Plant had some difficulty in set -
ting the looms up, for on October 25, 1816, Jackson ac-
knowledged their letter explaining their difficulties and 
invited them to come to Waltham and see the looms in oper-
ation . lO In December, 1816, David Greenough ordered more 
Waltham looms but they had gone up in price . He wrote to 
Poignand and Plant on December 11 , 1816 
I agree d with the Waltham Factory for 8 looms at 
105 Dolli •••• they stated that is the lowest rate they 
will make for any factory & that the looms they made 
before they did not get any thing by them. ll 
The Waltham company agreed to deliver the looms 
in five months, 
however it was understood they should get them done 
as soon as possible & Mr . Moody mentioned he thought 
it probable he should have them done in 50 or 90 
days from the time, the Iron -vmrk was already & noth-
ing but the wood vmrk to be performed. l2 
Since the ear ly days of the company all machinery 
had been built and repaired in the basement of the first 
mill . To handle its growing machinery orders, the Boston 
Manufacturing Company in 1817 began construction of a brick 
machine shop three stories high. 1 3 During the summer 
months, the factory also hired more machinists . On May 3, 
l0Ibid . , 106 . 
llibid . , 110 . 
12rbid . 
13Bagnall, ££• cit . , III , p . 2025. 
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1817 , there were twenty- six machinists employ ed, and by the 
end of the year, sixty- five . l4 
The Boston Manufacturing Company seems to have ser-
ved a s a sort of school for machinists . Considering its 
reputation, no doubt a former employee could command a good 
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wage, especially from manufactur ers setting up new factories . 
An indication of this would seem to be the rapid turn- over 
of machine shop employees . Of the twenty- six men employed 
on May 3, 1817 , only thirteen were still on the payroll on 
September 2 , 1820 .15 
Some Waltham trained machinists left the company 
to set up businesses of t heir own. John Smith, who became 
a successful manufacturer in Andover, '\·ras a ~~7 . 50 a vreek 
machinist16 -vri th the Boston Manufacturing Company in 1817 . 
Machinist George Bro'\~ell, who had learned his trade in the 
machine shops of the Troy Cotton and Wool Manufactory and 
the Fall River Manufacturing Company, came to Waltham in 
1819, and in 1822 returned to Fall River to establish a 
machine shop of his own ther e . 17 
14B . M. C. MSS, "Pay Roll, May 1817-April 1818, 
Volume 80 . " 
15B.M. C. MSS , "Pay Roll, Sept . 2, 1820-Febr. 4 , 
1821 , Volume 83 . " 
16B.M. C. MSS, "Pay Roll, May 1817-April 1818, 
Volume 80 . 11 
17ware, £E.• cit . , 129 . 
Moody complained of being unable to hold his ma-
chine shop help . Greenough wrote to Poignand and Plant in 
the summer of 1818, 11Hoody informs me they are backward in 
looms more than any machinery as some of their loom build-
ers have left them. 1118 
Most of the employees of the machine shop were 
paid v.rages , rather than a salary . At first, the basis of 
computation ivas a daily wage rate . After 1817 , however, 
Hages began to be figured on the basis of piece rates. 
Often 
a combinat ion of the tivo kinds of rates v-mre used . 
A machinist 1 s vreekly earnings, for example might 
consist of two days v-rork on spindle repairs at a 
rate of nine shillings per day, plus a sum repre-
senting completion of tv1o dozen double speeder shafts 
at 20~ per shaft . l9 
In 1817' Waltham machinists Here earning an aver-
age v-rage of $7 . 72 per week, or $1 . 29 per day .20 1tfuile some 
earned as little as $3 .50 a vreek, 58 per cent of the men 
earned more than $8 . 00, and some earned as much as $10. 50 . 
However, this rate of wage was not to be maintained. By 
1824, when machine making had become more standardized, the 
average wage had dropned to $7 . 36, and only 40 per cent of 
18p. and P. Company MSS, 11Letters 11 , 131 . 
19Gibb, 2£• cit., 54. 
20B. M. C. MSS, "Pay Roll, I-Iay 1817-April 1818, 
Volume 80. 11 
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Waltham machinists earned more than $8 . 00 a Heek . 21 
The profit made by the Haltham company in its 
first machinery sales Has recorded in the receipt of pay-
ment from Poignand and Plant in the 1-lal tham company 1 s books 
on February 21, 1817 . The total profit was 20 per cent . 22 
No profit l·TaS made on the looms, a profit of $313 . 50 was 
made on the new dressing machine; of $50 on the l-Tarping ma-
chine; of $25 on a bobbin machine (for shifting thread from 
one size bobbin to another); of $20 on the yarn beams . A 
profit of $408 . 50 was realized on the $2078 . 50 order . 23 
From these figures, it is obvious that profit margin varied 
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on diff erent machines . This was to be a general pri ce poli-
cy . 
There 1-rere soon increases in \Val tham machinery 
prices, however . As already stated, the price of looms was 
raised in Poignand and Plant ' s next order . Also, it soon 
became the policy of the company to include a patent fee 
in its prices. Profits on indivi dual Waltham machines 
expressed as a percentage of selling price and usu-
ally reflecting the i nclusion of a patent fee, ranged 
from 20 per cent on yarn beams to 50 per cent and 
more on war pers, dressers, dravling frames, throstle 
21B . M. C. MSS, "Pay Roll , Jan . 1824-June 1824, 
Volume 86. 11 
22Gibb , ££• cit ., 54. 
23Ibid., 4J. . 
spinning fra.me s, and douole s peeders . Looms 
wer e usu~lly priced to yield 28 per cent 
profit .24 
Bet1.reen Febru"ry and August 1817, the Boston 
}1anufact uring Company sold machinery to five different 
cotton mills . Together the five factories bought 
eight een looms, t1'm irlarping machines, a clra11ing frame , 
and a bobbin machine . 25 
In June, 1817, the company inaugurated the 
unique nolicy of chPrging other mills for the privilege 
of c opying and building laltham machines for their own 
use, and later, to sell to other manufacturers . 26 The 
directors probably realized they coul c. never handle all 
the orders they wo uld no doubt receive in the future, 
and thought tha t the best money-mak ing policy vwuld 
be to sell the right to copy . 
To facilitate the purchase of machinery and 
patent rh.:h ts by the se small comnanies ·1ho had little 
working capi tal, the Boston MP_nuf Bcturing Company ex-
ten<1ed liberal credit . For example, David Greenough 
1vrote to Poignand and Plant in Sep te mber, 1818, 11 I 
24 
Ibid. 
25 
1.£19:. 
26 
l'L~i .•. C. MSS, 11Accounts Cur rent, Machinery 
Account, Volume 3 4 . 11 
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believe Mr . J ackson will give ne 2 ye rs credit for 
all the machinery 1'-'"e may wan t . u27 
I n the Rhode Island area before 1813, the 
techni cal develooments of SlFter and Wilkinson had been 
spre r_d fron f e.ctory to f [tc tory by former employees 1-·:ho 
paid no attention to p tent righ: s . However, by now 
patent l e.iiS had become more effective, and could be 
depended on to orotect t he Waltham improve ments , at 
least to a degree , so t h?t others who wished to use 
these invention s now hed to negotiate with the patent 
01-v.ners for t he right to use them. The f irst mill to 
enter i nto a licensing agreement with the Boston Manu-
f2.cturing Company v-:as the Peterborough Factory Company 
of Pet erborough , Ne\'r Har;:ro shire . In J une , 1817 , they 
ourchased the right to use sixteen looms at their 
factory, at t he r a te of ten do l lars per loom. 28 
By the summer of 1817 , it was becoming in-
creasingly prof i t able for comuanies to purchase the 
right to use \val tham i mprovenents , so t he t they could 
produce I·Tal tham-type shirtings a.nd sheetings . Poignand 
and Plant h2.d swit ched fr om their high- p_ iced fine 
27 P . Pnd P. Comuany MSS, "Lett ers ", 132. 
28 B. M.C. MSS, 11Accounts Curren t, Machinery 
Account , Volume :31. 11 
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clotns to t h e Ttlal tham product l a te in 1816 ·,;hen they 
beca1:1e a•-Iare of t he increasing de ma nd for it. Green-
ough had i'Tri tten to the factory in 1816, 
Th e Wa ltham fac tory sell t heir yard wide at 
t wenty five cents a yrrd a nd purchasers will 
not g ive more t~an that urice if they are 
ever so fine . They 't'ran t them stout and thick. 29 
In the fall of 1817, i•:-hen the minimum clause 
of the TEU'iff of 1816 ·ms operating to keep out all 
cloths t hat might compete vl i t h t hos e of Waltham, the 
demand became heavy. In November, 1817, David Gr e en-
ough v.rrote to Poignand and Plant, 
b y all means ue.ck up 111he.t cottons you h eve on hand 
& forward them as soon as pos s ible as the Sale 
will soon be over-- • .• t h e W ltham Fa ctory sell 
tile irs f <' ster than they can make them & no doubt 
1e can obta in more for our cot t ons than they get 
for theirs being finer . 30 
But the s a le was by no me~ms over"'. On Septembe r 2, 
1818, Greenough wrote again, 
I ha·r e an orcle r for t1~·o Bales more in f e.ct I 
could sell forty Ba l es If I ho.d them on hand--
a number of people who ap )ly ar e obliged to go 
to \'· Pl tham Fa ctory, to ge t Suppl ied because they 
cannot wait--the i•lal tham keen a number of Be~es 
on hand all the time . Jl -
He also informed them that he was t h inking of gett ing 
29 P . and P . Company HSS, "Letters", 133 . 
JOibid . 
31I b id. , 132 . 
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two spinning f r ames, a dr es s i ng me.chine, a "'ve.rping 
machine, and eight more lo oms from the 1tlal tham factory . 
Again, on Se1)teober 18, he ·'t'.rrote 11 ••• the demand is 
almos t unlirn ited. 11 32 And at t. e end of September, he 
had even b e t t er news : 11 I find novJ the Waltham Goods 
are not t aken if we can f urnish t hem •..• n33 He l ater 
explained vvhy the Lcmcaster cloths vrere outsell ing 
t hose of Waltham: 
If •.. our go ods are made no b e t ~er than others 
t here will be no inducement for ot her s to give 
us the pr efere nce my i deas are t o s ell about 
t he s ame as the other s do but to make the ar ticle 
so much Superior its alHay s to command the bes t 
men to purchase . 3 
The Lancast er comoany 1 s success proved tha t t he \·Jal t ham 
system coul d be adopted successfully , and encouraged 
other cot ton manufa cturers in New England to follow 
suit. 
32 Ibid ., 
33I_ ~ Dill., 
34I o i d . 
1.33. 
134. 
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CHAPTER XII 
INVENTIONS AND Il1PROVEMENTS 
After Paul l.foody and Francis Lo\vell had perfected 
' the po\·TeP loom, they had turned their t alents to improving 
the ready-made and copied machinery. The greatest need en-
countered in operating power looms was for a means for strength-
ening the warp threads which were placed under constant stress 
by the awkward movements of the machine . To evercome this 
difficulty, various means had been devised to size or coat the 
warp to strengthen it , but all were clumsy. It t.vas "necessary 
to stop the loom frequently in order to dress the warp, as it 
unrolled fl'Om the beam • • .• nl 
As the operation required one operat ive to tend 
each loom, looms were expensive to run. Several inventors 
had "~;.YOrked on a machine to size warp before it vTas placed in 
the loom. Thomas Johnson was one of these; he patented an 
English m~chine on Februavy 28, 1803, and on June 3, 1804. 2 
William Horrocks, before he invented his i mproved loom, 
bettered Johnson's dresser. Francis C. Lowell must have 
seen Horrocks' version of the machine in English and Scottish 
fac tories, for when he returned to America in 1812, he 
lBatchelder, .QR. cit ., 62. 
2Bagnall, £2• cit ., III, p . 2089 . 
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brought a drawing of one of them. 3 
At v al tham , Paul l•loody 1 s name \vas almost 
synonomous with improved machinery . He made several 
experimental dresser s at Hal the.m, but ah..rays met the 
same difficulty. The si zing wet t he roll ers of the 
dressing machine as it passed over them ; thus , rollers 
could not be made of iron, which would rust and stain 
the threads , nor of wood , vrhich ~vould \iarp . Moody con-
sidered using rollers with pewter casting s over t hem , 
but ran into the p roblem of finding suitable mold 
material . Then he accidentally hit upon a solution . 
He vras considering a soapstone mold, anc1 in discussing 
t he problem v:i th hi s brother David, said he intended to 
use soapstone . David , mi sunc"'.e r st a nding , replied, "Well , 
I should think soap stone vmuld make a very good roller. 11 4 
On considering it , loody agreed; he patented a dresser 
&:. 
u i th soapstone rollers on Janue.ry 17, 1818 • ..1 
G.S. Gibb , historian of the Saco-Low·ell shops , 
says of Paul l·foody 1 s dresser 
Since efficient power weaving was dependent 
upon the dressing pro cess, l4oody 1 s vJOrk on the 
dressing frame vras almost as vi tal t2 the com-
pany as his 1-rork on the l oom itself. o 
3Appleton, £Q . £11 . , 8 . 
4 . Batchelder , Q_ . c1t . , 68 . 
5 
Bagnall, o~ . cit. , III, p . 2001. 
6 
Gibb , £2 · ~. , 35 . 
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James 1ont omery, an English manufacturer, said in 1840 
of l·oody 1 s dres s er ( v-Thich remained essentially the same) 
It is much more sin9le , more easily attended and 
~e?t in order , besiaes requiring less power and 
oil, than any I h9ve seen either in England or 
Scotland, anc can be made f Jr about half the cost 
of those used in Panchester and Glas ow. ? 
The inportance of Hoody 1 s dresser lies in the fact thc:>.t 
loons using warp s sized in his machine could be run con-
stantly and at greater sueed than before . 
More i n-oortant still, the apulic .- tion of his 
machine ivP.s t he t ~;.ird step in mt'l.k. ing the \'lal thc:.:n loom 
almo st automatic in its o-:>erat ion, so that one 0:9er-
ative could tend several of them. The first step had 
been the sto. motion device applied to the loom as 
8 early as J anuary 7, 1814, and the second, self-acting 
tem~les, applied in Auril of 1817. 9 
The second significant machinery improvement at 
ival tham Has the joint '\.·mr3: of Paul 1oody and Francis 
LoHell . This '\·ras the fanous double speeder roving frame . 
When cotton emerged from the carding machine , it was 
in the form of l oose hanks called slivers . The rovin~ 
frame stretched out the fibers sli '7htly, and tllisted 
7Montgomery, 22· cit., ,38 . 
8 
Francis C. Lowel_ I, "1814." 
9B. LC. l· SS, "A reements, Volume 192 . 11 
1.31 
them, making a rove or r o in( . The great problem in 
constructing such a mac!1ine was to ')erfect an "apparatus 
for giving a uniform motion to the surfac e of the 
bobbins, while the circumference is Grudually enlarsed 
by the successive layers of t he rovi::1g w·ound arou.l"ld it. nlO 
The auparatus pe ~fe ct ed Lo~ ell '\'las a t r am of three 
bevel gears ,.,rhich auton0 tically veried t~1e velocity of 
the bobbin. The mathe~atical calculations involved oc-
11 
cupied LO'lilell for a \·leek . Then oody i-Tas given the 
problem of constructing t he mech~nism according to 
Lowell 's d irections . Mood• received ~atents f or t he 
double speeder in December, 18?0, and February, 1821. 
Several years after the ~atent for t he double 
sp eeder '\'la s issued, me.chini s ts who hnd repaired some 
of t he WalthD~ company's double suePders made some of 
their ovm , and the compan brought nuit. The ca se was 
tried before Judge Star ane \·ras argued for the co r!l::_J any 
by Daniel Webster . 12 Evidently Francis Lowell's cal-
cula tions Here patented, because one of the i mpo rtant 
questions connected '~:lith the suit ivc>.s 11·Nhether a 
10 
Batchelder, Q2 . cit ., 19. 
11 
Appleton, £2· ~., 10. 
12 Conklin,~· cit . , 637 . 
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mathematical calculation could be t he subject of a 
pE~tent . ul3 Nathaniel Bowditch 1-vas a;point ec1 by the 
court to examine the original and cop ied machines in 
orc.er to appear as 'tvi tness at the trial, and to deter-
mine if Lowell's calculations were such as to warrent 
patent protection. The mathmatical genius testified 
that the double speeder "required mathmatical calcula-
tions so advanced that he was sururised to discover 
133 
anyone but himself in America uas capable of making ther.1.u14 
The com:pany won the case. G.S. Gibb remarks that 11 the 
double s·)eeder manufactured by the Boston l anufacturinD' 
Company appears to have been unchallenged in the Amer-
ican market .',J..5 
The si~nificance of the Waltham double speeder 
is further indicated in a letter w·ri tten by David Green-
ough to Poignand anQ Plant, in which as t heir agent he 
states on September 14, 1818: 
••• lik ewise I have con ersed wi th a brothPr of 
Major 1·1oody Hho visited a long tir.1e at ~ al tham, 
he says t hat they pushed. t:J.eir uorks much faster 
13 Appleton , £2 . cit ., 10. 
14 
Jose~hson, £2• £11., 21. 
15 
Gibb , ~· ~., )6 . 
after they ha.d the double-speeder & they con-
sider it an indespensible machine at Waltham 
& are movfpg out all their cards to make room 
for them. 0 
Greenough had ordered a twenty-spindle double-speeder 
in April for his company, a t a cost of $2000. 17 
A third important improvement developed by 
Paul l<Ioody was the filling frame , for which he receiv-
ed patents in May, 1819, and February, 1821 . Before 
Moody's machine 'lvas perfected, v;reft or filling , 't"lhich 
was spun on throstle fr&~es, had to be rewound on 
special bobbins to fit power loom shuttles . 
Therefore, Francis Lowell and Paul Moody 
'!•rent down to Taunton, Massachusetts, to see a. 1·ir. 
Shepherd v1ho 
had a patent for the 'l'linding machine, which 
was considered the best extant . Hr. L01r1ell 
'"'as chaffering with him about purchasing 
the right of using them on a large scale, at 
some reduction from the price named . Mr . Shep-
herd refused, saying, 1You must have them, 
you cannot do without them, as you know Mr. 
Moody.' Mr . r>ioody replied- 1 I am just think-
ing that I can spin the cops direct upon the 
bobbin. 1 'You be hanged, 1 said Mr. Bhepfi~rd . 
' Well, I accept your offe1s' ' No,' said Mr . 
Lowell, 1 It is too late . • 
16p. and P. Company MSS, 11 Let ter s, 11 1.3.3 . 
17 Ibid. , 129. 
l8Appleton, ~· cit., 10 . 
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Lowell recognized the germ of a brilliant idea. 
Back in faltham , ·foody built a SDinning frame 
for ma..~ing filling , vrhich spun the yarn or "cops " dir-
ectly on lo om shuttle bobbins, thus eliminating a 
time- consuminu process . ~oody received patents for hi s 
f rame on :r.!ay 6, 1819 and February 19, 1821.19 
M:oody 1 s spinning frE'111e vias in operation by J uly , 
1818, for at thc~t time David Greenough ,.·rrote to Poignand 
and Plant, 11 I ho.ve just returned fron \'Tal tham Factory 
& l'las very much gratified b their i mproved SDi nn ing 
frarne 1·rhich spins on the bo-·b in v:hich is :placed in the 
shuttle . 1120 
Paul Moody 1 s fo urth i mDortant i mprovement seems 
to have been an ada:!J tation of something Francis LO't'!ell 
had se en in England. Not lo ng aft er the first factory 
opened., Lo\vell told oo d., thr'.t they must have a gov-
ernor to regul a te the S?eed of their water whe el. Evid-
ently , oo dy vras unfamiliar i·Ji t h the invention, for he 
asked L01·rell to de scribe one . All Lowell could rememb er 
1·ras that 
there 1-rere t1·10 iron be lls suspended on tv-;o r ods , 
19 
Bagnall , on .~., III, p . 2090-2091. 
20 
P. and P. MSS, "Letters, " 131 . 
13.5 
connected on one end like a ?nir of tones . \hen 
the 1-:heels are in too rapid motion these balls 
lofere driven apart, e.nd produced a pe.x-tlal closing 
of the water gPte . ~hen on the other h~nd , their 
motion was slow , the balls a~Jroached each other 
n.nd effected a t;rec>ter openi ::-11.: of the g[-'te by 
vJhich an increased motion vras obtained. 21 
Lov:ell then said he uould try to order one from England, 
but :Hoody thought that he might be able to build such 
a device, and began experiments. In a short tine, he hnd 
1mrl~ed out S1Jecific<?.tions, and soon bull t and installed 
the me chanism. According to H.A. files, this first 
governor of Hoody 1 s was "in succes sful use until 1832. 11 22 
A fifth contribution of Paul Moody's to the 
develo .. ment of im'Jroved te tile machinery 1·.ras his system 
of dead- spindle s·> inning . T 1e original throstle spinning 
fre.nes a t ;val tham hacl -po ·Jered spindles; the t urned the 
bobbin ·(uhich . as pla c ed on the S'1indle ) and the flyer 
(a small a2:'m ~·;hich ave a fine.l t1·:ist to the yo.rn . ) In 
Moody ' s new plan , the bobbins were placed on stat ionary , 
or dee..d sp i ndl e s, anC.. uere tllrned by the action of the 
'JO'I ered flyer, whi ch carried the bob-..: in 1:i th it . The 
advantage of the dead spin _le throstle Has that it could 
be run e.t greater speed, al thoug;h the yarn that it 
21 Henry A. Hiles, Lo ;ell as I t Was and a s I t 
Is (Lo1·m11 : Courier Citizen Press, 184.5), 637. 
22 ~-
produced was not as good as that spun on the live 
spindle throstle. 23 
Dead-spindle spinning became very popular in 
the northern New England mills, and not 11 until the final 
triumph of ring spinning long after the Civil War did 
the dead-spindle throstle frame first introduced at 
Waltham pass from the American scene."24 
These five, and other lesser textile machinery 
improvements developed at Waltham by Paul Mo ody in the 
first ten years of the Boston Manufacturing Company's 
history became basic features of the Waltham system. 
With the system, they spread through New England north 
of Boston in the generation before the Civil tvar. 
Moody's i nvent ions formed the technical side of this 
many-sided system, which also included precedent-
setting capital, labor and management policies. 
Paul Moody 1 s inventive genius was of in-
estimable i m .. orta.nce in the immediate success of the 
Boston Manufacturing Company in the era of financial 
chaos follo1.ving the vlar of 1812. Moody, 11 that prince 
23 
Montgomery, 2£. £1!., 165-168. 
24 
Gibb, ~· ~., 38. 
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of mill organizers, n25 rlas recognized by the company as 
a major contributor to its prosperity. He was paid 
an annual salary of $1500, invited to become a stock-
holder, and allowed to purchase stock on time. More-
over, the directors of the company, at their meeting 
of September 22, 1818, voted 
that the Directors, wishing to express their 
acknowledgement of the services rendered by 
Paul Moody the year past, exhibited in the 
i~provements made by him in the machinery, 
do hereby authorize & direct the Treasurer to 
credit to Ivir . 1-foody in his s.ccount with the 
sum of nine hundred ninety five dollars 86 
cents being the amoun~ of interest charged 
to him on his stock. 2o 
Paul Moody was certainly one of the foremost innovators 
and inventors in America during the ten years from 
1814 to 1824. George Gibb has written that those ten 
years and the decade that followed constitute one of 
the most dynamic periods in the history of the American 
textile machinery industry . 27 
25Hayes, ££• cit . , 7 . 
26B . M. C. MSS, 11 Directors Meetings, Volume 2. 11 
27Gibb, Q£. cit . , 38 . 
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CHAPTER XIII 
INCREASED CAPITALIZATION AND PROFITS 
In February, 1817, the Boston Manufacturing Company 
found itself in need of more capital to carry on its expan-
sion program. Francis Lowell had loaned the company $20,000 
but that was not sufficient. At the directors' meeting on 
February 26, 1817, Nathan Appleton and Francis Lov.rell were 
appointed a committee to devise the best mode of 
raising money sufficient to finish the manufactory 
nmv building snd to fill the same with machinery, 
to make their report a t the next meeting of the 
proprietors . l 
At the next meeting , on May 7, 1817, the committee reported 
the.t in the opinion of it s members, it vra s 11best to r a ise the 
money by assessments-€>r ne1v stock to be subscribed for •••. u2 
The directors thereupon voted that a new subscript-
ion be opened for the remaining 203 shares of stock under the 
original charter . The proprietors rrere to be offered double 
the number of shares they l ast subscribed to, and additionaL 
shares 1vere to be disposed of a s the directors s ai'T fit . 
All the subscribers except Uriah Cotting , James 
lB. M.C. MSS, "Directors Heetings, Volume 1. 11 
2Ibid. 
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Lloyd, and John Gore doubled their holdings . The three 
exceptions left forty-seven s1are s still unsub scribed. 
Fre.nc es Lo11ell subscribed to tvrenty of these, me .. ing him 
"equal ovmer "t·rith Patrick T. Jackson , of eit;hty shares , 
or one fifth the ~lhole stock . n3 Appleton subscribed for 
sixteen shares and Paul_ ·ioody for eleven. 
Concerning Paul -ioody 1 s subscription, the 
directors voted on October 7, 1817 
That, whereas it is the 1·1ish of the com_ e.ny to 
_ave Mr . Paul Mo od; lergely interested in the 
s toc_ , he shall not be obliged to pay for the 
seventeen shP~res he ovms in the stock of said 
Cor.1pany •. . an: fas4er than he conveniently can 
pay for the same . 
At the ti r.te of t __ e third subscriution , in 1-ie.y, 
1817, no dividends he.d yet been declared, but the stock-
b.olc:Lers sho'\'Ted no hesi tati ,·m in doublinc; their holding , 
for the comnany 1 s condition and pro sDects w·ere good. 
The er)ectations of the directors i·rere ful-
filled in Octob er , 1817, 1··hen the fi nancie.l status of 
the company seemed sound enou=h to warrant declaring 
a dividend. At the October 7, 1817, directors' neeting 
a dividend of 170 on ee.ch s b. re u~,_s declared. 5 J ac __ son 
3Bagnall, 22 · ~. , III, p . 2015. 
4B ·r. C 
• H . • MSS, "Directors Meetings, Volume 1 . IJ 
5Ibid. 
-
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rece ived a dividend of $13,600 for his $80 ,000 invest-
ment; Nathan Arypl eton received $3420 for his $20,000 
inve s t ment . 
A little more than a month before, on September 2, 
1817 , Francis Lovrell , the projector of the Boston } anu-
factu~ing Company had died at the age of forty- two . He 
had seen his idea grow into a successful business , but 
had never received any financial reward for his efforts . 
He had received no salar, , held no office in the company, 
and did not live to see the first dividend decl2red. 
Nathan Appleton had said that Paul Moody 2nc P.T . Jackson 
vrere 11 men of unsur passed talent and eners y in their r,ray , ••• 
cbut;:r I t 'vas 11r . Lowell 1l~1o uas the informing soul , "'-'hich 
gave distinction and f oro to the 11hole proceeding . u6 
6 
Appleton , Q2. £11., 15. 
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CHAPTER XIV 
THE PURCHASE OF THE WALTHAM COTTON AND WOOL FACTORY COMPANY 
At the beginning of 1818, the second mill of the 
Boston Manufacturing Company started production. Construc-
tion had begun in 1816. The new building was longer than 
the first, and contained a total of 3584 spindles,1 1644 
more than the first . 2 This number of spindles was afterward 
adopted throughout New England as a standard basis for what 
was called a mill power . A mill power was equal to about 
sixty horse power; horse power was determined by the rela-
tion of the cubic feet of water drawn from a river for pow-
er purposes, to the distance through which it fell . And 
sixty horse power was the force needed to turn the machinery 
of a mill having 3,584 spindles . 3 
The addition of the second mill at Waltham increased 
the total weekly production of the entire establishment to 
25,000 yards . 4 At the second mill, cloth was woven from No . 
14 and No . 18 yarn into three widths: thirty inches, thir-
ty-seven and one half inches, and fifty-four inclws . The 
price of these cloths averaged at first thirty cents, 
libid., 28 . 
2Bagnall, ~· cit., III, p . 2014. 
3Appleton, ~· cit . , 28 . 
4Hurd, ~· cit ., III, p . 752 . 
thirty-seven and a half cents, and fifty cents per yard . 5 
In 1818 John C. Calhoun came to 'ltlal tham for a 
visit, and was escorted through the mills by Nathan Apple-
ton. Ap-pleton observed later that Calhoun "seemed to take 
pride in having contributed to the success of the establish-
ment by helping to obtain passage of the Tariff of 1816 . 116 
On February 18, 1819, P. T. Jackson reportea to 
the directors of the Boston Manufacturing Company that he 
had made a bargain with the proprietors of the Waltham Cot-
ton and Wool Factory Company to purchase their dam and mills, 
all their real estate in Waltham and Newton, "together with 
sundry tools and other articles," for $16,000 . 7 Jackson 
had again succeeded in striking an excellent bargain. In 
January of 1820, he estimated that just the houses that went 
with the property "Here worth $16,000 . 8 In 1815, when Sanmel 
Ripley had written his description of the \l}'altham Cotton and 
tfool Factory Company, its real estate included a large vrooden 
building of four stories, "four dwelling houses, two of them 
very large, for the convenience of the people, a large store 
and warehouse, dye house, grist mill, mechanick's shop, 
woolen factory, vreaver' s and school house . 119 
5Ibid . 
6 Josephson, ££• cit . , 34. 
7B. M. C. MSS , "Directors Meetings, Volume 2 . 11 
8B. M. C. MSS , "Directors Meetings, Volume 1 . " 
9Ripley, op . cit . , 261 . 
--
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The Waltham Cotton and Wool Factory Company had 
been established in 1810, on the site of Christopher Gore's 
paper mill, built in 1795. Gore's property had passed 
through several hands until it came into the possession of 
Enoch 1-liswall, Samuel Coverly and John Holland. They erec-
ted a cotton factory at the 11priv1lege 11 in 1810, and became 
incorporated on October 24, 1812, as the vial thrum Cotton and 
Wool Factory Company.10 
Their manufactory had become an 11 extensive and 
profitable establishment 11 when Ripley visited it in January, 
1815, but its prosperity was shortlived. Within one month 
the proprietors were in serious trouble. P. T. Jackson 
wrote to Lm·rell on February 14, 1815: 
The Watertolin Factory has stopped paym 1t the proprie -
tors say that Wiswall has run them in debt without 
their Knowledge & used their credit for his o\~ pur-
poses --1tis said the am'nt of their debts is enough 
to ruin all the proprietors \-list-Tall has proved him-
self what I al-vmys thought him--I don't imagine the 
\valthrum Company suffer any loss in the affair- - & 
they certainly gain, by having this takllplace before 
their new establishment gets under way . 
Despite its difficulties the company managed to 
carry on business. It soon encountered further misfortunes, 
however. The proprietors raised their dam for increased 
lOcharles A. Nelson, ~altham, Past and Present, 
and Its Industries (Cambridge: John Ford and Son, Printers, 
1888), 125. 
llFrancis c. Lowell I MSS, "1815." 
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power , but by so doing raised the 1-rater level of the river 
above "so high as to injure by back water, the lands, works , 
and privileges of the Boston Manufacturing Company situate 
on said Charles river and next above the dam •••• nl2 Prob-
ably, the Waltham Cotton and Wool Factory Company raised its 
dam to compensate for the fact that the proprietors of the 
Boston Manufacturing Company had raised theirs shortly be -
fore . 13 Regardless of this, the nel·rer company sued, won, 
and in October, 1815, recovered $750 damages and $121 . 23 
costs . 14 Worse still, the \valtham Cotton and vlool Factory 
Company vras required by the Court to lm..rer its dam eighteen 
inches . This must have meant a crippling loss of power . 
At the meeting of directors of the Boston Manufac-
turing Company held on November 26, 1817, Patrick T. Jackson 
read a letter from a committee of the proprietors of the 
\val tham Cotton and lvool Factory Company in whi ch they offer-
ed to sell all their property for $25,000 . The sale was 
discussed, and it was voted 
That the directors do not deem it expedient for the 
B M Company to purchas e said estate at this time--
and that P. T. Jackson as Agent for the company make 
knolv.n to the committee of the proprietors ••• this 
determination, acknowledging their civility in giving 
to us the first offer of it . l5 
12B. M. C. MSS , 11Directors Meetings, Volume 1 . It 
13rbid. , "Directors Meetings, Volume 2 . It 
l~·Ibid ., "Directors Meetings, Volume 1 . II 
15rbid., "Directors Meetings, Volume 2 . II 
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The proprietors of the Waltham Cotton and '\rJool 
Factory Company were unable to find a purchaser and finally 
offered their factory again to the Boston Manufacturing Com-
pany in 1819 , this time for $9 , 000 less . The offer was ac-
cepted. 
The company then began utilizing its new property . 
One of the buildings , the old Christopher Gore paper mill, 
was put to use when the directors, who had planned to build 
a bleachery, decided that it would do for that purpose. 
On April 1, 1819, Dr . Ebenezer Hobbs, a graduate 
of Harvard Medical School then practicing in 'Vlal tham, l-Ias 
hired by the Boston Manufacturing Company 
to serve the said company in the capacity of an over-
seer and clerk for the term of two years ••• and was 
more particularly to oversee the erection of the 
Bleachery, or other work contemplated to be built blb 
said company at their lower mill dam in Waltham, ••• 
The fact that Hobbs -vms hired as an overseer and assistant 
to the superintendent at Waltham, reveals how undeveloped 
the textile industry Has at this time . Because there vTere 
few men trained for such positions, the company tried to 
hire and train persons of standing in the community . These 
men had to be induced to leave established professions for 
a new and unf~~iliar one . In Dr . Hobbs' case, the Boston 
l1anufacturing Company promised that should he be dismissed, 
16Ibid. , "Agreements, Volume 187 . " 
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or not rehired after his tvlO year term, "they • •• would ••• 
pay him the sum of one thousand dollars over and above the 
sum of eight hundred dollars per annum before mentioned. 1117 
The bleachery which Dr . Hobbs helped set up "was 
the first attempt at bleaching cotton goods in the country 
except one (then) small bleachery in Providence, R. I . , that 
had been in operation but a short time.rrl8 
The directors next cons i dered the possibility of 
building a new brick mill at the lower dam, but realized 
that that would take more capital than they had available . 
Accordingly, on January 10, 1820, they met and voted to 
petition the Massachusetts Legislature for permission to 
increase their capital stock from $400,000 to $6oo,ooo.19 
They next appointed a committee to consider terms under 
which new subscribers should be admitted to the company, 
and to look into the matter of building the neH mill . On 
February 7, 1820, the committee made its report . Concern-
ing the new mill it declared "that it Hould be advantageous 
for the company to erect a manufactory at the lower dam in 
lr/al tham as soon as it can be done . rr20 They gave three rea-
sons for doing this : 
You now o~m at the place Houses nearly or quite 
17Ibid. 
lBGleason ' s Pictorial, October 3, 1853. 
19B. M. C. MSS, "Directors Meetings, Volume 1 . 11 
20Ibid . 
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sufficient wi th some slight Alterations and Repairs 
to accommodate the persons necessary to carry on the 
Manufactory , which houses being of wood will in a 
few years be untenable, if unimproved- -and it is the 
opinion of your Agent that the same could not be built 
new for less than Sixteen thousand dollars. 
You are losing the interest on the cost of the un-
improved part of the lower dam. 
You are now better prepared with workmen, tools 
and workshops to build machinery than you will be if 
it should be delayed for some time . 21 
In regard to an agreement with new subscribers, 
the committee recommended that 150 new shares be offered 
first to the proprietors, in proportion to their holdings, 
and then to new subscribers; that a profit of $50,000 re-
sulting from an increase in the valuation of company's pro-
perty, especially its patents, be paid to the proprietors 
before the new subscribers joined the company; that a date 
be chosen for taking ' the new subscribers into the company; 
that new subscribers pay 15 per cent advance on the price 
of their shares, and that t his money be divided as profits 
among the old subscribers . 22 
The committee ' s recommendations were accepted, and 
a new committee appointed to fill the new subscription. 
The new shares were subscribed as follows: Israel Thorn-
dike, twenty; Nathan Appleton, fourteen; Israel Thorndike 
Jr . , fifteen; Christopher Gore, forty; George Lee, four; 
21Ibid. 
22Ibid . 
J . W. Boott, thirty; Thomas Hotley, twelve; Charles Thorn-
dike, five; Ebenezer Hobbs, five; and Thomas Borden, five . 
This was a total of 150 shares of stock . 23 
Israel Thorndike, Israel Thorndike, Jr . , and Nathan 
Appleton were the only old subscribers to take new shares, 
and they did not keep all they subscribed for . On February 
29, 1820, Israel Thorndike relinquished five shares to Lucy 
Cabot and three shares to Dr . James Jacks on . Israel Thorn-
dike Jr . , the day after, relinquished ten shares to William 
Prescott . 24 
The original t-v1el ve proprietors had wished to keep 
the stock of the comnany confined to as few persons as pos-
sible; relatives 1-1ere preferred . But by 1820 it 1-1as neces-
sary to be less exclusive in the selection of stockholders, 
if capital for expansion Here to be rai sed. 
The subscri ber to the largest number of nevT shares 
was Senator Christopher Gore, for.mer governor of Massachu-
setts . Dr. Ebenezer Hobbs, assistant superintendent of the 
company , and Thomas Borden, foreman of the machine shop , 
were permitted to subscribe and purchase their stocks on 
time . On March 1, 1820, these men and the other new sub-
scribers were united to the company . 
23Ibid. 
24Ibid . 
Late in 1820 the new brick mill at the lower dam 
was put into operation. This 2000 spindle mill contained 
machinery for making goods of a finer quality than had been 
made before at Waltham. 25 Heretofore, the Boston Manufac-
turing Company had concentrated on the production of coarse 
unbleached sheetings and shirtings for which there seemed 
an unlimited market . Now in 1820 the company turned to the 
production of more than one grade of cloth and began bleach-
ing . 
The business of the new bleachery at the lower dam 
increased steadily until it was processing six tons of cloth 
a day . Desiring to increase capacity, the proprietors de -
cided to build a larger brick bleachery . To prevent any in-
terruption in production, the new mill was built over and 
around the old, and the "old building was taken down and 
thrown piecemeal out of the windows. n26 Bleaching capacity 
was thus increased to ten tons a day . 
The original intention of the proprietors had been 
to use the bleachery only for the processing of Waltham cloth, 
but by 1822, Waltham was bleaching for other factories as 
well . However, it appears from a letter sent by the agent 
of the Poignand and Plant Company to his factory in June, 
1823, that some clients were dissatisfied with the work of 
25Bagnall, £E.• cit ., III, p . 20.31 . 
26Bagnall, ££• cit . , III , p . 20.32 . 
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the bleachery . Lewis Tappan reported 
Great compl aints are made of the bleachery at Haltharn. 
It is said that they bleach no goods equal to their 
own fabrics . This complaint ha s not been made, as I 
know, by purchasers of our goods . 27 
Poignand and Plant had sent goods to the Waltham bleachery 
in the past, but now planned to patronize a new one . Tap-
pan wrote 
The Charlestotin Bleachery Establishment is said to 
be in excellent condition; and their work is pro-
nounced very good . Their price is the same as the 
Waltham. I have sent one bale to them on trial, and 
will let you see the result . 28 
Poignand and Plant were evidently well satisfied with the 
work of the Charlestown bleachery, for they "prematurely" 
removed their patronage from Waltham to encourage the 
Charlestotv.n company to stay in business . The competition 
had forced the Waltham bleachery to lower its prices by 
eight cents . 29 
In spite of its initial difficulties, the bleach-
ery at l'laltham vras in time a success . Moreover, its de-
mand for chemicals led to the establishment of another in-
dustry in ~.Jal tham. About 1822, Jackson became interested 
in the chemi cal experiments being carried on by Dr . Samuel 
L. Dana 11 in a little building at the corner of River and 
27p . and P. Company MSS, "Letters, 11 206. 
28Ibid . 
29Ibid . , 243 . 
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Nevrton Streets , " adjacent to the bleachery . 30 Jackson was 
impressed with the possible application of Dana's work , and 
three years later the two, together with other investors in 
the Boston Manufacturing Company , organized the Newton Chym-
ical Company , to manufacture oil of vitriol and bleaching 
salts for the Boston Manufacturing Company's bleachery . 
In the meantime, the 1:/al tham company continued to 
pay dividends . The first dividend had been 17 per cent; 
that paid in September, 1818, was 12~ per cent; in September, 
1819, again 12! per cent; in 1820, 15 per cent . The follow-
ing year, the stockholders received 20 per cent, or $200 on 
each share . 31 By October 2 , 1821, eight years after the 
first subscription of capital, Patrick T. Jackson had receiv -
ed a total of $61 , 600 in dividends for his total investment 
of $80 , 000 , as well as a special dividend of $10,000 worth 
of stock. 32 The $40 , 000 invested by Governor Gore in 1820, 
had earned $16,000 by October, 1821 . 33 
By 1822, the Boston Hanufacturing Company had be-
come one of the most prosperous industrial establishments in 
the country . In September of that year, the Boston Commer-
cial Gazette reported enthusiastically, 
30Thomas P. Smith, "The Newton Chymical Co. , 11 
Papers Read Before the Citizens ' Club of Waltham Season of 
1892-93 ( Waltham : Waltham Citizens' Club, 1893) , 5. 
31Martin, ££• cit . , 90 . 
32B. M. C. MSS, "Directors Meetings, Volume 1 . " 
33Ibid. 
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The Cotton Manufactory, at Waltham, is owned by gen-
tlemen of Boston, and is unquestionably the most ex-
tensive of any one in the United States .--We have 
heard it stated that the capital is six hundred thou-
sand dollars . About 500 workmen are employed, (but 
few boys or girls,) nearly all of whom are Americans . 
The weekly expenses are about 2000 dollars, which 
amount to upwards of one hundred thousand dollars in 
a year . There are manufactured thirty-five thousand 
yards of cloth in a week, or in a year one million 
eight hundred and twenty thousand yards ! which cloth, 
for shirting and sheeting, is daily gaining credit in 
every section of the Union . The machinery, too , is in 
many respects superior to the English; so that this ex-
tensive establishment may emphatically be styled the 
pride of America . 34 
34Boston Commercial Gazette, September 26, 1822. 
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CHAPTER X:V 
THE INFLUENCE OF THE CQl.fPANY ON WALTHAM 
The Boston Manufacturing Company was the most 
important single influence in the shaping of \'le.l tham 
before the Civil War . Both indirectly end directly, the 
company played an enormous part in the to1'11'n 1 a gro't-'lth. 
In 1810, three years before the company's in-
corporation, Waltham was a small post town on the Sud-
bury Road, with scarcely more than 1000 inhabitants . 1 
Moat of the town's income came from the fiine taverns 
strung out along the post roe.d , i-rithin the town limits. 
North of the Great Road, which ran east and ~·rest, lay 
the population center of this quiet farming community. 
The "farmers of Trapelo, Pond End and Piety Corner came 
over to the town-meetings in the church and managed 
affaire both by intellectual and numerical force . 112 
They furnished the most prominent to~m officers and 
controlled town government . 
The area between the Road and the Charles River, 
which was to become the center of the to1~, was as yet 
1 
Ripley, Q£• S!!., 270 . 
2 
D. Hamilton Hurd, History of Hiddlesex County, 
Massachusetts (Philadelphia : J . W. Lewis and Co., 1890), 
III, p . 707. 
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scarcely inhabited. The only buildings of any importance 
there were those of the Waltha~ Cotton and Wool Factory 
Company, just erected in 1810 . By January, 1815, about 
the time of the Boston Manufacturing Company's first 
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mill 1 s going into operation, the town had 1250 inhabitants. 3 
One of the first large stores in Waltham was 
built by the Boston Manuf acturing Company. On February 
21, 1816, that firm's treasurer was authorized "to make 
such arrangements for establishing the store of the 
Company in Waltham as he may deem expedient ••• and to hire 
some suitable person to keep said store •••• u4 The store 
cost $1957 . 43 to build, and was leased in May, 1816, to 
Daniel Smith. 5 
Many company stores had deservedly evil repu-
tations . In the Rhode Island area, for example, com-
panies paid their employees in drafts redeemable only in 
their stores, and charged unreasonable prices. But the 
Boston Manufacturing Company's employees were paid in 
cash; the store served only as a local retail outlet for 
Waltham cloth. 
3 Ripley, QQ . cit . , 270 . 
4B . M. C. HSS, 11Directors lvieetings, Volume 2. 11 
5 
~. 
Late in 1817 the Boston Manufacturing Company 
built its first schoolhouse for the children of employees. 
It was a wooden one room building erected on Elm Street 
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at an expense of $500.6 With its opening, the selectmen 
of Waltham set off the estates of the company as a school 
district .? P.T. Jackson then became a member of the school 
comrnittee.8 Albert Moree Ryan, who lived in Waltham at 
that time, wrote that the schoolhouse 
originally stood ending, to the street, and having 
a street entrance •.•• The seats were placed on an 
incline, the masters desk on the right hand and a 
big iron black stove in the center of the room •••• 
The school was taught by a Master in the winter and 
a mistress in the summer. 11 9 
A former teacher later remembered it as an 11 ungraded 
factory school 'lfvhere one teacher handled seventy pupils. nlO 
The building was used for purposes other than 
teaching. Church services for factory employees were held 
there by the Reverend Sewall Harding, starting shortly after 
6 Samuel Ripley MS, 11 SArnuel Ripley to Horace Mann , 
December 6, 1839. 11 
7 
Drake , .Q.Q. ill· , 426. 
8 .... Hurd, .2£· lli·, 714. 
9 Albert Ryan l.forse :t-1SS, "Notebooks, V. 11 
10 Fred Harvey Harrington, Fighting Politician Major 
General N.P) Banke (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania 
Press, 1948 , 2. 
it was built and continuing until 1821. 11 
Walter Starbuck has vrri tten that the Boston 
Manufacturing Company suuported this school completely 
at its own expense for ten years ,l2 but company records 
disapprove this . For exaBple, on April 22, 1818, the 
company received from J . Cl .rk, town treasurer, $8.5 . 13 
as its "portion of the money raised in Waltham for 
Support of Schools .nl3 
In 1822, the company built a second schoolhouse 
near their lower mills , for $3.50 . This was to serve the 
children of employees in that a~ea. l4 Concerning the 
pay of t eachers in these schoolhouses, Samuel Ripley 
wrote Horace Mann the.t the conmany had 11always employed 
t.Q.e best t eachers & paid the highest wages . 11 1.5 There 
is little evidence in the company books or other sources 
to prove or disauprove this . However, t here is an entry 
of a teacher's salary in 1818; it refers to payment made 
J. Burroughs for "one month 's keeping school Feb. 17, 
11 
Hurd, .QJ2 . cit ., 714. 
12 
Walter Starbuck, Picturesque Features of the 
History of Waltham {Waltham: Waltham Free Press, 1917), 27 . 
13A.M. Goodale, "Some Points in the History of 
t he Boston Manuf 1g Co.," Papers Read Before the Citizens' 
Club of Waltham Season 1891-92 {Waltham : Citizens Club, 
1892), 9. 
14 Samuel Ripley MS, "Samuel Riuley to Hara.ce 
Mann, December 6, 1839. " 
l.5Ibid. 
1.57 
1818 , 12. 00 1116 There is also Ripley's statement that 
the company paid its teacher at the second schoolhouse 
a yearly salary of $200 . 17 These were good wages for 
school teachers at that time, for factory operatives 
earned aoout $13 a month, and were usually better paid 
than school teachers. 
Late in 183.5, the company built a third school-
house for the operatives' children. It stood within a 
few feet of the long factory completed in 1820, cost 
$1000, and l·Tas 11 a neat, handsome, modern, stone building 
2 stories high, one room for an infant school, the other 
for the district school. "l8 The infant school was sup-
ported by the company and the parents without any expense 
to the town.l9 However, for the maintenance of its three 
schools the company continued to receive an allowance of 
$200 a year from the t01-m. 
A year after building its third schoolhouse, the 
Boston Manufacturing Company established the first bank 
in the to~m of Waltham. Since 1827, the agent of the 
company had been "authorized to receive money on Deposit 
16 Waltham Hist . Soc.,~ · £11., 18. 
17 Samuel Ripley MS "Samuel Ripley to Horace Mann, 
December 6, 1839 . 11 
18Ibid 
- · 19Ibid 
- · 
1.58 
from all persons in the employment of the Compa.ny,u2° 
but this had proved too time- consuming a service to be 
maintained. The first notes issued by the new bank had, 
appropriately, a p i cture of the company printed on them. 21 
The company was responsible for the creation of 
Waltham's first fire department , also . Fire was a great 
hazard in a small mill handling such inflammable material 
as raw cotton. In view of this, the company on December 8 , 
1816, authorized its tre _surer "to purchase for the Company 
a Fire Engine, the cost of which will not exceed five 
hundred Dollars . "22 
Jackson bought one of William C. Hunneman 1 s "new 
invented PATENT FIRE ENGINES"23 and made plans for keeping 
it in a building located on factory property. The Waltham 
Fire Department was organized not long afterward, when the 
company offered to let the to1·m use its apparatus if the 
town would appoint a force to operate it . 24 The men 
appointed, all employees of the Boston Manufacturing Com-
pany, formed themselves into an as sociation and drew up 
20 B. H. C. MSS , "Directors Heetings, Volume 1 . 11 
21Waltham Historical Society , ~· cit . , 27 . 
22 
B.:t-1 . 0 . MSS , "Directors Meetings, Volume 2. 11 
23 Columbian Centinel (Boston), March 15, 1815. 
24 
Starbuck, ~· .£1!. , 27 . 
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articles concerning duties and care of the engine . In 
1821, the company directors voted 11 that the net·r meeting 
house bell be rung for an alarm of fire at all times and 
in all places n25 
- . 
The company was also responsible for setting off 
several stref ts and for improving others . For example, 
in February, 1818, when the company bought the property 
of the Waltham Cotton and ~foQl Factory Company, they 
laid out River Street to connect the new site with the 
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original mills . They also widened Newton Street, improved 
Willow and Pleasant Streets and planted shade trees along 
all . The strip of company- ol'med land between River Street 
and the Charles they made into a park, though they later 
built houses on it as their labor force increased. 
The company gave the town its second and third 
churches . By 1820, townspeople , especially those in the 
factory area, found old facilities for public worship too 
crowded. On January 10, 1820, the directors, with this 
in mind, voted 
That a commit t ee be apnointed who shall be 
authorized to uild a meeting house at Waltham 
for the accommodation of the persons in the employ 
25 . 
A. M. Goodale, "Some Points in the History of 
the Boston Manufact ' g Co . , 11 Papers Read Before the Citizens ' 
Club of Waltham Season 1891- 92 (Waltham: Citizens Club , 
1892) , 9. 
of the Compa~y , in such manner as they may Judge 
to be most for the interest of the company. 26 
P . T. Jackson and Paul Moody were appointed a committee 
to superintend the erection of this meetinghouse . Then, 
on June 17, 1820 , Paul Mo ody and forty-eight others , 
mostly employees of the company , were incorporated as 
the Second Religious Society of Waltl~. An ecclesias-
tical council was held on October 29 , at the house of 
Jonathan c. Merr ill , an overseer at the factory, and the 
group voted 0 to repair to the factory school-house on Elm 
Street and organize the church •••• n27 
Before building the new meetinghouse, the company 
had circulated a paper 11 for the signature of those 
favoring the project, the agreement being to settle 
a minister according to the wishes of the majority of the 
signers . 1128 The signi tories voted over't"thelmingly in favor 
of the Reverend Sewall Harding, lvho had been preaching to 
them in the factory schoolhouse on Elm Street . He was 
retained on J anuary 17, 1821--the same day on which the 
new church was dedicated. 
26 B. ~-1 . C. MSS , "Directors Meetings, Volume 1 . n 
27 Nelson,~ · £11. , 112. 
28 
Ibid. , 113. 
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There is some indication the.t more than a need 
for a new meetinghouse led Paul Moody and other Boston 
Manufacturing Company emnloyees to form the Second 
Religious Society in 1820. The farmers in the northern 
part of town were beginning to resent the intrusion of 
company employees in civic and church affairs. They 
"opposed the factory people in town meetings and in 
church, and the ne~rcomers 1vere regarded as temporary 
sojourners and not permanently interested in the affairs 
of the town.n29 
This hostility became more open during the 
wint er of 1819-1820. A sleighride was planned in the 
parish, and several employees of the company were not 
invited 11who thought they were entitled to such recog.;. 
ni tion. " Exnlanations "vrere given, apologies were made , 
but all to no purpose . n30 It 't'ras shortly after this 
that the Second Religious Society was formed. 
Ho,-1ever, a difference in the doctrinal views 
of the congregation was probably the immediate cause of 
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the establishment of a second church in Waltham. Unitarianism 
was becoming extremely popular , and many factory employees 
29 William Richard Cutter, Historica Homes and 
Places and Genealogical and Personal lv!emoirs Relating to 
the Families of Middlesex County, Massachusetts (New York! 
Lewis Historical Publishing Com~any, 1908), 61. 
30 Hurd, ££ • cit., III, p. 714. 
who attended the First Parish Church had been won over 
to its beliefs.31 However, part of the church 1 s member-
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ship remained Trinitarian, and became increasingly displeased 
with the Unitarian views of their minister , the Reverend 
Samuel Ripley. At last the dissatisfied hired the 
Reverend Sewall Harcting, 't•rho was a Trinitarian Congregat-
ionalist, and held service s in the schoolhouse. When the 
Second Religious Society established its church in 182G, 
these people joined. 
But this arrangement was short-lived. Unitar-
ianism made more converts; the Second Religious Society 
became dissatisfied with the Trinitarian views of the 
Reverand Sewall Harding , and dismissed him. The group 
which had joined only to have a Trinatarian minister 
then vri thdre'\v in a body, and the Second Religious Society, 
finding itself much in the minority, gave up the meeting-
house to the pastor and his congregation. The Society 
then hired an Unitarian minist er, the Reverand Bernard 
Whitman, and began to hold services in Rumford Hall, with 
service paraphernalia provided by the company.32 By 
1830, the Second Religious Society had increased its 
membershin to the point where it needed a church, so 
-----------------------------------------------------------31 Waltham Historical Society, Q£. £1!., 10. 
32 Nelson, op. cit., 113. 
the company provided the land. 33 This ~1as t he beginning 
of the third church in Waltham. 
Besides the establishment of schools and a bank, 
and the encouragement of churches, the Boston Manufac-
turing Company promoted a library. In Oc t ober of 1815, 
the directors authorized t heir treasurer 11 to contribute 
from the funds of the Company Five hundred Dollars 
towards establ ishing a Library, for the use of persons 
in their employ. 11 34 The Reverend Samuel Harding "1as 
entrusted 't·Ti th the choice of books . The Manufacturers 
Library was an attraction to 11orkers, evidently, in a 
period when books were less commonly owned. However, 
many must have felt as did the boy in the .popular book 
based on the life of Major- General N. P. Banks, The Bobbin-
B 
Boi• (Banks had held this job at the Boston Manufacturing 
Company from 1827 to 1833. )35 In that Etory, the Banks 
decided to send their son to work vn1en he became eleven 
years old. To com~ort him, his mother said, 
There is one t hing to be thought of for your 
advantage . You love to read, and the manufacturing 
company have a good library for the operatives. You 
33Ibid. , 112. 
34 
B. H. C. MSS, 11Directbrs Meetings, Volume 1 . 11 
3.5 
Harrington,~· £1!. , 1-2. 
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can take out books and read evenings . 
To which young Nat replied, 
There 't'Till be sc r rcely any time for me to read 
after coming out of the factory at seven o'clock; 
and besides, af t er working from five o'clock in 
t~e morning until seven at night~~I think I shall 
like the bed better than books . n~o 
16.5 
Within a decade of its establishment, it was evident 
that the Boston Manufacturing Company had become a great 
power in Waltham ' s development . From 1810 to 1820, the 
town's population had increased 6.5 per cent, 1-1hereas 
during the previo8s decade, it had increased only 12 per 
cent . 37 The company had changed Waltham from an 
agricultural to a manufacturing community; it had made 
several i mportant public imurovements; its employees were 
beginning to participate in to"\'m -ooli tics . Before long , 
it was also evident that the center of population and 
influence had shifted from the northern to the southern 
quarter, and that the gree.test part of the town's population 
i'fas clustered on the est tes of the company. 38 
36William Makepeace Thayer , The Bobbin Boy; or 
How Nat Got His Learning (Boston : Little, Brown and 
Company , 1863), 7 . 
37 Nelson, £2• £11. , 138. 
38 Starbuck, .9.12· ill· , 24. 
CHAPTER XVI 
A MACHINERY SALES POLICY 
In June , 1821, the editor of Niles Register devot-
ed a column to the Boston Manufacturing Company in an attempt 
to show his readers "the lessons which \'laltha.m teaches us . 11 
He \'Jrote in part: 
The vlaltha.m manufactory is the la.rgest, and probably 
the most prosperous in the United States. Too much 
credit cannot be given to the mana.gers for the economy 
and skill with which it is conducted, or the good order 
and morality vrhich are so conspicuous among the work-
men, women and children. It is a magnificent and truly 
national establishment, presenting a splendid matter of 
fact illustration of the true principles of political 
economy; imparting to the mind of one who views its 
structure, machinery and management, more conviction 
and practical information than could be drawn from 
all the books which its ivalls could contain. \'lhen 
foreign or hireling ~.rriters tell us, your country is not 
fit for manufactures, 1·re can, 1-rith pride, tell them 
-look at Waltham; that manufactures are injurious to 
morals and agriculture--look at Waltham and its neigh-
borhood; that they rrill destroy commerce-ask the 
merchants of Boston and Providence; that they will 
destroy the market for our produce- look at Mr. Jack-
son 1 s books; that the southern ple.nter i·Jill suffer-
count the bales of cotton instore; that they tax the 
many end oppress the fer.rr- compare the price and qual-
1 ty of their fabricks rri th the imported; that they 
have not sufficient capital-€xamine the list of stock-
holders and their bank books, (600,000 dollars paid in, 
600,000 more ready, if could be employed). In short, 
there is not an objection to the encouragement of manu-
factures among us, that is not put dolm by an inspection 
of this establishment. Happily for the country, the 
Waltham factory is prosperous; it is profitable to the 
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proprietors and it is profitable to the country; their 
goods are of the best quality Etnd they are cheaper than 
imported. It is said that the annual dividends are from 
20 to 30 percent . I wish it were fifty; for their 
profit is the people 1 s gain rlhile they ma..'lce better P.nd 
sell cheaper, keep the money at home and employ Amer-
ican materials, fuel, l abor and machinery, and con-
sume American provisions . Prifits thus acquired 
diffuse both health and vigor through every occupation 
in society, while every individual derives a direct 
per sonal and iwilediate benefit from the operations 
produced.l 
But there 't'las one more point that Hr. Niles rms eager to 
make with his readers, and this the most important: 
11 the difference bet't.Yeen a manufacturer protected and a manu-
f acturer abandoned by the government . 11 2 The essence of Niles 
argument vias that the Boston Manufacturing Company's out-
standing success w-as mainly due to the Tariff of 1816 . And 
'ii hat disturbed him (and was probably the reason for his writ-
ing the article) was the fact that some of the proprietors 
of the Waltham company were among the member s of a committee 
vlhich had made an elaborate report against the tariff bill 
of 1821 . Niles found it amazing tha.t: 
the names of the same men who are the greatest manu-
facturers in this country, are recorded at Washington 
as the most decided enemies of the manufacturing system: 
today signing a receipt for 30 per cent profit on their 
capital invested at \'laltham-to-morrov;, putting their 
signatures to the Boston report and memorial, in 'tvhich 
lNiles Register, Jume 23, 1821 . 
2Ibid. 
they tell the government that high duties will entail 
endless evils on the country! 3 
P . T. Jackson and Nathan Appleton were among the prominent 
names on the Boston memorial about which Niles '\'!rote . 
Appleton 's and Jackson's opposing a tariff in 
1821 when they h&d prifited so hugely from the Tariff Act 
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of 1816 seems paradoxical, but both men h ad been merchants 
first of all, were still merchants in attitude, and Appleton 
Has still in the importing business . Jackson, Appleton, 
and Lowell had not been e.dvocates of general high tariffs 
in 1816, either. \~at they had wanted then, was primarily 
the minimum clause to protect their new company. Lowell 
openly opposed the high tariff schedules desired by 
Providence cotton manufacturers . The men seemed able to 
change their basic views only in those areas which aff ected 
their product and profits directly . 
It is apparent from the rest of Niles' article 
that some of the other manufacturers in the country were 
becoming jealous of the favored -oosition of the Boston 
Manufacturing Company, and considered it unfair of their 
representatives to oppose the extension of protection . 
But it was not until after the establishment of a number 
3Ibid. 
of cotton manufactories at Lowell thHt the Boston merchants 
lost their s trong ties with international commerce and 
openly advocated protection of all domestic manufactures. 
While controversy raged over the Tariff Bill of 
1821, the Boston Manufacturing Company continued to rec-
eive orders for its i mproved machinery from companies 
whose owners were beginning to face the fact that there 
was more to the secret of the success of the Waltham 
company than tariff protection . On June 11, 1821, P. T. 
Jackson informed the company directors of proposals made 
to him by 1'/illiams and ~'lendall of the Dover Cotton Company 
in which they offered 11 to purchase of the company certain 
patent rights and other privileges •••• n4 A committee was 
then appointed to bargain with the Dover representatives, 
11 provided ho\';ever tha t the committee shall not sell to 
Willis~s and Wendall the rights & privileges they ask f or 
unless they will agree to pay for all the spindles they may 
build & use. 11 5 On August 9, 1821, this committee made its 
report. It h c?.d be en unabl e to reach an agreement '\vith 
Williams and Wendall under the restriction, but reported 
4B. M. C. MSS , 11Directors Meetings, Volume 2. 11 
5rbid. 
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two further propo si tiona, either of which 1vould be agree-
able to Williams and Wendall: 
1. They ri'ill pay 5000 dollars for 5000 spindles, 
and one dollar per spindle for as many more as they 
may built or use for twenty years, to be entitled to 
use all the i mprovements 1ve make during that time-
or 
2. To pay 6000 dollars for 6000 spindles, and have 
a right for that number, to all improvements vre have 
now or may make during 5 years . 6 
The committee was then authorized to make such agreement 
a s it saw fit . At the dire ctors meeting on October 1 2 , 
1821, the agreement ~-ri th the Dover Cotton Company was 
reported. The second of the Dover company's propositions, 
in which it proposed to construct a 6000 spindle mill, 
was accepted. By the terms of the agreement the Dover 
Cotton Company was "granted the right t o use all machinery 
patented by the Boston Manufacturing Company and all mach-
inery not patented but in use at \valtha.m. 11 Represente.tives 
of the Dover company vrere 
given free a ccess to examine the building, works, 
tools, implements, machinery , modes of operation , 
processes, improvements and modificat ions as \·J"ell 
relating t o the m?~ing and using machinery, as to 
the general manufacture of cotton goods . 
The Dover Cotton Company was further permitted to use 
"such patterns for castings e.s the Boston :Manufactur ing 
Company may from time to time possess . 11 These rights 
/ 
0 Ibid. 
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cmd privileges w·ere granted to the Dover Cotton Company 
with the stipulation 
thBt t hey l'Till not communica.te to others, or 
for the interest of others, such inf ormation 
as they may receive under this agreement, but 
will adopt such measure s as the said Bostoh 
Manufacturing Company shall communicate for the 
purpose of preventing publicity to such things 
as the said narties shall reauire not to be 
made public . 7 -
Certain letters in the records of the Boston Manu-
facturing Comp ny for the years 1820-21 give some indica-
tion of why the last stipulation in the Dover cont r act 
was included, and of why the \ al tham company rTas beginning 
to make more precise agreements with its machinery and 
patent clients . Somet i me before 1820, Moses Carleton, a 
cotton manufacttwer in Shirley, Massachusetts, had request-
ed that Fisk and Stevens, machinists, of Medway, !4assach-
usetts, build him a ·waltham dressing machine. The agree-
ment between the two companies was that Carleton wns to 
arrange to pay P . T. Jackson for patent rights while Fisk 
and Stevens went ahead ivith building the machine . 
But Carleton could not come to any agre ement 
with J ackson , and just ignored patent rights . When th~ 
Boston Manufacturing Company learned of the install8.tion 
of the dresser at Carleton's factory, they sued Fisk and 
7B . M. C. MSS, "Agreements, Volume 192. 11 
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Stevens and ''~on a judgment of bet11een t ... vo and three thousand 
dollars. Quite naturally, Fisk and Stevens t hen sued 
Carleton for t h e money, and won their case. 
On December 17, 1820 , Carle t on 't'lrote Jackson, 
reminding him that when the Waltham company brought suit, 
Carleton had gone to see Jackson, and the two men had reach-
ed a verbal agreement: Carleton 11as to pay ~P3 00 to settle 
the matter, and promised not to go into court and explain 
that \'Ihen ordering from Fis_ and Stevens he had assumed 
responsibility for purchasing the patent . In the letter, 
Carleton begged Jackson not to "level the execution" of 
the judgment against Fisk and Stevens, because they would 
level theirs against him ; and ruin him.B 
Apparently, Moses Carleton 1 s a.ppeal was effective, 
for on August 29, 1822, Carleton agreed to pay $484.80 to 
the Boston Manufacturing Company for pa tent rights to a 
dressing machine and eight looms, provided that \val tham 
11 ma..'l{e no dema.nd on Said Fisk and Stevens Co. for damages 
or costs in said suit. 11 9 
A second incident occured early in 1821. P. T. 
Jackson learned that Captain Thomas 1tl . Lyon, the machinist 
at the Poignand and Plant factory was planning to build 
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some machinery for a Mr . Barrett . Fearing that Lyon ~nd 
Plant might g i ve a"t'lay \'faltham improvements, P . T. Jackson 
spoke to Mr . Poignand about the matter . Subsequently Plant 
wrote Jackson on May 3, 1821 
In consequence of what Mr. Poignand has menti on-
ed to me since his return from Boston I have felt 
anxious to i'lri te to you the f i rst opportunity that 
affords . I am sorry that you should, for a moment, 
have al lov;red an unfavorabl e opinion of me to gain 
poss ession of your mind lvithout first 't'lriting for 
an explanation. I do not mean to do anything that 
is incorrect if I know it- & of cot~se never had any 
intent ion to do anything that l·rould interfere v-;ri th 
your Patent Ri ghts nor have I done anything that, to 
my Knov;rledge, will interfere vri th them. I have 
given lvlr . Barrett l~ea.son t o hope I lTill inspect, & 
give him my opinion, of the quality of the machinery 
that Mr. Lyon ms.y build for him. 10 
Such involvements and several more apulications 
to purchase patent rights led the directors of the Boston 
Manufacturing Company to take steps ; on October 12, 1821, 
they met to form a sales policy . At their meeting, the 
directors voted 
That a committee of three be appoint ea. 't•rith 
vrhom the Agt . may consult in relation to all 
applications which ere now, or hereafter may be 
made for the purchase of patent rights or of 
machinery, and vrho are authorized & requested to 
advise vri th the agent on al l subjects relating 
to the sal e or defense of patent rights, or to 
the sale of machinery end the Agent shall in all 
cases be bound by the opinion of the majority 
of said committee expressed at our meeting of 
the same . 
That the lowest urices whi ch shall be demanded 
for patent rights, in all cases where the patent 
is w·anted only for one machine shall be as follO't'lS ! 
lOib i d . 
·-
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patent right for double speeder ~22 1/2 per spindle 
11 11 11 filling frame $. 2 1/2 11 11 
11 11 11 1 arping machine 300 11 11 
patent right for one dressing machine JOO doll ars 
II II II II lOOffi 15 II 
and the committee no; appointed shall be bound 
thereby . Nothing herein conta.ined, hov.rever, shall 
prevent them from making such discount from these 
prices ££ larger purchases, as they may judge 
proper . 
The establishment of a sales policy by the Boston 
Manufacturing Company was an act of great historic~l signif-
icance. By this act, the 1 Tal tham company recognized that 
it i·las a textile machinery me.nufacturer as 'ivell as a cotton 
cloth manufacturer . Before this, i•ihen an entrepreneur had 
gone into the textile business he had found it necessary 
to make most of the necessary machines in hi s 01m shops, 
ordering those p arts he could not make from the local 
blacksmith. Nol<T, it became possible for a nm·r textile 
company to order from Waltho.m at a. stated price all the 
machinery it needed to equip its factories. lv!ore important, 
Waltham machinery was effectively protected by patents, 
V'Thich had never been the case prior to 1821. 
~~i th the completion of the company 1 s third mill, 
in 1821 , the power potentalit ies of the sluggish Charles 
River had been fully utilized at Waltham. The proprietors 
llB. M. C. MSS, 11 Directors 1>1eetings, Volume 2. 11 
found they had installed ~ore machinery than they could 
operate economically with the "tvater power available.l2 
They then proposed to continue the expansion of product-
ion facilities at another location. Concerning this, 
Nathan Appleton later wrote : 
The succe ss of that establishment cThe Boston 
Manufacturing Company3 had satisfied us that the 
time had arrived for the undertaking the manu-
facturing of calicoes, and in the summer of 
1821 -vre made an excursion into New· Hampshire 
in search of a sui table "t·;ater poiver .13 
This 1·Tas in September, 1821 . Nathan Appleton and 
P . T. Jackson rode up to Amherst, New Hampshire, to inspect 
a fall there, but found it insufficient for their purposes . 
Shortly after they returned, Jackson arranged one day to 
meet Paul Moody at a Water Privilege near the present city 
of Lawrence . A rainstorm came up, and when Jackson failed 
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to appear, Moody \vent to visit his former associate, 
Worthen , in Amesbury.l4 It 11e.s a fortunate meeting : accord-
i ng to the account of Nathan Appleton, Worthen aaid to 
l-!oody 
I hear Messrs. Jackson end Appleton are looking 
out for water povrer . \vhy don 1 t they buy up the 
12Appl eton , .2.,2. cit ., 17 ; B. M.C. MSS, "Accounts 
Current, 1818-21 . 11 
13correspondence between Nathan Ap Jleton and 
John A. Lowell in Relation to the Earl Histor of the 
City of Lowell Boston: Easturn Press, 1 8 , 5. 
14Appleton, op . cit . , 18 . 
Pal-Ttucket Canal? That i'lOuld give them the whole 
po1-.rer1gf the Merrimack, vli th a fall of over thirty feet . .J 
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Moody returned by way of the site Worthen suggest-
ed, to see for himself the extent of the water power avail-
able . Fully satisfied of its possibilities, Moody report-
ed his findings to Jackson, who immediately began proceed-
ings to purchase the site through intermediaries.l6 
Then Jackson proposed to Nathan Appleton and 
Kirk Boott that they 11 join him in the purchase of the 
Pavrtucket Canal and the adjoining lands •••• nl? When the 
four men finally managed to acquire all the property and 
stocks of the old Pawtucket Canal Company, they formed a 
new organization, subscribed to stock, snd petitioned the 
Legislature for an act of incorporation, as the Merrima ck 
Manufacturing Company. This was granted February 6, 1822.18 
Of the 600 shares of stock issued, Nathan Appleton 
subscribed to 180 shares, Jackson to 180, Kirk and John 
Boott to 90, and Paul Moody to 60. At the stockholders 
meeting of December 22, 1821, the original subscribers , 
in order to "equalize the interest of all the stockhold-
ers in both companies", so that there 1vould be no "clash-
ing of interests in any case 11 voted 
l6corre spondence ••• Lo11rell, .2.!2. cit. , 11. 
17Ibid. 
18Merrimack -1anufacturing Company MSS, "Directors 
Meetings, Volume 1. 11 
that we shall sell to the Boston Manufacturing 
Company 150 shares at 10 per cent advence, to be 
supplied by P. T. Jackson, 40 
by N. Appleton, 40 
" Messrs. Boott, 40 
11 Paul 1-ioody, 30 . 19 
On December 18, 1821, the directors of the Boston Hanufact-
uring Company had voted 
That the 150 shares to be received by the Compru1y 
of which Mr. Boott is Agent, by the BM Company 
shall b e offered to the Proprietors in the company , 
and each proprietor shall be at liberty to t~~e 
one share of said 150 shares, for every four 
shares he may O'\VIl in the stock of the BM Company . 20 
The Merrimac_c Manufacturing Company, first of 
a v.rhole group of textile corporations ~o be established 
in that area , 1-ras, then, a.n extension of the Boston lv!anu-
facturing Company, with the same group of proprietors 
controlling both. Patrick T. Jackson controlled 140 shares 
in the new company, 90 in the old; Nathan Appleton, 140 in 
the new, 46 in the old; J . W. Boott, 50 in the new, 30 in 
the old; Paul Moody, 30 in the new, 17 in the old; Benjamin 
Gorham, 5 in the new, 30 in the old, and Warren Dutton, 10 
in the new, 50 in the old. 
To insure the success of the ne1-v company and the 
continued prosperity of the old, the Waltham firm '\-Tas to 
19Appleton, Q2 . cit . , 22 . 
20B . M. C. MSS, 11 Directors Meetings, Volumel." 
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continue to produce the shirtings and sheetings for which 
it was famous, while the ne'l'T mi l l made an entirely different 
product, printed calico . One of the rollers used as a proto-
type in designing printing machinery for the nev1 calico \'las 
smuggled out of England in a l ady 's trunk.21 
The to1m which gre1-v up around the new company '"as 
to be called Lo11vell in memory of Fr.cmcis C. Lowell . 
To equip the Merrimack Manufacturing Company's 
first t ";m mills , orders 1 ere placed 1-·rith the Waltham 
company for machinery, and a basement machine shop 'tvas 
s et up at East Chelmsford. To secure patent rights and 
privileges to v!al tham machinery for the nevr shop, the 
Chelmsford firm entered into an agreement with the 
Boston Manufacturing Company in February of 1822 . It was 
similar to the Dover Agreement of October 12 , 1821, but 
much broader: all the privileges granted to the Dover 
Cotton Company v1ere given the Merrimack Manufacturing 
Company, but no limitation was placed on time or quantity . 
Paul Moody 't-Tas to be "loaned 11 to the nevi company \·!he never 
he could be spared. The fee charged was $15,000 . 22 
By the summer of 1823, however, the agreement 
was proving inadequa te for the requirements of the new 
21Batchelder, 22 · cit . , 30 . 
22 I I B. M. C, MSS, 1ABreements, Volume 192. 1
machine shop. It had become apparent a t once to the 
proprietors of the Merrimack Manufacturing Company that 
their immense w-ater power could be applied to running 
other mills, and that the machinery could be built on 
their site to better advant age. On June 20, 1823, Kirk 
Boott, the agent, v-1rote to P. T. Jackson 
The Herrimack ang . Co. being anxious to 
establish a shop at Chelmsford for the cons-
truction of machinery on the principles now 
in use at Waltham, are desirous to purchase 
of the Boston 1 ang . Co., all their p atent 
rights, patterns, &c, together vri th all their 
spare tools & the services of such of their 
mechanics as the B 1>1 Co. can dispense 14'i th. 23 
In response to this, a committee \·Tas appointed on June 26, 
1823, by the directors of the Waltham company. Its purpose 
ivas to reach an agreement \.·lith the Chelmsford group. 
The committee made it s report August 9, 1823: for 
~75 ,000 the Boston Manufactur ing Company agreed to sell 
e.ll its patents, transfer all it s patterns for castings, 
(reserving the right to use the patterns}, and transfer 
all tools not needed to .the Merrimack Manufacturing Company . 
Paul Moody iva s to give up his contract v1ith the Waltham 
company and sign a nelf one i·ri t h the Chelmsford company. 
The f ormer company was to have the right to consult him 
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whenever he was needed, and to have the benefit of all 
inventions and improvements he might make.24 
In February, 1824, when the first mill a t 
Chelmsford was compl eted, the greater part of the machine 
shop of the Boston Manufacturing Company rm.s transferred 
there, and Thomas·Borden, heretofore superintendent of 
the \'Tal tham machi ne shop, along 1rri th fifte en other employ-
ees, rrent 1·ri th it . 2.5 Other key employees were also trans-
ferred . 
One of these was Allan Pollock, who had been 
employed at the 1V"al tham bleachery since 1820, and who 
.was now transferred to be supervisor of the bleaching 
and printing departments of the new company. 26 Another 
was Warren Colburn, who in association -vri th Paul Moody 
had been superintendent at \'Taltham since 1823, end who 
in August of 182Ll· became superintendent of one of the 
new factories . 27 Dr . Samuel Dana, who with J ackson had 
set up the Nev-1ton Chymical Company in 182.5 moved to 
Chelmsford in 1826 to become chief chemist there . 28 
24 B. M. C. MSS, 11 Directors Meetings, Volume 1 . 11 
2.5 B. M. C. l-1SS, 11Accounts Current, Volume 3.5 . 11 
26 / Bagnal l , QQ . cit . , III, p . 2lo3 . 
27Ib1d. , I II, p. 2036 . 
28Dirk J . Struik, Yankee Science in the Mru{ing 
(Boston: Little, Brown and Company , 1948}, 2.51 . 
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The first piece of cloth produced a t Chelmsford 
had been vmven by Deborah Skinner, Waltham's best weaver . 
She began 1vork there on October 8, 1823, 
having come to East Chelmsford to instruct girls 
in "''eaving. Paul Moody, \vho came the sa.me year, 
to superint end the company's machine-shop brought 
Miss Skinner in his private carriage . 29 
Thus it was that employees trained in the vlaltham factory 
helped launch the first Lowell corporation. 
Following the transfer of much of its machinery 
and many of its employees to Chelmsford, textile machinery 
production a t Waltham was cut to a minimum. A machine 
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shop was kept in operation, but seems to have served only 
to maintain and repair machinery . After 1824, "the Boston 
Manufacturing Company ceased to be a fac t or in the develop-
ment of Americru1 textile machinery, and the initiative was 
deliberately pa ssed to other hands . 11 30 
The transfer of employees from Waltham to 
Chelmsford also led to the promotion of others to fill 
their places a t the older mills. Dr . Ebenezer Hobbs, 
a former physician, had come to work at Waltham in 1818 
as assistant superintendent in charge of the reconstruct-
ion of the ·le.ltham Cotton and Wool Factory Company's \-vorks, 
29old Residents 1 rHistorical Association, Contrib-
utions to the Old Residents' Historical Associa tion (Lowell: 
Courier Ciiizen Press, 1896), VI, p. 71 . 
30Gibb , £2 · cit . , 58 
·-
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and the starting of the bleachery. Now, in August of 1824, 
he became superintendent of the Waltham company.Jl Since 
P . T. Jackson planned to give his attentions to the activ-
ities of both Waltham and Chelmsford after 1824 (in a more 
or less advisory capacity), it seemed advisable t o train 
someone to take his place at l'laltham. In Oc t ober , 1824, 
John A. Lovrell, nephew of Francis C. Lo1vell, became a 
director and 1·ras elected clerk of the corporation and assist-
ant to Jack son. 32 
Jack son had expressed the fear that the ~greement 
with the ?.ferrimack Manufacturing Company would prove un-
profit able; he was wrong . 33 Between the time that the Boston 
Manufacturing Company undertook to make machinery f or the 
new firm and the time that the Chelmsford me.chine shop 
began producing its o;rm, the \'lal tham company had built 
$205,704 t Orth of machinery for, and transferred $24,000 
worth of machines and tools to, the new company. From this, 
the Boston Manufacturing Company realized a profit of $52,000 . 
This wa s in addition to the $75,000 paid by the Chelmsford 
31Bagnall, .912 · cit . , III, p . 2036 . 
32Ibid. 
33B .l-1 . C. l.fSS , "Directors Meetings, Volume 2. 11 
company for use of Waltham patents.34 
Even after the profitable outcome of Waltham's 
first dealings with the Merrimack Manufacturing Company, 
P . T. Jackson was still pessimistic . When Rufus King 
v1rote him in October of 1824 inquiring if there vrere 
any stock. for sale in either company, Jackson replied 
I can not find any proprietor willing to sell 
no1v, except mysel f and my brother- .•• I being 
the seller can not advise you what to do, but 
I certainly do not think man . stock will advance , 
nor can we at \•lal tham1~xpxct to make such divid-
ends a s we h ave done . ~ 
In this, Jackson 'tva s more nearly correct than his more 
enthusiastic colleagues . Although the few shares of 
stock available in the Merrimack Manufacturing Company 
in 1824- 1825 "~<'lere selling for 50 per cent advance, 36 
and although the Wal tham company paid a dividend of 25 
per cent in 1824 and 30 per cent i n 1825,37 this state 
of affairs was not to continue . 
The Boston Manufacturing Company reached the 
zenith of its prosperity in 1825 ; never again 'tvould it 
declare such sizable dividends . Nor, for that matter , 
34B. M. C. MSS , Accounts Current, Volume 35 . 11 
35P . T. Jackson 4SS, 11Letters B, 11 240. 
J6Ibid . 
37Mart in, QQ. ci t . , 90 . 
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vmuld any LoHel l factory which vould come after it do 
as well as had the Boston Manufacturing Company in its 
first ten years . 38 
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CHAPTER XVII 
THE RUMFORD I NST ITUTE 
In 182S His Highness Duke Bernhard of Saxe 
Weimer, among the first of many Europeans to visit this 
country in the half century before the Civil We~, passed 
through Waltham on his tour of the northern states . The 
fact that he went out of his way to visit the Boston 
Manufacturing Company is an indication that the factory 
was considPred an unusual feature of the American scene . 
Bernhard, in the published journal of his travels, wrote 
of \'lal tham: 
At this place a branch of a l arge cotton manu-
factory is situated, belonging to a company of tvrenty-
five persons. It is under the direction of Mr. 
Jackson, who possesses a very, handsome dewlling , where 
he appears to pass a happy life with his amiable 
family . About four hundred and fifty workmen are em-
ployed, who live in different buildings belonging to 
the factory, and form a particular colony. They 
have two schools, a church, and a clergyman. They 
appear to be in very good circums t ances, as the dress, 
cleanly ext erior, and healthy ap·oe ranee of the 
workmen testify. In these buildings the co tton is 
spun and woven; but the coloring and printing are 
performed in another establishment. The machines 
are 'tvorked by water 't"lhich is said not to freeze in 
winter, but sometimes fails in dry summers. More 
simple machines than jennies are used for spinning, 
and the dressing machines are different from those 
in the Netherlands, though not bet ter, I believe, as 
they have but one cylinder. The weaving machines 
are mostly of 1rJ"Ood, which is very cheap, though I 
believe that our iron ones are better. The workmen 
of this factory are, as I have since learned, 
18S 
esteemed on account of their good manners, and 
their morality is universally praised.l 
A year after Duke Bernhard's visit the employees 
of the Boston Manufacturing Company formed a lyceum; it 
was the first of its kind in America. On Saturday 
evening , December 23, 1826, a group of operatives 
"favorably disposed towards forming a society for the 
purpose of mutual instruct ion in the arts and sciences , • .• "2 
met at t he factory schoolhouse on Elm Street and or-
ganized the Rumford Institute for Mutual Instruction. The 
idea of t he founders of this association was to provide 
lectures, concerts, plays, debat es, etc. for t he ins-
piration and instruction of company employees. Isaac 
Parker, an overseer in the mill, seems to have been the 
originator of the idea, and secured the cooperat ion of 
the Reverend Bernhard Whitman, pastor of the Second 
Religious Society; Isaac Bemis; and Dr . Samuel Dana. 
Dr . Dana, t he chemi st who had done so much to perfect 
the bleaching techniques used by the Boston Manufacturing 
Company, gave the first lecture before the Institute, on 
January 13, 1827 . It was on chemistry. 
In the summer of 1827, t he Boston Manuf acturi ng 
1 Drake,~ · ~., I, 185 . 
2 Nelson, £2 · ~. , 134. 
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Company further encouraged the activities of the Rumford 
Institute by erecting the Rumford building on the corner 
of Elm Street and the Great Country Roa.d. One .of the 
largest rooms in the hall was set aside for the use of 
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the Institute, rent free, "on sole condition tha t they 
should purchase $60 worth of books a year for the library 
of the Institute . 11 3 The meobers of the Institute dedicated 
Rumford Hall on the evening of September 21, 1827, and on 
Septemb er 29 the first lecture was held there . Dr. James 
Jackson, a stockholder in the Waltham company, was the 
speaker, and he talked to his audience 11on the art of 
preserving health. 11 4 Later speakers included not only 
informed persons connected rTi th the Boston Manufacturing 
Company, but famous political , social and religious 
figures of the day . Members of the Institut e had a chance 
to hear such outstanding speakers as Caleb Cushing , Daniel 
1'/ebster , Charles Sumner, Edward Everett, Ral·oh Waldo 
Emerson, George Bancroft, Jared Sparks, Richard Henry Dana, 
Louis Agassiz, Oliver Wendell Holmes, Edwin Percy Whip ole 
and Thomas Starr King. S 
By January S, 1828, 108 p ersons, 90 of 1-.rhom 
3Ibid. , 13.5. 
4 
~ . 
.5 
Nelson , Q2. £1!., 11; Harrington, QQ. £i!., 3. 
\'ITere girls, had joined the Rumford Institute. 6 Member-
ship tickets, good for one ye ~r of lectures, cost fifty 
cents. ? The deb at es held at the Institute were often 
the most exciting events of the year, and stimulated 
much excitement. General N.P. Banks, lat er a local 
hero and the central character of the book The Bobbin 
Boy made his first public speech in one of these debates: 
"Resolved that Dramatic Exhibitions are Beneficial to 
Society 11--there wa s still opposition to the performance of 
plays--and returned to make many more as a temperance 
spes:ker. 8 
The Manufacturers Library of the Boston Manu-
facturing Company had gro-tm large by 1830, and in that 
year the company moved the books to Rumford Hall and 
presented them to the Institute 11 on oondition that all 
who purchased tickets for the lectures, male and female, 
should have the privilege of taking out books . 119 On 
the establishment of the valtham Public Library in 1858, 
these books 1-rere given to t he to1·m. 
6 Rumford Institute, :t-1SS , 11Records, Volume III . 11 
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7 Waltham Historical Society Publications (Wal t ham: 
Waltham Free Press, 1926), No . 1, p. 7. 
8 Harrington,~·~., 3-4. 
9 Nathan Warren, "Historical Sketch of Rumford 
Institute, II Papers Read Before the Citizens 1 Club of 
~altham Season 1891-92. (Waltham: Waltham Citizens' Club, 
1898), 13. 
CHAPTER XVIII 
MARICE T ING 
After the establishemnt of the Herrime.ck Manu-
facturing Company in 1822, John A. Lowell had been elect-
ed clerk of the \'lal tham company so that he might learn 
the duties of a treasurer under P . T. Jackson's tutelage . 
At the direct ors' meet i ng on 1-iarch 17, 1826, 11Mr . Jackson 
desiring to be relieved from his duties, so far a s the 
Agency of the Company vras concerned, 11 John A. Loi·rell vras 
appointed Agent . l And, in October of the following year 
rrhen Jackson declined r e-election as Treasurer, Lowell -v;as 
elected to that office also . Jackson seems to have tempor-
arily retired after thisi although he still remained a direct-
or of the Waltham and the Chelmsford companies . Accord-
ing to his brother Je~es Jackson : 
He had his residence in tovm and he purchased from 
the B. M. Co . the place in i'lal tham, vrhich he had 
occupied as their agent . In these he tried his 
plan of comparative leisure . He became dyspeptic, 
and not"ri thstandi~g his buoye..nt spirits, life 
gre1-1 dull in him. 
However, Jackson did not stay in retirement 
very long . Tlvo years later, in 1828, he and Nathan 
1Bagnall, Q2 • cit . , III , p . 2038 . 
2J . Jackson l-1:88, "Notes on the Life and Character 
of the Late P. T. Jackson Esq. And Some of the Correspond-
ence of P . T. Jackson, 1810- 1811, 11 9. 
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Appleton were the chief promoters in launching the Appleton 
Company in L01vell. The significance of the establishment 
of this company lies in the fact that it started manufact-
uring heavy sheetings and shirtings fro m No. 14 yarns, 
still the main kind of cloth produced a t Waltham. 3 It 
had been the aim of the projectors of the two previous 
Loi·rell companies, Merrimack and Hamil ton, that "they 
should not compete in the fabrics made by them, either 
1·1i th each other or with the Boston ~1anufacturing Company. u4 
However, by 1828, the projectors of the new company thought 
it expedient to take advantage of the prestige of \'Tal tham 
goods and the constantly expanding market for them. The 
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proprietors thought it possible, oreover, to ake shirt i ngs 
and sheetings cheapter at their new factory and thus mru~e 
a gr eater profit on the ~ ~ 
Si nce the co~~encement of production at the 
Boston Manufacturing Company in February, 1815 , the cloth 
made at that factory had been sold by the commision house 
of B. C. t'lard in Boston. After the estab lishment of the 
Merrimack, Hamilton and Appleton factories in Lowell by 
the proprietors of the Boston Manufacturing Company , how-
ever, it occured to Nathan Apuleton and J . W. Paige to 
3 Bagnall, ££ • £1! . , III, p . 2278 . 
4 
~. 
form a commission company to handle the cloth of all four 
mills . The proposed to take 
upon themselves the disposition of the Waltham, 
Hamilton , Merrimack and Appleton goods ••• for a 
commission on the whole amount of goods manu-
factured by the Boston Manufacturing Company one 
per cent; by the Hamilton Manufacturing Company 
one per cent ; by the Merrimack Manufacturing Com-
pany one and a quarter per cent . S 
The proprietors accepted this proposal, and on January 1 , 
1829 , J . W. Paige and Comoany assumed the responsibility 
for selling the four companies ' cloth. 
J . W. Paige was an entirely new kind of com-
mission house . In the opinion of Caroline Ware, it was 
"the first house to serve in anything like the capacity 
of the modern selling s~ent •••• n6 It differed from its 
predecessor, B.C . Ward, in several respects . The Ward 
firm had been a general commission house handling all 
sorts of foreign and domestic commodities and selling 
Waltham cloth as a side line; J .W. Paige was exclusively 
a cloth commission house . But the most revolutionary 
feature of J . W. Paige was the fact that it provided 
special services. For example, it assumed financial 
re sponsibilities for the sale of the four companies ' 
cloth. Previous to this time , losses and debts incurred 
5 ~. , III , p . 2241- 2242. 
6 Ware,~ · £1!. , 179. 
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by the selling agent became t he losses and debts of the 
cloth manufacturer . Now, J.W. Paige, with the assumption 
of these debts and losses, began charging a fee of from 
2 to 4 per cent . If business vrere good, nand the selling 
house reasonably c ~xeful , the guaranty commi ss ion could 
furnish a very substantial part of the house 's income , 
t-rhile manufacturers profited by being freed from the 
risk. u? 
In addition to insuring the Wal them a.nd three 
Lo-vrell cofi1panies against losses due to non-sale of their 
products , J . W. Paige also served as a bank, loaning them 
large sums of money 1'>lhen they found it difficult to ob-
tain f unds elsewhere. The Boston Manufacturing Company 
did not make as much use of this service as did the 
Lowell firms, however, preferring to borrow· most of the 
money it needed from individuals.8 
Another important service provided by J.W. Paige 
was its constant surveillance of the needs of the cloth 
market .9 Paige agents kept in constant touch vrith 
conditions in the markets of the b ig cities and the 
Boston firm suggested changes in patterns and styles 
based on these agents ' reports . 
7 Ibid., 180. 
8 B •• c. MSS , "Directors Meetings, Volume 2. 11 
9
wnre, QQ . £11., 184. 
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The t hree Lowell companies and the Boston 
Manufacturing Company, in contracting for the new ser-
vices provided by J . W. Paige and Company , thereby 
delegated t heir initiative in determ i ning many policies 
of the textile business . It was J . W. Paige who now 
set prices and dictated the styles of goods to be 
produced by these companies . 
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CHAPTER XIX 
WORKING CONDITIONS AT WALTHAM 
A general statistical account of the Boston 
Manufacturing Company in August, 1831, recorded in a 
small memoranda book, gives us an idea of the company's 
growth since Februe~y, 1815, when the first cloth pro-
duced by the company had been recorded in its ledgers . 
Three mills had been built, the first in 1814, the second 
in 1816, and the third in 1821, bringing the total number 
of spindles in use to 8,192 by 1831. There were now 238 
looms producing 1,957 , 121 yards or 613,233 pounds of cloth 
annually. The best iveavers tended two looms and produced 
about twenty- eight yards of cloth from each per day. There 
were 324 women employed in carding , weaving and spinning; 
they earned an average wage of $3 a week. Sixty-two men 
1...,rere employed in the carding, spinning and dressing rooms, 
at an average 1.-reekly 1·1age of $7 . 50 . The bleachery built 
in 1820 now employed thirty-four men, 11ho i..,rere paid an 
average of $6 . 06 per week each, and seven women, paid an 
average of $2 . 88 each per i>Teek. The capacity of the 
bleachery had now reached 424. 14 tons per year . 
The machine shop w-as again building textile 
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machinery for other factories, but in very limited 
quan t i ties . Thirty men \·lere employed there building 
machinery to the extent of 3,000 spindles annually. 
Persons living on the premises of the company and depen-
dent on it for support numbered 630 . 1 
Two years before t hi s account was recorded, a 
renovat i on program had been initiated. Betw·een 1829 and 
1833, machinery in the upper mills lvas rebuilt and re-
arPanged for greater efficiency, and new machinery 
2 brought the total number of suindles to 12,000. In 
1833, more effi cient w·ater wheels of a small turbine type 
lvere added for increased po't·ler. 3 
Although Lowell had long since passed \'lal tham 
in industrial development and in fame, the Boston Manu-
facturing Company s till continued to interes t visitors . 
In 1834, when Harriet Martineau, one of the most in-
teresting and controversial of the English tourists, came 
to Americ a i-Ti th 11 her ear-trumpet, and her boundless 
auriosity, 11 she made it a poi~t to visit Waltham. Miss 
Martineau wrote the following year in Society in America 
I visited the corporate factory establish~ent 
of Waltham vli thin a few miles of Boston. The estab-
lishment is for spinning and lveaving of co t ton alone 
1B.M.C . MSS, "Memoranda Book, Volume 6. 11 
2 Bagnall, £E· cit., III, p . 2045. 
3Nelson, £E . .£1!., 133; B.M. C. MSS, "Memoranda 
Book, Volume 6 . 11 
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and the construction of the requisite machinery. 
Five hundred girls were emplo yed at the time of 
my visit . The girls e arn t 1vo and sometimes three 
dollars a week besides their board. The lit tle 
children earn one dollar a reek . Most of the girls 
live in houses 9rovided by the corporation ••.• When 
sisters come to the mill it is a commonolace uractice 
for t hem to bring their mother to keep house for 
them and some other companions , in a dwelling built 
by their 0 1m earnings . I n t his case they save 
enough out of their board to clothe themselves and 
have t 1vo or three dollars to spare . Some have thus 
cleared off mortgcges from their f a thers' farms; 
others have educated the hope of the family at 
college; and many are rapidly ac cumulating an in-
dependence . I saw a whole street of houses built 
with the earnings of the girls; some with piazzes 
and green venetian blinds , a~d all neat and suf-
ficiently spacious . 
The factory people built the church vThich stands 
consu icuous on the green in the midst of the place . 
The minister's salary, eight hundred dollars last 
year, is raised by a t2x on the pews . The corpor-
ation gave them a building for a Lyceum which they 
have furnished w·i t h a good library and l'lhere t hey 
have lectures every winter , the best th~t money can 
procure . The girls have , in many instances, private 
libraries of some value. 
The managers of the various factory establishments 
keep the wages as nearly equal as possible and then 
let the girls freely shift from one to another •• • • 
The people work about seventy hours a week on the 
average •••• All look like well- dressed young l adies . 
The health is good, or rather it is no 1-vorse than 
elsewhere . 4 
Harriet Martineau 1 s description of the \val tham 
establishment in 1834, is fairly accurate, but super-
ficial . Norman 'Ttlare is correct in his assumption that 
l~iss Martineau "must have been misinformed as to t he 
~arriet Martineau, Society in America (London : 
Longme.ns, Green and Company , 1839), II, 57-58. 
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hours of l abor • . . , n5 for they "'ere nearer eighty than 
seventy hours per week. The factory bell awakened oper-
atives at t wenty minutes of five , 11-,;·;hereupon they .speedily 
/ dressed themselves and went to work a t five . 110 At seven 
o 1 clock the vTO rkers took a half hour for breakfast, then 
returned to work until t 1·1elve . After a thrity to forty-
five minute lunch period they -vmrked until seven in the 
evening . 7 \•Torking these hours Monday through Saturday, 
Waltham opera tives put in close to eighty hours a week . 
Moreover, the company had the annoying habit of ringing 
its bell early when it w s to its advant age . Seth Luther, 
one of the first of the l abor agitators in New England 
noticed this practice in 1832. Deriding Henry Clay for a 
Senate speech glorifying the lives of factory operatives 
who went to and fro m their meals "Vl i th a light and cheer-
ful step, Luther said 
1Afhile on a visit to th2.t pink of perfection, 
Waltham, I remarked that the females moved with 
a very light st ep, and \vell they might, for the 
bell rung for them to return to the mill from 
their homes in 19 minutes aft er it had rung for 
them to go to breekfast . S 
Norman Ware is also correct in h is a ssumption 
5Norman Ware, The Industrial Worker (C ambr i dge : 
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1924), 73. 
6starbuck, £2 · cit . , 26 . 
7Ibid. 
8Josephson, Q£ . cit . , 223 . 
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that Harriet Martineau 1 s 11p icture is somev1hat couleur de 
rose and naive in its treatment of the ••• freedom of move-
ment of the operatives . n9 The girls were never allOl"!ed 
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to "freely shift from one to another ••• " of the cotton 
f actories . On the contrary, Caroline \•Tare has shown that 
efforts were made by the manufacturers to keep their oper-
atives in one place . lO Girls were required to prove that 
they had fulfilled their l e,bor contracts \".ri th their previous 
employers before they were hired by others. And enticing 
operatives to leave one employer for another was espec-
ially fro V>me d upon . Patrick T. Jackson made this clear 
in a letter he ";·rrote to Poignand and Plant, ivho had evid-
ently accused him of enticing away one of their employ-
e e s . He vrro t e : 
I e.m glad you 11rote me on the subject as it is 
al't·rays best to be open and candid on such occe.s-
ions. You judged rightly thnt vle viOuld not in the 
most indirect manner countenance the principle of 
one factory attempting to supply itself with help 
by enticing hends fro m another . Mr . A. Poor says 
that 2 cousins of his, who are at work for you 
a sked him to get them a pl~ce at our Factory & 
the.t Mr . Cowan told him take one in his card room 
--accordingly he (Poor) sent her word & went for 
her--I stated to him the impropriety of his con-
duct in riding to yr place ( t o the annoyance of 
9Norman \'fare, The Industrial \'lorker ( Cembridge : 
Houghton ~iifflin Company, 1924 ), 73 . 
lOcaroline Ware, The Eerl New England Cotton 
Manufacture, A Stud~ of Industrial Beginnings Boston: 
Houghton Mifflin Company , 19~1 ), 222, pa ssim. 
yr people) on Sunday & told him (most explicitly) 
that if I ever knew of his ttempting to obtain 
help from nother factory for us he should quit 
immedie.tely • • . I gave Mr . Co".tan a reproof & I 
thin..lc you vlill have no more difficulty vli th them, 
if you do please let me kno'\·T . 11 
Despite Miss Martineau's general approval of 
conditions at Waltham she did give indications later in 
her account, Society in America , th .t she was aware of 
the company's attempts to control-the social life of its 
workers . In passing through one of the mills Miss 
Martineau saw a hand bill : 
I saw the bill •.• warning that no young lady who 
e.ttended dancing school should be empl oyed . . . I 
asked the meaning of this, and the overseer ' s 
ansvTer vlas , "ivhy I•Te had some trouble last vTinter 
about this dancing school •.• • The young f olks • . • 
forget the time , and everything but the amuse-
ment, e..nd dance a1::ay t i ll two or thre e in the 
morning . Then t hey are unfit for work the next 
day • . •• So \ ·Te have forbidden the dancing schoo1 . 12 
The dancing school idea originated with N. P . Banks, a 
young man just starting to make trouble for that " 1 heart-
less corpore.tion . 1 ulJ Trying to get e.head in local polit -
ics, Banks carried on a vlar against the Boston 1-:!anufact-
uring Company for ten years to break the hold of the 
company on local politics and prevent its heelers from 
using "the open ballot system to force operPtives to 
support ••• " company picked officials . l4 
11 P . and P. Compe.ny MSS, 11Letters," 170 . 
12Harrington, £2 · cit . , J . 
lJi bid. ' 7 . 
14Ibid. 
-
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Hiss Ma.rtinea.u e.lso mentioned the.t "the little 
children 11 in the Waltham mills earned one dollar a week. 
It would have been helpful if she had said how many 
children she had seen, what they were doing, and how old 
they 'lttere . According to the books of the company in 
1831, no children were employed in any capacity. Possibly 
in 183.5 1.-1hen Miss Martineau macle her visit a few children 
v1ere being employed as bobbin boys. 
From several sources a general picture of con-
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di tions of l abor e.t Waltham at the time of Harriet Matineau 1 s 
visit can be compiled. The 1·rork required of a cotton mill 
operative was not hard work by the standards of the time . 
Some vmrkers 1.-1ere required to handle and move large piles 
of cloth, but men usually performed these tasks. iomen 
operatives in most case s were hired to tend or wat ch the 
looms and frames to stop them when threads broke and , 
at first, to extend the temple bars of the loom. 1..5 t'li th 
the apnlication of the dresser, perpetual temples, and the 
stop mo tion device, the need for careful attention wa s 
nearly eliminated. 16 The oppressive feature of ~actory 
work at Waltham was rather the tediousness of watching 
1.5see page 80 . 
16see pages 80, 81, 113. 
eighty hours a week while a machine worked. 
Operatives SEI.W very little sunlight during a 
\veek 1 s work; llhen they went to \vork in the morning it was 
not yet light; when they returned it v1as already da.rk, 
except during the summer months . The factory windows were 
too small to let in much light or air. Operat i ves wo r ked 
by small whale oil lamps hung on hooks from the machines.l7 
These lamps made a vile smoke 1·1hich further polluted the 
stale, lint-filled air. And each increase in the speed of 
the machines increased the amount of lint breathed in by 
t he operatives. 
Workers were required to sign contract s promising 
to work from one to two years at a certain wage, and were 
encouraged to stay by promise of premiums. For example, 
and 
Anson Weeks agrees to go into the weaving Room 
in Mill No. 2 as third hand and to s tay two years 
from date--for t he first year he is to have 70 
cents per day-- for t he second year 75 cts per day.l8 
Paid the followi ng persons premiums, those having 
stayed in the employment of the Company two years 
17 Caroline Ware, The Early New England Cot.ton 
Manufacture A Stud of Industrial Be innings Boston: 
Houghton 4ifflin Company, 1931 , 100. 
18 
B. :tvr .c. 1-iSS, "Memoranda Book, Volume 6. " 
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and have behaved well : Susan Fowler, $5 . 00; Eunice 
and Eliza Fuller, $5 . 00 each; and Chas . Cushing $l o. oo . l9 
Machinists were required to sign contracts 
specifying that any invention they produced automatically 
became the property of the corporation. Allan Pollack 
had signed a contract stating 
Should I be fortunate enough to make or suggest 
any improvement for which it might be thought proner 
to obtain a patent, such patent or patents are to b e 
the property of the company. 20 
Paul Moody had promised that 
••• all Improvement s by him made or suggested are 
to belong to said ComDany , it being the intention 
of the parties that all the Time and Talents of said 
Moody are to be em~;loyed f or the benefit of said 
Company. 21 
The wages paid Waltham operatives in 1835 were 
good, considering the fact that most employee s '\·rere 
women to whom fe'\v occ 'l.t':>ations ·ere open , and that those 
other occ upations paid very little . Caroline Ware says 
t hat 
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For women, mill work was the first outside occupation, 
with the exception of domestic service, in vrhich they 
could ea.rn enough to be self- supporting and mill pay 
was consistently above the rates paid to women in other 
empl oyments . 22 . 
19 Starbuck, .2:2 · ill· , 26 . 
20 
B. M. C. l4SS , "Memoranda Book, Volume 6. 11 
Miss Martineau's statement that Waltham girls earned 
"two and sometimes three dollars a w·eek besides their 
board.t•23 is not too inaccurate. Girls tending looms at 
Waltham in 1835 earned $12 .75 a month , or $3 . 18 a week,24 
and, as mentioned in an earlier chapter , board cost them 
between $.75 and $1 . 25 a l"Teek. 25 Most of the girls earned 
at least $2 . 00 besides board, and some as much as $2 . 50 . 
Some time before 1835, a premium system had been 
initiated at Waltham, whereby overseers were paid bonuses 
if they could get more than the usual amount of 1-rork from 
their operatives . 26 Lowell girls considered a similar 
premium system in t heir mills a curse that "ought not to 
be tolerated 11 27 and Waltham girls probably felt much the 
same ·way about it . The premium system led to competition 
among the girls and favoritism and dishonesty on t he part 
of the overseers . There had always been a certain amount 
of competition to see 1-rho cou_d marry the overse ers; by 
1835 the Long Block wa.s filled v-1ith overseers -vrho had 
married girls living there .28 
23 Martineau , ..Q.:Q • .£ll., 57 . 
24 B. M. C. !·ISS, 11Pay Roll, Volume 95 . " 
25 / Starbuck,~ · £11., 2o . 
26 B. !·I. C. MSS, "Memoranda Book, Volume 6. 11 
27 
Josephson, 2Q . cit. , 221 . 
28 
Waltham Historical Society, 2£ • cit ., 26 . 
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The boarding houses P..t vfaltham , the one fault 
v-rhich Miss Martineau found with the system, were sociable 
places , but b c.dly overcrowded. Girls sometimes slept 
three in a bed, and six or more to a room. 29 
Despite the hardships of work in the cotton mills, 
the Boston Manufacturing Comnany had no difficulty in 
findlng sufficient employees after its reputation had 
been established and before the 1840 1 s . P.T . Jackson 
eJQ:~lained in a letter to Poignand and Plant, 11We have 
seldom less than 40 hands on our list more than we can 
employ and are more puzzled to get rid of hands than to 
get them. n30 
The young girls vrho came to '\vork for the Boston 
l~anuf'acturing Company usually stayed about four and a half 
years; the more frugal returned to their New England farms 
richer by as much as $400 , and all were more independent 
for the experience . 31 Their eagerness to exchange the 
country kitchen for the mills during that first half 
of the nineteenth century shows how much these women 
11anted the independence that money would bring them. 
29 
Norman Ware, .9.!2 · ill· , 73 . 
30P . and P . Company MSS, "Letters," 170 . 
)lB . M. C. MSS, 11Pa.y Roll, VolumEB 94, 9, , 96. 
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CHAPTER XX 
THE END OF AN ERA 
By the middle 1830 ' s, the mills of Lowell and 
other Ne1-v England tmms 1·1hich had h B.d their beginnings 
in the Boston Manufacturing Company had surpassed their 
parent organization in size, industrial importance, and 
interest to visitors . From this time on the Boston 
Manufacturing Company was simply one more textile mill, 
and not as prosperous as many . 
One of the company's last periods of financial 
success was that of 1835-1837 . These were boom years . 
Prosperity 11 was everywhere, prices were high <md go ing 
higher, bank vaults 1t1ere bulgi ng and ban..'t\:ers eager to loan. nl 
Government funds placed in President Jackson's "Pet Banks" 
r,1ere loaned recklessly . Thousands of unsound banks, finan-
ced by English loans , sprang up in the South and West . 
Between 1832 and 1836 the nation ' s c i rculat ing currency 
mounted from $59,000,000 to $140,000,000, inflating 
prices beyond reason . 2 As the value of land begsn to 
rise, speculators bought all that they could. 
In Ne't'l England , money was readily available for 
lRay Allen Billington, Westward Exnansion (New 
York : Macmillan dompany,l949), Jo7 . 
2Ibid . , J66-J67 . 
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all purposes at low interest rates by 1836. Stocks of the 
cotton mills were rising rapidly. 3 The Lowell companies 
were paying higher dividends than in 1831, a previous boom 
year . 4 Eleven new cotton companies were incorporated in 
Massachusetts alone in 1836 . 
In late 1837, however, the financial state of the 
nation took a turn for the worse . Jackson's Specie Circulex 
of 1836, ordering that the Treasury receive no paper cur-
rency for public lands, had se emed to have no effect on the 
spiral of inflation, but when his "Pet Banks" began to de-
fault, carrying away the government surplus, the whole nat-
ion plunged into panic . 5 
The Panic of 1837 did not, however, bring to the 
New· England textile industry the contraction that -vrould 
h e.ve been understandable . Despite the fact tha.t there 
vrere many failures in the seaport tovms and that money 
was available only at prohibitive interest r ates, the 
cotton companies continued to raise capital . 
Late in 1837, five of the Lowell corporations 
petitioned the Massachusetts Legislature to enlarge their 
3Martin, 2£ • cit . , 24, 28 . 
4 Ibid. , 90 . 
5samuel Eliot l.forison and Henry Steele Commager, 
The Grow·th of the American Reuublic (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 1942), I, p . 554. 
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capital stock and the follo'tving year the Merrimack Hanu-
.c facturing Company e.ctually made its enlargement . o 
Although none of the corporations found it possible to 
pay di vidends in 1837, they resumed in 1838 . 7 
The Boston Manufacturing Company, however, seems 
to have been harder hit by the depression of 1837 than 
the Lowell firms . Bet1veen 1831 and 1836, the dividends 
paid by the Waltham company dwindled from 5 or 6 per cent 
to 3 per cent; in the second half of 1837, when the panic 
struck, and in the first half of 1838, no dividends at all 
vrere paid. 8 Dividend payments were resumed at 3 per cent 
in the second half of 1838, but did not continue . Only 
one "Vras paid in 1840 and none at all again in 1842 . 9 
In 1835, the Boa ton Manufacturing Company he.d 
been able to make a profit of from 1 . 5 to 2. 05 cents on 
each yard of cloth it manufactured, but by 1840, it could 
make only one cent a yard. 10 During the years 1837-1842, 
the company seems to have been struggling to make any 
profit . 
By 1842, the Boston Associates, as the group of 
/ 
°Caroline vlare, The Ee..rl Ne1.; En land Cotton Menu-
facture, A Study of Industrial Beginnings Boston: Houghton 
Mifflin Company, 1931), 34 . 
?Martin, £2 · cit . , 90 . 
8Ibid. 
9Ibid. 
lOsee Appendix A. 
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business men 1r1ho controlled the \•Tal tham firm and the Lowell 
companies were called, h ad become quite concerned over 
condit i ons in the textile industry in general, and at 
Waltham in particular . Henry Lee and other dissatisfied 
investors in those companies joined together as a reform-
ing party, and began to investigate the management's 
policies in some of the corporations . The reform party 
soon concentrated its attack on John A. Lowell, treasurer 
and agent of the Boston Manufacturing Company. \'laldo 
Higginson 1.vrote to Henry Lee, Jr . : 
A proposition is on foot & agitating the community 
to cut down J . A. Lowell 1 s salary these hard times 
• • • Your Uncles Jackson are raving about it, like 
so many 5 & 10 year olders . ll 
The criticisms of Lowell by the reformers were 
aimed not only at his conduct as executive officer of the 
il/al tham company, but at the fact that Lowell was simul-
taneously 
a director of the Amoskeag, Appleton and Hamilton 
Companies, treasurer of the Boott Mills, a director 
and agent for the purchase of cotton of the Merri 
mack Comnany • •. director and agent of the Massach-
usett.s Mills , and President of the Lo1.·1ell Machine 
Shop.l2 
11Henry Lee Shattuck MSS, "1842 . " 
12Josephson, Q£. £11. , 210-211 . 
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Besides dividends, four of these companies paid Lovrell 
an annual salary of $ 5000 each . 
By the summer of 1842 , the reformers had begun 
to achieve results de spite strong resist ance . Henry Lee 
"i·rrote at this time 
The factories have suffered greatly by going on 
this foo l ish principle of selling goods to anyone 
who wishes & the more they take the longer the 
credit- The agents have been complained of & 
reproved & they are now more prudent •.. A reforming 
na.rty h a s been at i'lork vli th ¥Jm. Appleton at its 
head & sustained by Geo . Lyman, Col . Perkins, the 
Brooks, E. Francis, H. Cabot, Geo . Howe- & nearly 
all the independent men 1-rho don 1 t get salaries & 
are not influenced by those who do--They have been 
resisted by the combined pm-rer of Lai-vrence, N. 
Appleton, the Lowells & the Jacksons & their allies 
- but it was ineffectual . Sale.ries are reduced ••• 
Not only were the salaries of key officials re-
duced but labor and production economies i"lere instituted. 
According to Henry Lee : 
Operatives l-Ta.ges were reduced 6 mo ago-more 
vlOrk done at the factories- The plan of buying 10, 
12 & 14 mo supply of cotton, in advance of the 
wants of the mills- is disepproved of- censured & 
has been pa~tially discontinued and the managers 
promi se that next year they wi ll buy les s at the 
South e.no_ more a t home . This done wd be equal 
to 3 perhaps 4 ner Cent on the capitals of each 
mill . 
A reforming Committee last year visited R. Island 
& contrary to their expectations it \'laS found they 
paid lO\'ler -vrage s & that one woman \'rorked 3 looms 
& some of them 4 looms by a slight reduction of 
speed--This change, contrP~Y to the opinion 0f some 
of our managers was made in our mil ls--Go oo Dr . Hobbs 
•• • of the Boston Me.nufacturing Company--\11110 con-
sults his girls- who down to this time, h a.ve directed 
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their operations themselves-tho ' t it could not be 
done a t first, but suspension of dividends at l ast 
drove him up to do it ••• They found al so that R. 
Island in st ead of us ing f ancy cotton co s ting J cts 
more the.n plain- used a l01·1er grade & made goods 
of equal quality- that is t he common sorts- This nthe 
girls" objected to, & Why? because .•• they could 
not run off so many yP.r ds & therefore made a few· 
cents a day les s-41o'\'rever , \'Jm . Amory, '\'Tho is a reform-
er, tho' salary man, & Geo Ho;e who is one also & 
a Superintendent.......:3et the example & now the vlal tham 
& Lowell mill s h8.ve follo~·Ted sui t . l3 
But Le e was not comple tely s c: tisf ied tvi th the 
reforms . He ivrote April 30, 1843 to Henry Lee, Jr . : 
I am sorry prices did not keep d01m 12 mos longer , 
a s the reformers might have been able in that time 
to have made further changes & savings in manufact-
uring~he i mprovement & prospect of bet t er prices 
have e.lready quieted so many on our sioe tha t I 
fe ar we ca.n 1 t gain an! 4more advantages- till there i s another revulsion . 
By ~1ay 15, 1843, ho~'lever, Lee vras more opt i mis-
tic about the future . He wrote to Henry Le e, Jr . that 
i.'llith the 
new cotton at 6 t o 7 1/2 cts & at reduced wage s-
there will be some profit ••• The agents & sellers 
are more a t tent ive & economical than f ormerly ••. 
If the agents '\'Till only be careful of bc:..d debts, 
& be economical we shall do pretty well tho' I 15 more and more d i strust all corporate concerns. 
Increas ing the number of lo~ ms pe r worker and 
using cheaper cotton brought result s at Waltham. \I/ ages 
1 3Henry Lee Shattuck MSS, 111842 ." 
14Ibid. , 11 1843 . " 
l5Ibid. 
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rose 8 per cent between 1840 and 1845, but during the 
same period uroduction per worker rose 25 per cent; and 
the profit per yard of cloth rose from 1 to 2.1 cents. 16 
Improved business conditions during these years also 
helped put the Boston Manufacturing Company back on its 
feet . 
The building of the Fitchburg Railroad to 
Waltham in 1843 also helped increase profits and stim-
ulated new grm.rth. · It had been the original intention 
of the railroad's proprietors to lay their tracks through 
\'lal tham north of the Great Country Road e.nd some tv:o 
miles distant from the factory . 17 Through the in-
fluence of the company 1 s proprietors, ho1vever, the 
main track -rm.s run through the toltm a few fe e. t in back 
of the mills, and a spur track laid, starting at the 
bleachery e.nd running across the river and back behind 
the second factory before connecting with the main line 
there . After 1843, the Boston Manufacturing Company 
sent its cloth to Boston by freight car, rather than 
over the Great Country Road by wagon . 
Prior to 1846, the section of Waltham on the 
opposite side of the river from the Boston Manufacturing 
16see Appendix A 
17 Starbuck, .9:2 · cit . , 28. 
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Company ""V~Ie.s almost unhabi ted. The only way of reaching 
this area from the factory was by the old wooden Newton 
Street Bridge \olhich crossed the river at the company's 
bleachery •18 In the autumn of 1846, ho~;ever, the Moody 
Street Bridge l'ls.s built a little above the dam at the 
upper mills. 19 The construction of this bridge gave 
impetus to the development of the so-called South Side 
of Waltham. Stores -v;ere built along 11oody Street anCI. 
houses erected on the heights in back of them. 
The Boston Manufacturing Company, encouraged 
by the return of prosperity, or at least better times, 
made several improvements in its facilities between 1843 
and 1847 . In 1843 e.nother factory 45 fe et 1·Tide and 90 
feet long, with a capacity of 8000 mule spindles, 1-ras 
built between !· ill No . l ano. Mill No , 2 . 20 This in-
creased the total mill capacity to 20,000 spindles . 
In 1846 the auxiliary stee~ engin~ installed in 1836 
was removed to the bleachery, and a much la~ger model 
put in the upper mills .2l In 1847 the upper wooden 
dam was replaced by one mede of concrete blocka . 22 
18vialtham Historica.l Society Publications (Waltham: 
We~tham Free Press, 1926), o. 1, 63 . 
19Ibid. 
20Bagnall, ££· cit., III, p. 2045 . 
21Ibid. 
22Ibid. 
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By 1846 the VIal tham company was paying dividends 
of 5 per cent and doing better than it had for the prev-
ious thriteen years . But the profits were being made by 
increasing exploitation of the labor force . Conditions 
of work both at the Waltham company and in the Lowell 
mills were becoming intolerable, and "t·muld soon drive 
New England girls from the factories . 
Already women had begun to look to other areas 
for jobs and independence . Teaching attracted many. 
From 1838 to 1847 11 the increase in the number of ,-;omen 
teaching in Massachusetts was 1,647, while during the 
se~e time the number of men in the profession increased 
by 67 . 23 A great many girls ~>rere going \'lest to find 
husbands on the frontier; some i·rere becoming mission-
aries; some, clerks . 
By 1848, the other opportunities tipped the 
bal ance against increasingly unpleasant laboring condit-
ions and le...rge numbers of young girls left the mills . 
In February, 1848, the Boston Manufacturing Company found 
it necessary to cut 1-rages in order to continue to make 
profits . In the Voice of Industr~, Friday, February 18, 
1848, it was announced 
23Abbott, 2£ · cit . , 150 . 
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The Boston Manufacturing Company, at Vle.l tham, 
rea.uced the wages of their "piece hands" l P.st pay 
day, end gave notice that they should reduce the 
\-rages of those vJho vmrk by day , next month. The 
reduction of wages in manufacturing places is 
becoming quite general. l·1eny of ~ne girls 
are quitting 1·mrk and going home . 
At the w-age reduction, most of the Waltham 
girls left the f 2ctory for good. Their places were 
fi lled almost immediately b. Irish girls. (This is 
quite evident from the ne"tv names appearing on the 
pay rolls after this date.) 25 
In her book, The Golden Threads, Hannah 
Josephson has said that following the walkout of laltham 1 s 
farm girls and their replacement by the Irish girls 
outnut per "t·rorker, 1<1hich had been increasing 
steadily un to that time, thereupon fell off 
so sharply t hat the company switched production 
to a coarser type of material t~an it had 
manufactured in many years •••• 2o 
This is not true, however . From February, 1848 to 
August, 1850, only one new type of cloth was introduced, 
and that constituted only lJ per cent of all the cloth 
made in this period. 27 Concerning output per vTOrker, 
24voice of Industry (Lowell), February 18, 1848. 
25B.M.C . MSS, 11Pe.y Roll, Volume 90 . 11 
26Josephson, QQ . cit., 296. 
27B.M.C . MSS, "Accounts Current, Volumes 34-36 ." 
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the average yearly production fell off 22 per cent in 
two years , but by 18.55 cli mbed 36 . 4 per cent from the 
low of 18.50 . 28 Output uer -vm rker w·as higher in the 1850-
18.54 period than ever before . 29 
21.5 
Actually , the substitution of Irish for native-
born girls at Waltham in February 1848 had little effect 
upon the statistics of production. But that change, and 
similar changes in Lowell at the same time, are significant, 
for they signalled the end of an era in Americ~n industrial 
history . The farm girl, who had heln ed bring about the 
domestication of the factory system, left the mills in the 
lat e 1840 1 s, and immigrant labor took her place there . The 
new factory forces were to find little welcome in many New 
England towns . 
The significance of the Boston Manufacturing 
Company lay all in the past . It had developed a system 
that not only built a successful business, but served as 
a laboratory and nursery for the American textile industry. 
Lowell, Lav-rrence and other New England mill towns began 
in the Boston Manufacturing Company, but now that they 
28 See Appendix A. 
29Robert G. Layer , Earnings of Cotton Mill 
Ouerati ve s , 182.5- 1914 (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 
19.5.5), .54 . 
were established, the company became a backvmter . The 
leadership of the textile i ndustry had pas s ed to t hose 
towns -rrhich took their patt ern from Walth am. 
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CHAPTER XXI 
EPILOGUE 
The Boston Manufacturing Company continued to 
do busines s for many more years . Production faci l ities 
were increased in 1852 by the construction of a. new mill 
eighty feet -vvide ana_ t-vro hundred feet long. Other 
buildings and extensions· were added in the 1870's and 
early 1880's. The firm start ed making hosiery at its 
lower mill in 1868, and, encouraged by the heavy demand, 
the proprietors also converted the machinery of one of 
the upper mills to produce that product. In the early 
1880 1 s, however, low-priced German hosiery began to be 
i mported in large quantities , and the Waltham company 
found it impossible to compete. Again the machinery 
was adapted, this time to turn out gauze, gossamer, and 
balbriggan underwear . This change revived the company ' s 
prosperity for a. few years . 
In the closing years of the nineteenth century, 
ho1.vever, the fortunes of the New England textile industry 
began to wane. Mills ivere established in the South to 
teRe advantage of the lower production costs in that 
region and to be closer to the source of raw cotton. 
Equipped 1·Ti th modern machinery, these new factories could 
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manufacture the coarser grades of cloth so cheaply that 
the Northern companies could not continue to compete. 
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The industry gradually moved to the cotton-gro1rring 
states, until by the early years of the t\ventieth century, 
the South had achieved suprem~cy in the field of textile 
manufa.cture .l 
The Boston Manufacturing Company was particularly 
hard hit by cornpeti tion i'li th cheap Southern cloth. By 
1908, the firm ~rra.s so shaky financially that the directors 
found it necessary to reorganize . A new corporation under-
took the management of the mills, but retained the old 
company name . 
From this time on, the company struggled to 
survive. The manufacture of ne't'r fabrics such as 11Gilbrae 
ginghams" and rayon was attempted, and these products 
sold well. But the firm 's "machinery was old and out of 
repair and the new· capital needed \·Tas not supplied in 
sufficient amounts to modernize the plant . 11 2 Production 
was continued until the spring of 1~29, when the stock-
holders voted to discontinue business. The mills of the 
corporation 't<lere sold piecemeal to sevel"'al small companies. 
1 
Jonathan Thayer Lincoln, 11 The Cotton Textile 
Machine Industry, 11 Harvard Business Review, II (October, 
1932)' p . 90. 
2 Edmund R. Sanderson, Early Waltham Industries, 
(Waltham: Waltham Historical Society, 1957) 9-10 . 
The Boston 1>1anufactur1ng Company, "i.Yhich had done so 
much to create the textile industry of New England had 
ceased to exist . 
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T.AROR AND PRODUCTIOl.J STATISTI 
1820 
·weavers' Ee.rnings 
$13. 00 Per Month 
Average Monthly Earnings 
$13. 80 Per Worker 
Average Yearly Production 
Per Worker, in Pounds of 
Cloth 65 
Labor Cost Per Yard, 
3. 4 in Cents 
Profits Per Yard , 
in Cents 7. 4- 8 
Overhead Cost Per Yard, 
in Cents 1. 95 
APPENDIX 
A 
t;S OF TID BOSTON 1-11 NUFACTURING COMPANY 1 820-18'>0* 
182'5 18'30 1e35 1e4o 1~45 J.CS.JU 
$11 $12. 75 $16 $15 . 4u i ll- ~12 . 25-ll.SO 10 . 25 
$12 ~~11 . 50 $13. 60 $12.50 $13. 50 $13.0u 
65 62 • .5 82· • .5 80 108 85 
3. 5 3. 05 3. 02 2. 8 2. 4 2.3 
3 . ~- 1. 5 2. 05- 1 2. 1 .0.) 6. 1. 5 -2 
1 . 75 1. 75 1. 75 1 . 5 1. 35 2 
- ---·-
*Compiled from the records of the Boston .r.1anufa ctur1ng Company. 
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PREVIOUS STUDIES OF THE BOSTON r.LL\NUFACTURING COMPANY 
No comprehensive history of the Boston 1~Ianu­
facturing Company has ever been published. Ho~rever, 
several authors have included information on the company 
in general vTOrks about the textile industry. The rlri ters 
who have given the most information are Willie~ Bagnall, 
Caroline vJare, George Gibb, and Edith Abbott . 
William Bagnall devoted a chapter of the second 
volume of the Textile Industr ies of the United States to 
the Waltham company . This volume was ~ever published, 
but remains a four-volume typewritten manuscript, with 
about one hundred pages on the Boston }l!anufacturing Comp-
any . Bagnall 1 s sources v1ere primarily the company 1 s 
records of directors' meetings . His account is a chrono-
logical presentation of events with hardly any attenpt 
at interpretation. Information on persons connected r:ith 
the company came, for the most part, from secondary 
sources . 
Caroline Ware ' s The Early New England Cotton 
Hanufacture A Study in Industrial Beginnings traces 
the introduction of cotton manufacturing into the United 
States, and mentions the Boston Manufacturing Company 
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many times . Hers is the fullest printed account of the 
company to date . Miss Ws~e used the Boston Manufacturing 
Company records, but did not consult the personal papers 
of men connected 't>li th the company. 
George Gibb 1 s The Saco-Lowell Shops is a study 
of the textile machinery industry in New England in 
general, and of the Saco-Lo1'Tell shops in pe.rticular . 
One chapter describes the Boston Manufacturing Company's 
significance as a manufacturer of machinery and a fore-
runner of the Saco-Lowell shops . Gibb consulted primar-
ily the company's records for his information on Waltham. 
Edith Abbott's i omen in Industry tells of 't'Vomen 1 s 
entrance into industry in America, and of their gradual 
replacement by male labor. There is one chapter on ~;ages 
paid women by the Boston Manufacturing Company in 1819 and 
1821 . Miss Abbott used the company pay rolls for figures. 
Other authors have given only a few pages to the 
Boston Manufacturing Company. 
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THE BOSTON MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
OF \'lALTHAM, MASSACHUSETTS, 1813-1848 
THE FIRST MODERN FACTORY IN AMERICA 
ABSTRACT 
The Boston Manufacturing Company was established 
on the Charles River in Walt~am, Massachusetts, in 1813. 
It was America ' s first modern factory not because it 
first put the processes of carding , spinning cmd 't<'reaving 
under one roof, as has often been stated, but because it 
first put all these processes to work by power. 
The company had t1velve original proprietors; the 
three most important were Francis Cabot Lo't<'Tell, Nathan 
Appleton, and Patrick Tracy Jackson , all Boston merchants 
'\'Tho had made fortunes in commerce and who sought new 
fields for investment vJhen the War of 1812 made shipping 
unprofitable . Lowell was especially influential, for in 
1811 he visited English factories and memorized plans for 
a power loom--export of textile machinery and emigration 
of mechanics was strictly prohibited by British le~v. 
To sup rintend its machine shop, the new company 
fortunately found Paul Moody. His mechanical genius gave 
the industry many improvements and several inventions. 
His shop became a 11 school for mechanics" and, although the 
company tried to prevent it , many of the workers stayed 
only long enough to learn, before answering the huge demand 
for Waltham-trained men in other factories . 
At that time, there was prejudice against diver-
ting labor from agriculture, and the company's solution to 
that problem 1rras so revolutione.ry as to attract internat.:.. 
ional interest . It employed girls from the surrounding 
countrysi<1e, assuming moral and physical guardianship . 
This was the first attempt at a system 'tvhich later became 
famous at Low·ell. The girls \'lorked an 80 hour "tATeek, but 
pay {about $2 . 00 a week after board and room) was good 
compared to that in most jobs open to "t-;omen. 
The comuany prospered. Its large liquid capital 
enabled it to meet financial crisis ; its power machinery 
was efficient ; its product, cheap coarse sheetings and 
shirting s , w·ere much in demand. Moreover , the minimum 
clause of the Tariff of 1816 broke foreign competition. 
The Waltham company ' s supremacy in the fi eld allowed it 
to weather the depression of 1818-1819 , during which many 
other textile manufacturers failed. 
Success led to imitators and desire for Waltham.:.. 
type machinery. The company inaugurated two new policies : 
that of building and selling machinery , and that of selling 
the right to copy. W'i th the first policy, the company 
became a manufacturer of machinery, as well as of cloth. 
The company's influence on Waltham was tremendous. 
It gave the town its first fire department , second church , 
schools, roads, and many other i mprovements . It also 
sponsored several semi-public cultural organizations , 
such as the employee library and the Rumford Institute . 
In gene~al , it changed the town from an agricultural to 
a manufacturing community. 
The mills gr ew until the Cha~les could no longer 
supply sufficient water power. Thereupon, Jackson and 
Appleton joined with Paul Moody and the Boott brothers , 
and purchased the Pavrtucket Canal Company. Thi s gave them 
the whole po1ver of the 1-1errimack, and at a good site in 
Chelmsford they established the Merrimack Manufacturing 
Company, the first textile corporation in an area 1<Thich 
was to be called Lowell , after the late Francis C. Lowell . 
The Boston Manufacturing Company supnlied machinery and 
key workers for the new mill, and as its potential became 
apparent, transferred almost the whole machine shop from 
Waltham to Chelmsford. The first Lowell mille were , then , 
an outgrol'rth of the Boston Manufacturing Company. 
The Boston Manufacturing Company \'Tae of enormous 
significance during the first thirty- five years of its 
operation. It developed a system t hat not only .built a 
successful business , but served as a labora tory and 
nursery for the American textile industry. 
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